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ABSTRACT
Virtual Foreign Bureaus and the New Ecology of International News
Soomin Seo
This dissertation investigates the phenomenon of the digitally native production of foreign and
international news in Anglo-American media. The focus is on the news startups I am calling
“virtual foreign bureaus” (VFBs), independent, professional and niche news outlets that carry out
much of the reporting remotely. These news startups have increased in numbers and importance
with the shutdowns of foreign bureaus in traditional news organizations. Using newsroom visits,
interviews, and content analysis, I compare and contrast journalistic routines and norms of VFBs
with those of traditional foreign correspondence. As organizations, VFBs are more networked
and less hierarchal than traditional foreign bureaus. I find a different use of sources, with opensource Web databases, crowdsourced material, and social network sources taking precedence
over traditional “human” sources, because the former are more accessible to VFBs and also seen
as more verifiable than the latter. Despite these differences, I note an increasing convergence of
the norms of VFBs and traditional foreign correspondence, working toward the creation of a
hybrid professional identity. As organizations, VFBs are entrepreneurial, seeking to combine
multiple funding streams to achieve financial independence and sustainability. They rely heavily
on foundation grants and partnerships, but such relationships rarely constitute a sustainable
business model. I argue that any meaningful solution to the financial woes of foreign reporting
should include policy interventions and an infusion of public funds.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Virtual foreign bureaus?
This dissertation is about foreign correspondence in the digital age. I look into “new” news
institutions that have emerged over the last decade, when “old” news institutions — consisting of
foreign bureaus and staff correspondents — declined rapidly. The news institutions I analyze
have not yet been under academic scrutiny as a category, so I coined a name for them: virtual
foreign bureaus (VFBs).
By using the word “virtual” I mean that the core journalistic operation — of sourcing,
verification, and editing — is conducted over the web. Physically, reporters can be across the
border or even on another continent from the events they cover. Many virtual foreign bureaus
have journalists on the ground, usually in the role of stringer or contributor. But for reasons
including journalistic independence and economic constraints, the bulk of the operation is
located outside the country being covered.
The VFBs publish digitally, free from the restrictions of column inches or radio bandwidth
frequencies. Of course, “digital” includes a wide range of formats, from standalone websites to
social networks like Twitter and Facebook and real-time webcasts on YouTube and Vimeo.
Mobile platforms like Periscope and WeChat are also part of the picture. Such technologies of
the networked web are making news production more collaborative.
The “bureau” part of the VFB is also important because I am looking into institutions —
which the term “bureau” symbolizes — with their own norms, values, and routines, which may
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or may not differ from those of traditional foreign bureaus. The makeup of VFBs overlaps
significantly with other categories of foreign correspondents like freelancers, bloggers, and
amateur citizen journalists. The VFBs also share attributes with diaspora and dissident
journalism. But my focus is on the more entrepreneurial journalists who do journalism for a
living, the ones seeking not only to complement existing news media but actually compete with
the more established journalistic outlets.
The biggest questions of this dissertation are these: at a time when most of what we used to
know as foreign correspondence has disappeared into thin air, what is really happening in the
trenches of journalism? Who are the people making foreign news, what does content look like,
and what is the relationship of this kind of global journalism with institutions like governments
and the NGOs? I look inductively into the news routines, values, sources, and funding
mechanisms of the “new” as well as “old” foreign correspondence. In the process, I will also
analyze the content of foreign correspondence. By looking into these VFBs and their behaviors, I
hope to increase our understanding of not only foreign reporting, but of the evolving norms of
journalistic practice.

Why virtual foreign bureaus?
Two things led me to embark on this dissertation research: a sense of indebtedness and
exasperation about existing research.
First, I felt compelled to learn from my experience as a foreign correspondent. From 2000 to
2008, I covered ten countries in five continents for South Korean and international news outlets.
I was lucky enough to belong to a privileged group of journalists allowed to cover North Korea,
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parachuting in and out of the reclusive country.1 Although I, like my fellow South Korean
journalists, tried to contextualize our coverage of North Korea, our work still provided a mostly
superficial glimpse of life there. We were taken to places that had been pre-arranged with
government authorities, and were accompanied by one minder per reporter to prevent random
interviews with passers-by. We did not protest such restrictions, as there was tacit agreement
among reporters not to stoke controversy, jeopardizing an already fragile relationship between
the two Koreas. More pressingly, every journalist desperately wanted to keep his or her access to
North Korea and avoid losing the prestigious Pyongyang dateline.2
In my research, I seek to make up for the shortcomings of this prior journalistic experience —
to my audience as well as my journalistic subjects — by analyzing what went wrong and
exploring alternatives. Having grown up surrounded by techno-utopian sentiments in 1980s and
1990s South Korea, I thought much about the possibilities that digital technologies hold for
foreign correspondence, and whether this could alter journalism’s preoccupation with being “on
the ground.”
The second motivation for this project came from my unhappiness with the existing research
in foreign correspondence, especially in its reinforcement of a binary of “old” and “new” modes
of foreign reporting.
Sociological, ethnographic, and critical media research have looked into various aspects of
“old” foreign correspondence, including its problems and inefficiencies. In the late 1980s in El
Salvador, Mark Pedelty profiled American foreign correspondents who, in the name of
At the time North Korea had begun to crack open its doors to outsiders, spurred by South Korea’s “Sunshine
Policy” of the reconciliation between the two Koreas.
1

2

Soomin Seo, “Through the Looking Glass,” Columbia Journalism Review, February 2013.
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objectivity, engaged in “he said, she said” journalism lacking context.3 Ulf Hannerz portrayed a
more complex picture from his multi-site research: journalists’ behavior is strongly shaped by the
beats they are in. In Jerusalem, there is so much available information that the reporter cannot
leave the office for fear of missing out on breaking news. In Tokyo, the foreign reporters hang out
together in the Foreign Correspondents’ Club to collectively deal with a tight-knit Japanese
bureaucracy. Journalists’ national identities and personal trajectories as expatriates or rotating
staff correspondents also affect coverage.4 Hannerz’s research shows a mixed picture: while much
of “old” correspondence shows entrenched stubbornness and a reluctance to adapt to changing
times, there are also signs that mainstream media are trying to innovate.5 Similarly, researchers
have noted that the BBC and Al Jazeera have embraced change by actively using social media
like Twitter and by paying more attention to web metrics.6
On the other hand, there is a small but growing body of empirical research about the “new”
foreign correspondence. Researchers have shown that the dominant role of traditional outlets in
foreign news can be contested (Alejandro 2010; Heinrich 2011; Livingstone and Asmolov 2010;
Sambrook 2010). Hermida (2010) contends that with digital technologies, the emerging newsgathering system is fundamentally different. A new journalism is emerging, where news is not a
finished product but something that is constantly in flux.7 Livingston and Asmolov (2010) point
out that the “old” way of foreign correspondence was inextricably tied to patterns of physical
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Mark Pedelty, War Stories: The Culture of Foreign Correspondents (New York: Routledge, 1995).
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Ulf Hannerz, Foreign News: Exploring the World of Foreign Correspondents (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004).
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Valerie Belair-Gagnon, Social Media at BBC News (London: Routledge, 2015).
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Ibid. See also Nikki Usher, “Al-Jazeera English Online,” Digital Journalism 1, no. 3 (2013).

Alfred Hermida, “Twittering the News: The Emergence of Ambient Journalism,” Journalism Practice 4, no. 3 (2010):
297–308.
7
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presence, with foreign correspondents sent to cover countries from capital cities of modern nation
states. Instead, we should pay more attention to new actors including citizen and nonprofessional journalists. Flexibility, nimbleness, and aggregation are keywords associated with
“new” journalism.8 These were also the points Ethan Zuckerman made when he and former
CNN correspondent Rebecca MacKinnon founded the citizen foreign news site, Global Voices,
in 2005. As a virtual network of “borderless” transnational volunteers linking bloggers and
independent news sites, Global Voices issued a founding manifesto that verges on technoutopianism: “Thanks to new tools, speech need no longer be controlled by those who own the
means of publishing and communication. Now, anyone can wield the powers of the press.
Everyone can tell their stories to the world.”9
I take issue with the binary of “old and “new” given here. In the real world of foreign
reporting, plenty of “old” journalism flourishes alongside the new. Foreign correspondents have
always worked in close proximity to each other, copying and learning from their colleagues. After
the mass shutdown of bureaus, “old” media rely more on “new” media as freelancers and
bloggers are given bigger roles in news production.
Most importantly, the relationships between old and new media are becoming formalized
through partnerships. News organizations, which previously shunned outside materials other
than wire copies for reasons of quality control, are changing their mind. The best examples are
the blue bloods of journalism in the US and UK — the New York Times, the Washington Post, and

Steven Livingstone and Gregory Asmolov, “Networks and the Future of Foreign Affairs Reporting,” Journalism
Studies 11, no 5 (2010): 750.
8

“What is Global Voices?” Global Voices, https://globalvoices.org/about/ (accessed May 2, 2016). Despite
receiving institutional support from heavyweights like Harvard Law School and MacArthur Foundation, Global
Voices has not had much traction in mainstream journalism, with few of its media partners like the Guardian and
Reuters picking up Global Voice stories and featuring them prominently.
9
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the Guardian — which have all created blogs and aggregated foreign news sites in recent years.
The Guardian has been particularly aggressive in its online strategy, creating the World Networks
in 2014. Supported by the Soros-affiliated Open Society Foundations, the site draws largely from
the expertise of specialist news websites that concentrate on a topic or a region. It has been
aggressively creating formal partnerships, with more than 60 partners as of May 1, 2016. Five
under-reported regions serve as focus areas: Africa, Iran, the Middle East, North Korea, and the
post-Soviet states in Central Asia.10
Furthermore, old and new media mingle constantly, especially on an individual level.
Mainstream media outlets not only poach good freelancers and bloggers, but the inverse is also
becoming common: since 2013, BuzzFeed has built an impressive foreign desk with nearly a
dozen full-time correspondents in West Africa to the Middle East. The desk is helmed by Miriam
Elder, the Guardian’s former Moscow correspondent.11 Vice News — a current affairs video
channel run by the hugely successful, entertainment-oriented Vice Media — has been hiring
aggressively to build a global network of foreign correspondents. In January 2015, the Intercept
— an online outlet funded by eBay founder Pierre Omidyar — announced it had hired Robert
Mackey, who led online coverage of foreign news at the New York Times.12

Guardian World Networks, “From Lagos to Tehran: Welcome to the Guardian World Networks,” Guardian, 9
June, 2014.
10

Joseph Lichterman, “Here’s How BuzzFeed is Thinking About its International Growth,” NiemanLab, 28 April,
2015, http://www.niemanlab.org/2015/04/heres-how-buzzfeed-is-thinking-about-its-international-growth/. See
also: Caroline O’Donovan, “Where in the World Is BuzzFeed? Building Foreign News Around Themes Rather than
Geography,” NiemanLab, 5 December, 2013, http://www.niemanlab.org/2013/12/where-in-the-world-isbuzzfeed-building-foreign-news-around-themes-rather-than-geography/.
11

Betsy Reed, “The Intercept Welcomes Robert Mackey to Staff,” Intercept, 29 January, 2016,
http://theintercept.com/2016/01/29/the-intercept-welcomes-robert-mackey-to-its-staff/.
12
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This dissertation focuses on these messy, overlapping, hard-to-define, and constantly
changing borders where the “old” foreign correspondence meets the “new.” I will show that the
binary of “old” and new” foreign correspondence is misleading, and that both categories are
more blended than we usually imagine. A significant portion of traditional foreign news gets
produced without “being there” (although journalistic preference for a foreign dateline will not
go away anytime soon), while new institutions like VFBs do their best to have feet on the ground.
The VFBs provide a good vantage point on these interrelationships because they are web-based
“new” media startups that often collaborate with the “old” traditional media. In the process, the
“old” and “new” correspondents learn from each other and internalize each other’s values and
routines.
For practical reasons, this research deals with the American — and to a lesser extent, the
Anglo-American — world of foreign media. English language media continue to have the largest
global network of personnel and platforms, much larger than even the Chinese or Arabic
networks. Although foreign bureaus disappear with speed from the Anglo-American world, some
believe Anglo-American journalistic values and news production routines have only become
more common.13

The historical rise and decline of foreign correspondence
“To bear witness means being there — and that’s not free. No search engine gives you the
smell of a crime, the tremor in the air, the eyes that smolder, or the cadence of a scream. No
news aggregator tells of the ravaged city exhaling in the dusk, nor summons the defiant cries
that rise into the night. No miracle of technology renders the lip-drying taste of fear. No
Jean Chalaby, “Journalism as an Anglo-American Invention,” European Journal of Communication 11, no. 3 (1996):
303-26.
13
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algorithm captures the hush of dignity, nor evokes the adrenalin rush of courage coalescing,
nor traces the fresh raw line of a welt.”14
The excerpt above, written by a seasoned foreign correspondent at the “paper of record” in
the US, shows the extent to which journalists believe in the importance of physical presence in
journalism. Roger Cohen wrote this after he left the Islamic Republic of Iran, which in 2009
expelled him and nearly all other resident foreign correspondents after popular protests following
the presidential election. Although Cohen held out longer than many other Western reporters in
Tehran, he still said going back to the US felt like a betrayal of the journalistic duty to bear
witness.
Why do foreign correspondents insist on “being there”? The question can lead to a long list
of historical, sociological, and anthropological responses, but one short answer is because it is
possible. With technological progress, long-distance travel and data transmission have
consistently become faster and more affordable. Trains, airplanes, cable, and satellite all allow
media outlets to send reporters anywhere in the world in under 24 hours and for at most a few
thousand dollars.
Historically, the growth of foreign reporting in America has been closely linked with the
professionalization of journalism and America’s ascent as a global world power. The name
“foreign correspondent” is itself based on assumptions of territorial — usually national —
boundaries which themselves are often socially reinforced by journalism.15 Since the 19th century,
journalism in America has become less ideological and more professional as well as more

14

Roger Cohen, “A Journalist’s Actual Responsibility,” New York Times, 5 July, 2009.

Ulf Hannerz, Foreign News: Exploring the World of Foreign Correspondents (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004),
32.
15
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commercial and fact-driven.16 As news markets grew, matured, and diversified in the AngloAmerican world, international reporting became a more important genre. It was in the 1880s
that the convention of placing a “dateline” — a line in printed publications that shows where and
when the article was written — was first recorded: the word has etymological roots in late 19thcentury efforts to standardize time and place globally, when increasing long-distance travel by sea
and locomotives created such need.17 From the postal system to the telegraph and the railway,
America led the way in creation of information-intensive institutions from which the news media
was a major beneficiary.18 A 1900 Scientific American article connects technological progress and
foreign correspondence in prose full of optimism:
“The railroad, the telegraph, and the steam vessel annihilated distance, people touched
elbows across the seas; and the contagion of thought stimulated from the ferment of
civilization until the whole world broke out into an epidemic of industrial progress … Today
two cents carries a letter to Manila, half way around the world … and the New York daily
morning papers are distributed in Washington in time to be read at the breakfast table there
on the same day of their issue.”19
As America entered the 20th century, it broke the isolationist shell of earlier years and became
a more proactive player on the global foreign news stage. The two World Wars provided
powerful impetus for major media outlets to set up full-fledged foreign bureaus all over the world.
World War II was particularly significant, resulting in more than 500 full-time foreign

Giovanna Dell’Orto, American Journalism and International Relations: Foreign Correspondence from the Early Republic to the
Digital Era (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2013).
16

John Maxwell Hamilton, Journalism’s Roving Eye: A History of American Foreign Reporting (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 2009).
17

Richard John, Network Nation: Inventing American Telecommunications (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2010).
18

Edward W. Baym, “A Century of Progress in the United States,” Scientific American (December 1900): 402-3,
quoted in From Pigeons to News Portals, edited by David D. Perlmutter and John Maxwell Hamilton (Baton Rouge, LA:
Louisiana University Press, 2007), 6-7.
19
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correspondents covering the battles for American readers and listeners.20 As the US became
more affluent and influential on the global stage during the post-war years, foreign bureaus of
American news outlets became important conduits of information for the superpowers. It also
helped that the Cold War was interesting and easy to comprehend for readers, providing as it did
an easy “Us vs. Them” heuristic.
During the “Golden Age” of foreign correspondence in the 1970s and the 1980s, even midsize or regional newspapers like the Cleveland Plain Dealer, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and the Detroit
News all had their own correspondents abroad, not to speak of bigger dailies like the Boston Globe,
Dallas Morning News, and Newsday.21 The Knight-Ridder newspaper chain alone had 18 foreign
correspondents at one point in the 1980s. Foreign correspondents from smaller papers like the
Louisville Courier-Journal (1980) and Miami Herald (1981) even won Pulitzer Prizes for International
Reporting.22 Thousands of men and women — at least 4,825 according to Ohio University’s
Ralph Kliesch, who maintained a database of American foreign correspondents in 20th century
— had held the job.23
Advances in communication technologies also maximized the appeal of having reporters on
the ground in foreign countries. During World War II, millions of Americans tuned in to Edward
R. Murrow’s radio broadcasts when London was under attack.24 In the post-war years, television

20

Dell’Orto, American Journalism and International Relations, 72.

21

Peter Arnett, “Goodbye, World,” American Journalism Review, November 1998.

The Pulitzer Prizes, “International Reporting,” http://www.pulitzer.org/prize-winners-by-category/210 (accessed
May 10, 2016).
22

Ralph E. Kliesch, “The US Press Corps Abroad Rebounds: A 7th World Survey of Foreign Correspondents,”
Newspaper Research Journal 12 no. 1 (1991): 24–33.
23

Joseph Loconte, “Edward R. Murrow, Great Britain’s Herald to America During the London Blitz,” National
Review, 7 September, 2015.
24
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had a major impact on international news. The visual, dramatic, and emotional nature of the
medium made it a good fit for wars and spectacles in faraway places. In the late 1960s and 1970s,
the fresh images brought into American living rooms led to the Vietnam War being dubbed “the
first true televised war.”25 In particular, live television made possible by satellite has given people
a sense of “being there” with real-time broadcasts of world events. Elihu Katz and Daniel Dayan
explain how, in cases of planned “media events” like the Pope’s visit to Poland, the news media
provides front-row access to everyone and even allows the audience to “be there” in multiple
places all at the same time. For the audience, the viewing experience is tantamount to the “real
realities” they have witnessed in person.26 The news audience takes it for granted that the
reporter is “there” — as evidenced by the physical backdrop of Baghdad skies or the word
“Tehran” in a text byline.
Reaching unprecedented numbers and with significant support and interest from home,
American foreign correspondents broke big stories, put human faces on wars and disasters, and
informed people about things they would never have found out on their own. The brutality of the
US-backed South Vietnamese regime — made iconic in the photograph of a street execution by
a general — would never have made it to the American public had Eddie Adams not been there
on the ground. It is also possible that being in the field granted greater autonomy to journalists,
as they were freer from interference of editors back home.27 As Giovanna Dell’Orto pointed out,
“By virtue of their eyewitness performances, correspondents have also affirmed and cherished

25

Daniel Hallin, The “Uncensored War”: Media and Vietnam (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 105.

Elihu Katz and Daniel Dayan, “Media Events: On the Experience of Not Being There,” Religion 15 (1985): 30514.
26

Reporters of the Associated Press, Breaking News: How the Associated Press Has Covered War, Peace, and Everything Else
(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007).
27
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independence from their newspapers’ editorial lines, again suggesting that correspondence
provides a unique source of images that is less susceptible to domestic manipulation.”28
In hindsight, the prominence of foreign reporting — and the proliferation of foreign bureaus
— in the 20th century was a historical outlier, afforded by an unusual constellation of post-war
economic growth, growth of news institutions, and the Cold War with its attendant heightened
interest in foreign affairs. These factors combined made it possible for news companies to invest
an unusually large amount of money in original reporting from foreign countries despite the fact
that foreign reporting rarely brought in money. Even during the Cold War days when audience
interest in international affairs was high, foreign news rarely generated enough audience to cover
its costs.29 For news outlets, having foreign correspondents on the ground was more about
prestige and journalistic pedigree, an attitude summed up by a Reader’s Digest editor: “the Digest
must do international stories if it wants to be a serious journal and because it is the responsible
thing to do.”30
But being “on the ground” became increasingly difficult in the post-Cold War world, in
which diplomacy and political economy underwent major changes. Although many point to the
fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 as the defining point, empirical research shows the decline in
foreign correspondence had begun much earlier and was apparent by the 1980s.31 The 1980s
and 1990s saw a rise in mergers and acquisitions in the US newspaper industry, with many

28

Dell’Orto, American Journalism and International Relations, 232.

Ole R. Holsti, Public Opinion and American Foreign Policy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996). See also
Claude Moisy, “Myths of the Global Information Village,” Foreign Policy 107 (Summer 1997): 78-87.
29
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Hamilton, Journalism’s Roving Eye, 483.

John Maxwell Hamilton and Eric Jenner, “Redefining Foreign Correspondence,” Journalism 5, no. 3 (2004): 30121.
31
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family-owned newspapers being bought by corporate chains. This meant shareholders’ voices
won over those of journalists and editors, and over “paternalistic arguments of public interests, or
magnates’ desires for political influence.”32 By then, penny-pinching news executives also had
decades of audience research on their side, which showed foreign news rarely attracted much
reader/viewership to begin with, except in times of war or major calamities.33 Audience data
shows the audience has a clear preference for breaking news on certain items like crime,
entertainment, and sports.34 News on international topics tends to rank among the types of news
that audiences care least about. Consequently, prestige beats like foreign news are often the first
to go, ushering in an era of localization, and in some cases, hyper-localization which meant not
only “foreign” bureaus, but also statehouse reporting and Washington bureaus for regional
newspapers were all shuttered.35 Brian Tierney, public relations executive-turned publisher of
Philadelphia Inquirer summed up the corporate sentiment: "We don't need a Jerusalem bureau.
What we need are more people in the South Jersey bureau."36
The decline of the number of foreign correspondents was particularly drastic in the first
decade of the 21st century. As late as 1998, one could count nearly 300 foreign correspondents
working for American newspapers, but within a decade the number shrunk by one fourth.37
Richard Sambrook, Are Foreign Correspondents Redundant? The Changing Face of International News (Oxford, UK: Reuters
Institute for the Study of Journalism, 2010), 11.
32

Jill Carroll, Foreign News Coverage: The U.S. Media’s Undervalued Asset. (Cambridge, MA: Joan Shorenstein Center on
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America now has fewer than 100 full-time staff foreign newspaper correspondents. To put this
shockingly low figure in context, America granted no fewer than 868 visas to Chinese journalists
in 2011, and the state-run CCTV alone has 100 journalists in Washington D.C.38 The handful of
American foreign correspondents are largely concentrated in just four publications: the New York
Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, and Wall Street Journal.39 Even big-city newspapers such as
Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, and Philadelphia Inquirer no longer employ a single full-time foreign
correspondent, having chosen to focus on domestic coverage. In October 2015, McClatchy
announced that it would end the practice of sharing foreign correspondents among the more
than 30 papers it owns in the US. McClatchy had been among the last of national newspaper
chains to maintain bureaus abroad. By closing the foreign bureaus in Beijing, Mexico City,
Berlin, and Istanbul, it finally joined other chains like Knight-Ridder, which shut down all
bureaus nearly a decade ago.40
The state of foreign bureaus is more complicated for news agencies, which produce much of
the foreign news America reads.41 The Associated Press — a nonprofit cooperative dependent on
subscription fees from member papers and stations — has been hard hit by declining revenues
from member newspapers and TV stations.42 In addition to scaling down the scope of its foreign
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operations, the AP has also replaced staff correspondents with the more affordable local hires.
For example, the Baghdad bureau of nearly 20 people had no Western reporter.43 Out of some
1,200 people who work in international news at the AP, only 100 or so are staff correspondents
sent from home: the rest are local writers, photographers, and videographers, who number
approximately 500, 300, and 300, respectively.44 Although general-news foreign reporting is
suffering, specialist news agencies have fared far better. For example, Bloomberg — which has a
narrower focus on business and economic news — has beefed up its global presence, with
reporters in more than 73 countries, including underserved regions like Sub-Saharan Africa.45
In broadcasting, the overall situation remains dire. Terrestrial networks halved coverage of
news produced by foreign bureaus between 1989 and 2009.46 On cable, CNN America — which
prided itself as the flagship global news station — halved its foreign coverage over the last decade
to less than a quarter (23%) of its total news content.47 A TV executive said he considered asking
questions about foreign bureaus “like someone asking “Why don’t we still use clay tablets?” …
It’s a whole different world now.”48
The shortage of original, in-depth content in world news is one of the reasons British news
outlets have been able to advance successfully into the American news market in recent years.
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American TV and radio stations frequently use material from the BBC, which maintains an
army of 200 full-time foreign correspondents in addition to numerous stringers. The Guardian of
the UK, which also is strong on international reporting, has recently expanded its North America
operation to meet with a growing readership.49
Virtual foreign bureaus belong to the not-so-small group of international news providers
which have emerged to fill in the gap in original foreign reporting. A number of major
international outlets — most notably Al Jazeera English, but also Telesur and CCTV — have
emerged in the field, providing a diversity of perspectives from non-US and non-Western points
of view. In the US, there has been an emergence of news-y sites which offer softer,
entertainment-driven variants of international news, from Vice News to BuzzFeed and
Mashable. There are also new “news agency” types of foreign news outlets offering
comprehensive international coverage, most notably Boston-based entities like Global Voices and
GlobalPost. In terms of size and revenue, the virtual foreign bureaus are the smallest in this
group. I show that it is precisely their niche orientation and nimbleness that makes them
attractive alternatives in the latest historical turn of foreign reporting.

Networks and digital technology in foreign reporting
During the Arab Spring, NPR’s Andy Carvin stood out for his ability to produce a huge
amount of news with speed and accuracy, deftly using social media to source, verify, and
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disseminate information.50 Throughout breathtaking political developments in Tunisia and
Egypt in 2010 and 2011, Carvin became a one-man news agency, tweeting hundreds of times a
day, seven days a week. The strength of his tweets came from his ability to build an extensive
network of followers (then 50,000 strong) from whom he not only solicited tips but also engaged
in discussion and involved in journalistic investigations. Marveling at this feat pulled off by a lone
media strategist at a nonprofit news outlet, Columbia Journalism Review praised him as a “living,
breathing real-time verification system.”51
The fact that Carvin outflanked scores of better-resourced mainstream foreign
correspondents with far more expertise in the region is illustrative of the power of networks and
the changing social patterns in foreign news. Manuel Castells is at the forefront of scholars who
point out how networks not only describe how information moves around, but how they actually
resemble the modern society itself. Networks themselves are old forms of social organizations, but
have been further empowered through new communication technologies like the Internet.
Within networks, production is de-centralized and based on cooperation and the sharing of
information. Location increasingly matters less than the flow of information, people, and goods
over the network. The boundaries between mass and personal communication become blurred,
with the Internet becoming the “communication fabric” for everything — work, news,
entertainment, politics, religion, and more.52
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The centrality of networks is also evident for Ansgard Heinrich (2012), who analyzed the flow
of information between social media and journalism. Foreign correspondents still gather
information, but are assisted tremendously by bloggers, tweeters, and Facebook users who work
(mostly) pro bono as contributors.53 For mainstream news outlets, the important task is to develop
“new and continuous links” with emerging alternative news providers via social media like
Twitter and Facebook.”54 Drawing from concepts in computer science theory, Alfred Hermida,
after observing how Twitter was used in reporting, concluded that such “para-journalism” by
microblogs and social networking sites is creating new “awareness systems” providing journalists
with a more complex understanding of the world.55
Since the network itself is becoming the journalistic platform where foreign news gets not
only produced but also published and consumed, the physical temporality of journalistic
production and dissemination — where nation states enjoy prominence — is also challenged.
Ingrid Volkmer (2004) has written of a “translocation emergence system” in which global
communication exchange patterns are displacing previous news borders which had been local or
national.56 Steven Livingstone and Gregory Asmolov (2010) go further by suggesting that a
sequel of the “imagined communities” — of nation states knitted together by print capitalism —
is already with us: there has been an emergence of non-state actors in the international arena,
with the number of NGOs increasing by six-fold between 1953 and 1993, leading to changes in
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the nature of what “information means in foreign reporting.”57 They assert: “If print capitalism
gave rise to the nation-state of the eighteenth to twentieth centuries, as Anderson describes, the
microelectronic network of global flows of symbols, sights and sounds gives rise to a new form of
international organization.”58
This dissertation aims to contribute to such discussions about networks by showing what the
new epistemologies and identities might look like, starting with how to think of a very basic
terminology, like “foreign news” itself. Because I am interested in news consumed in the US, I
use this expression interchangeably alongside “international” news or reporting. Some scholars
have called for a need to shift the gaze to “global” news, defined as journalism with a global
outlook as opposed to the traditional domestic and national outlook.59 They point out the
shortcomings of using “foreign” in capturing the complex relations between people and places as
news media flows more freely across physical borders.60 If “foreign” news deals with the impact
of the Charlie Hebdo cartoons in France, then “global” news would talk about their implications
around the world and how they connect to conflicts in the Middle East.61 I will show in the
following chapters that hybridization of journalism – and journalistic identity – is indeed taking
place, making journalism foreign, transnational, and global all at once.
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I will also provide a snapshot of changing journalistic identities and norms in this networked
world. The work of the foreign correspondent is more focused on partnerships, collaboration,
aggregation, and curation than before, thanks to digital technology which dictates accuracy,
depth and speed at the same time.62 Such changes also challenge professional norms and values
of foreign reporting: existing norms on verification do not help a New York-based foreign
correspondent reporting real-time about terrorist attacks in Paris via Twitter, curating thousands
of pictures uploaded every minute. I find the emergence of VFB journalists who are adept at
processing digital data, the “data unicorns” who combine technological and journalistic savviness
to survive.63

Method
“Indeed, many anthropologists or sociologists of journalism are ‘lapsed journalists’ with a
lasting sympathy for the profession.” 64
This study uses ethnography and interviews as primary methods. Inspired by sociology and
anthropology, ethnographic investigations by scholars like Herbert Gans (1979), Gaye Tuchman
(1978), Edward Epstein (1973), and Mark Fishman (1980) have led to a systematic understanding
of news production routines, cultures, and ideologies. While ethnographic approaches waned in
the 1980s in comparison to content analysis and surveys, there has been a renaissance of
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newsroom ethnography in recent years. As Simon Cottle (2007) said in defense of newsroom
ethnography, such an approach “helps to reveal the constraints, contingencies and complexities
‘at work’ and, in so doing, provides the means for a more adequate theorization of the operations
of news media and the production of the discourses ‘at play’ within news media representations.”
65

Although the first wave of ethnographic research accomplished much, ethnographic work on
foreign reporting has only been conducted in fits and starts. Mark Pedelty’s seminal work (1995)
found foreign correspondents to be adhering to journalistic norms of balance and objectivity,
which leads to a failure to provide depth and context in their coverage. Instead of staff
correspondents, researchers like Melanie Bunce (2011) and Lindsay Palmer (2015) have
investigated the role of local journalistic labor like fixers and stringers.66 Matthew Powers (2013)
and Ella McPherson (2014) have observed the NGO side, illuminating how these organizations
are filling the vacuum in original international reporting with their own staff, who operate very
much like journalists trying to get their stories into the international public sphere.67 Other
researchers have conducted fieldwork on international news agencies like Reuters and the
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Associated Press, or have zoomed in on new broadcasting stations heavy in international news,
like Al-Jazeera English.68
A major assumption of these ethnographers is the centrality of the newsroom. Coming from
anthropology, many of them wanted to make the familiar strange by choosing research sites that
are both physically near and culturally similar. As many researchers noted, this has been a
curious exercise of staring at oneself in the mirror, observing journalists whose job also involves
routines and practices similar to ethnographers.69 Focusing on newsrooms as field sites, however,
resulted in a major problem: researchers ended up spending too much time in the newsrooms of
elite news outlets that had a sizable newsroom to begin with, when, in fact, a lot of journalistic
activities take place outside the newsroom! Such is particularly true for international reporting,
where journalists are all over the place both physically and metaphorically. The AP’s internal
handbook for foreign correspondents warns newly-appointed reporters about the expectations of
the job, saying that “bureau chiefs wear many hats. They cover the wire, sell the service, prepare
financial statements, negotiate with local labor unions and make personal calls on subscribers.”70
If researchers want to decipher the underlying structures of foreign reporting, it is only logical
to presume that they need to be situated somewhere that captures the dynamic relationship of
actors rather than in static locations and institutions. However, such has rarely been attempted,
partly for the lack of an appropriate vantage point. The VFBs were especially useful here because
conceptually, they are themselves more like vantage points than field sites per se. Through them,
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I could see not only what staffers were doing, but also how they interacted with their mainstream
media partners, in as well as their subscribers and audience. After establishing initial contact with
ground sources and spending time in their offices, I was able to observe the goings-on as an onagain, off-again insider who would check in periodically to see how things are going. In that sense
this research is a loose form of ethnography, much of it done online. I spent far more time on
Skype or cellular phone with most of the research subjects than I did face to face.
My newsroom visits and interviews were conducted between spring 2014 and spring 2016.
One of my two major “sites” was the headquarters of the Tehran Bureau. The Tehran Bureau is
a single-subject news site focusing on Iran founded by Iranian-American Kelly Golnoush
Niknejad. Originally partnered with PBS Frontline, since January 2013 it has been part of the
Guardian World Networks, a curated world news site hosted by the Guardian. I first spent ten
days in July 2014 as an active observer, shadowing Niknejad throughout, observing the goings-on
in the newsroom and watching her communicate with her global network of reporters and
contributors. I continued my conversation with her and other writers via Skype and email after
returning to New York City.
Another major research subject was NK News, a single-subject news site devoted to North
Korea. NK News is now headquartered in the US, but at the time of my research in summer
2014, the bulk of its operation was conducted from its London office in the basement of a home
owned by founder Chad O’Carroll’s parents. I spent ten days in the office in July 2014,
averaging eight hours per day. In addition to the time spent in the newsroom, I conducted over
40 hours of interviews with NK News staffers and contributors in London, New York City, and
over Skype.
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Although these two organizations were my primary sites of observation, I also interviewed
individuals involved with other VFBs, of which two bear particular mention. Bellingcat
(previously known as Brown Moses Blog) is an investigative news blog based in Leicester, UK
that has broken some of the biggest stories concerning weapons in Syria. Sahara Reporters is a
news site that focuses on Nigeria. Working from a small office in New York City, founding editor
Omoyele Sowore has written widely cited stories about corruption and election fraud in Nigeria.
In addition to the observation and interviews, I also participated in the newsmaking process
by doing light fact-checking, web-searching, and translating, a condition I agreed to because I
thought participant-observation would allow me a better understanding of these operations. This
sometimes put me in the awkward position of being asked for advice on editorial or business
decisions. While I sought to maintain my distance, in at least three cases I provided advice on the
issues at hand, although my contribution, such as the name of a likely funding source, did not
lead to concrete results. In hindsight, I think I was unable to turn down such requests despite the
obvious problems because I was unable to check my journalist persona at the door.
To conclude, I find it difficult to totally untangle the normative aspects of my research and
my own experience as a journalist. And it is possible that my presence in the two news outlets —
which are both small operations with fewer than 20 staff members each — influenced the work of
these VFBs. However, I can say that I was cognizant of the ethical quandaries involved and tried
to be as transparent as possible, turning down requests to take on advisory positions and
mentioning conflict of interest issues. I was also extremely aware of the relative vulnerability of
my research subjects, especially as I learned about cases when they were treated roughly or
downright unethically by other institutions. Although I had their consent to use their names and
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my Institutional Review Board (IRB) agreement also allowed me to use the subjects’ names, in
some cases I withheld them in order to prevent possible retribution.
Although many of these interviews were conducted online via Skype, it is important to note
that most of my fieldwork and interviews took place in two cities: London and New York City. I
am also aware of the irony of insisting on maintaining my physical presence in newsrooms and
engaging with my contacts face-to-face even as a major thesis of this dissertation is that physical
presence need not be of supreme importance. After fieldwork in London, the bulk of my
interview notes were compiled in New York City. New York is the hub of America’s news media,
with headquarters of major outlets like the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, ABC,
NBC, and CBS, and a heavy presence of international media ranging from Al-Jazeera to Xinhua
News Agency. People from these outlets often gave talks and taught classes at Columbia
Journalism School, where I had easy access as a student. My research was also informed by these
opportunities, as well as chance encounters with people I met at these events, which later resulted
in formal interviews.
All in all, I did a total of 58 in-depth and on-the-spot interviews with 42 research subjects.
This includes the interviews I did during newsroom visits, as well as ones I had during events.
The interviewees broke down to 25 people (59%) who were directly affiliated with the virtual
foreign bureaus or similar web native outlets like BuzzFeed or Vice News, nine people (22%) who
work for traditional print and broadcasting outlets, and eight (19%) who work for non-journalism
fields including NGOs and universities whose work had more general relevance to international
reporting. (See figure 1.1.) Most interviews lasted between 30 minutes and two hours. Interviews
were loosely structured, with questions focusing on the news production routines of VFBs and
where interviewees thought they differed from, or were similar to, those of traditional foreign
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correspondents. Thirty-five interviews were taped and transcribed, while 23 interviews were not
taped, in which case transcripts were recreated from notes written in longhand. All transcripts
were later processed via the qualitative analysis software Atlas.ti for coding according to themes
such as sources, partners, and content.
I read the entire content archives of the Tehran Bureau and NK News from inception up till
March 2016. For the critical junctures chosen for the case studies, I compared and contrasted
VFB coverage with that of the New York Times and the AP. These two outlets offered a good
baseline for comparison due to their physical presence in the countries at question, Iran and
North Korea. Because only a handful of foreign journalists were present in North Korea or Iran
at the time, I was spared the arduous task of a more systematic analysis of foreign reporting
content over time. For a detailed analysis in Chapter 5, I coded NK News coverage and
compared it with a sample of AP coverage about North Korea for the year 2014.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of interviewee biography
Category

Subgroup

N (%)

Primary rolea

Reporter

20 (48%)

Editor/management

14 (33%)

Non-journalism

8 (19%)

Web

25 (59%)

Traditional

9 (22%)

Non-journalism

8 (19%)

American

22 (52%)

British

8 (19%)

Others

12 (29%)

Female

19 (45%)

Male

23 (55%)

By outletb

Nationalityc

Gender

Total no.

a Role

42 (100%)

at the time of interview.

b Web

outlet includes virtual foreign bureaus and other publications which primarily publish
digitally.
c Interviewees

residence.

with dual nationalities were classified according to the location of their primary
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Chapter 2 - A Day in the Life of Three Virtual Foreign Bureaus

Dateline: London
London is a great city to watch foreign correspondents at work. Dubbed by some the “world
capital of foreign correspondents,”1 few other cities boast such a huge concentration of the
specimen.2 An estimated 1,500 to 2,000 foreign correspondents live in this city.3 Most of them
come from European countries and North America, although the number of correspondents
from Asian and the Middle Eastern countries is on the rise.4 The ubiquity of foreign reporters is
inseparable from the exceptional international vibe of the city overall: London is arguably the
most diverse city in the world, with more than 300 languages spoken.5 This means immigrant
and diaspora communities from almost any ethnic, national, and religious group exist, from
Koreatown in New Malden to Peruvian enclaves northeast of London.6
These “foreign” foreign correspondents in their London bureaus — which are usually home
offices — mingle with a large army of “domestic” foreign correspondents, the British reporters
“London: The World Capital of Foreign Correspondents,” European Federation of Journalists (2015),
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working for UK media who treat the city as a hub they fly in and out of as they cover stories
abroad. Although Britain may no longer be the global empire it once was, British media have
one of the strongest global presences in the world. The flagship public outlet BBC has the largest
foreign staff in the world for a broadcaster, with 200+ foreign correspondents in more than 40
foreign bureaus,7 in addition to thousands of staff members broadcasting in 32 languages.8 In
print, major newspapers like the Guardian, Times, Independent and the Telegraph all maintain
numerous foreign bureaus and devote many pages to international news. While British media did
experience layoffs and bureau shutdowns in recent years, changes were less severe than the
cutbacks in the US.9
In addition to the journalistic blue bloods on Fleet Street, London is also home to legions of
freelancers. Freelancing foreign correspondents can take refuge in the Frontline Club, a media
club for foreign correspondents that has been at the forefront of freelancer unionization
movement. The club even offers affordable short-term lodging for the global nomads lacking a
permanent address.
London is also home to a vibrant digital startup scene. When I passed near Old Street
Roundabout — nicknamed Silicon Roundabout — and the surrounding area in East London, I
marveled at the number of tech entrepreneurs and startups trying their luck in the most
expensive city in the world, where a pizza lunch starts at £10 ($14). Here, less than five miles
away from Buckingham Palace, Google’s quirky London campus buildings stand out in hues of
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yellow, green, red, and orange. A nearby building is home to Seedcamp, the biggest tech
incubator in Europe.10
Virtual foreign bureaus do not fit neatly into any of these groups above despite bearing many
similarities to each of them. For one, VFBs are neither “foreign” foreign correspondents sent to
cover UK or Europe, nor “domestic” foreign correspondents whose task is to primarily report for
British readers or viewers. VFBs are not freelancers, as they possess editorial control of their
operations rather than pitch stories to major outlets. And while VFBs do want to make money to
stay afloat, the level of their financial ambitions vary. As Hamilton (2009) and others have noted,
the growing variety of correspondents’ identities and professional roles means new categories of
foreign correspondents need to be created, and this is one of them.11
Although there is no comprehensive survey of foreign correspondents of various types, the
network of people I met with and the content analysis I conducted shows that the city is home to
a few dozen journalists whose work fits the definition of VFB, working to carve out a niche and to
succeed in independent international reporting. The VFB journalist may be a laid-off foreign
correspondent looking for a second chance. Or s/he could be a recent college graduate trying
something new. The typical VFB journalist comes from an immigrant family or had an
international upbringing. They tend to be specialists, eager to dig into their area of expertise and
write good stories. They are also realists who realize that existing news outlets have few openings
for the kind of journalism they want to do. Rather than working in general assignment beats in
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hopes of getting sent to the World Desk someday, the VFB journalists have decided to strike out
on their own.
To give you a taste of life as a virtual foreign bureau journalist in London, I will provide a
snapshot of one typical day at each of three different VFBs. The goal is to be descriptive rather
than prescriptive, and to introduce the central characters who will reappear throughout the
dissertation, such Kelly Golnoush Niknejad of the Tehran Bureau and Chad O’Carroll of NK
News. While a single day’s events can hardly provide a comprehensive picture of VFBs, these
snapshots will showcase some of the common themes which I will expand upon in later chapters,
such as the bureaus’ use of a global network of people in journalistic production as well as their
dogged entrepreneurialism to stay afloat.

The Tehran Bureau: news partnership in flutter (July 15, 2014)
The Tehran Bureau is located in the offices of the Guardian, one of the most venerated British
news institutions, recently famous for breaking major stories like the WikiLeaks revelation of the
contents of American diplomatic cables. The Guardian headquarters is housed in Kings Place, a
gorgeous building centrally located near King’s Cross in downtown London. It takes about ten
minutes to walk there from St. Pancras station, one of the biggest commuter rail hubs in Europe.
The seven-story building is modern, resembling two cubes joined to a cylinder. It gives off a
creative vibe, with art installations and paintings scattered throughout the building, in addition to
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two concert halls and two galleries.12 No wonder it was once named Britain’s most pleasant
workplace.13
The Guardian proper and other publications under the umbrella of the Guardian Media
Group occupy most of the office space, alongside Network Rail, the UK’s number one rail
operator. To reach the Guardian offices on the upper floors, visitors use the escalator or stairs from
the ground floor. There is no heavy security, no metal detectors or hulking security guard in
sight. Visitors are granted access if a staffer vouches for them, receiving a printout that works as a
day pass.
At 9:30 am, Golnoush Niknejad, the founding editor of the Tehran Bureau, walks into the
office. Niknejad is in her 40s, svelte and fashionably dressed in neutral tones. I note her style and
surroundings makes her almost the opposite of the stereotypical foreign correspondent, the
helmet-wearing, dusty-looking journalists in the mountains. Looking a little bit fatigued already,
she settles into her desk. The space — effectively the headquarters of the Tehran Bureau —
consists of a single desk with a Macintosh computer. She sets her laptop next to the larger
desktop, and lays out the two cell phones and her notepad.
Sitting across from her in the same cluster of desks are three staff members of the Guardian’s
World Networks, including the deputy foreign editor, one junior editor, and a reporter.14
Although the World Networks is part of the foreign desk, the main foreign desk staffers work in
another part of the floor. I note that the spatial arrangement means neither Niknejad nor the
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World Networks team works in close proximity to the staff reporters and editors at the foreign
desk, which would have been more conducive to convergence of news published in different
platforms like print, mobile, and the web.15
Although the Tehran Bureau has shared office space with the World Networks since early
2013, it is run independently by Niknejad, who founded it in 2008 in Boston. Niknejad is an
Iranian-American whose family left Tehran in 1983. The Guardian founded the Networks as a
curatorial, web-only corner of their operation in 2012. Its stated mission is to increase the
Guardian’s coverage of “some of the world’s most under-reported regions.”16 The World
Networks began with coverage of just one region, Africa, and Iran (Tehran Bureau) was second.
Three more regions — the Middle East, Central Asia (former USSR countries, which the
Guardian calls New East), and North Korea — have been gradually added.17
The World Networks operate by aggregating content from more than 60 news partners. The
partners vary greatly from region to region. In Africa there are 12 partners, which include a
prominent Ugandan blogger as well as the Royal African Society’s analysis site African
Arguments. Similarly, the New East has 16 partners, which range from the Soros-supported
Eurasianet covering the overall region to MediaZona, an alternative news service founded by the
feminist punk band Pussy Riot focusing on Russia’s courts and the prison system.18 In Iran,
however, the Tehran Bureau is the Guardian’s exclusive partner. Niknejad was able to sign the
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exclusive deal by leveraging the Tehran Bureau’s record of successfully maintaining a similar
partnership with PBS’ Frontline in the US for four years.19
The Tehran Bureau found a niche because there were very few independent news outlets
offering original news about Iran. Iran is a dangerous place to work as a journalist, with the third
largest number of journalists behind bars in the world after China and Egypt.20 By some
estimates, as many as 50 percent of all local reporters have been detained at least once.21 Foreign
correspondents are no exception: in 2003, Iranian-Canadian photojournalist Zahra Kazemi died
under suspicious circumstances in the notorious Evin prison, her corpse showing evidence of rape
and torture.22 The Ershad, Iran’s Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance in charge of media,
likes to keep all journalists on a short leash. Every foreign correspondent in Iran has officially
designated minders, and must apply and wait for special permits if s/he wants to travel outside
Tehran. While few journalists like to admit it, the combination of intimidation, bureaucratic red
tape, playing favorites and threatening expulsion have worked as powerful deterrents of
independent and critical coverage.23
Here in London, the first thing Niknejad does after arriving at the office is to check messages
on social media to make sure her Iranian journalists are all right. She notes that more people are
on Facebook because it is Ramadan, when fasting people turn to the Internet because they are
unable to focus on work. She has a lot of Facebook friends — 1,691 in total — and accepts friend
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requests indiscriminately, including those from people she does not know well. When I ask her
whether this is a safe practice, given Iran has built one of the world’s most sophisticated regimes
of digital surveillance, Niknejad replies that she is aware that some of these “friends” work for the
Iranian intelligence.24 However, she thinks having too many Facebook friends is safer than
having too few, as it means the people who need to be protected — including her sources and
anonymous contributors working from within Iran — can hide in plain sight. It also helps that
her more important informants juggle multiple Facebook accounts and use fake names.
Niknejad’s Facebook messenger is always on, as is her Skype, and multiple email accounts in
different tabs. Niknejad uses more than ten email accounts, checking them every few minutes.
She keeps all of the passwords in her head, never writing them down anywhere, digitally or on
paper, for fear of getting hacked. Later, I learned that she is deliberately analog in her financial
transactions as well, paying her contributors and staff in cash or via a personal relay to avoid
leaving a digital money trail. Aside from American sanctions that limit transactions with someone
in Iran, it could be dangerous for an Iranian journalist to directly receive money from an
American national as such could easily lead to espionage charges.
During coffee break at 11:20 am, I ask why Niknejad does not use encryption and password
manager technologies like Tor, Enigmail, and LastPass, and she gives two reasons. First,
Niknejad thinks such technologies are not foolproof, so she does not want to let her guard down
by relying on them. Knowing that Iranian authorities monitor much of the digital traffic in and
out of the country, Niknejad fears that if she uses encryption, the Iranian officials might take note
of the suspiciously encrypted data and pay even closer attention to her work and acquaintances.
The ability of government-backed Iranian hackers came into light in 2015, when they broke into email and social
media accounts of State Department officials. See David E. Sanger and Nicole Perloth, “Iranian Hackers Attack
State Dept. via Social Media Accounts,” New York Times, 24 November, 2015.
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Second, technology is cumbersome for busy journalists. Frequently changing passwords and
wiping digital traces is a time-consuming process and slows people down. While Niknejad herself
has the technological proficiency and computing resources to use encryption from her London
office, it is unrealistic to expect the same for her Iranian staff members struggling with slow
Internet speeds.
For most of the day Niknejad operates on Tehran time, which is three and a half hours ahead
of London. At 12:30 pm, she chats with two people in Iran in order to catch them before they
leave their offices for the evening. One is an Iranian photographer who is eager to publish with
the Tehran Bureau, which has won a following within Iran among the English-speaking elites.
The photographer says he wants to publish under his real name, pointing out that the photos he
seeks to run depict life in the countryside and are not explicitly political. Niknejad tries to
dissuade him, explaining that Iranian authorities may nevertheless harass him for working with a
foreign news organization. Niknejad is not certain if the Tehran Bureau is blacklisted as an
enemy of the state in Iran, but she assumes the worst to protect her reporters and sources.
Niknejad, who was a teenager when she left Iran in 1983, thinks the fact that she witnessed
the before, during, and after of Ayatollah Khomeini’s 1979 Revolution gives her the perspective
to de-code the complexities of the Iranian society. A US citizen now, Niknejad believes the
“hyphenated Iranians,” people like herself who immigrated from Iran to other countries like the
US, UK, Canada, or Australia, make good journalists. Non-immigrant or non-Iranian journalists
who speak both Persian and English are rare, even more so than Arabic-speaking ones who are
also in short supply.25 Even if a foreign reporter is fluent in Persian, this will hardly suffice in
Iran, where even everyday journalism is riddled with subtleties and political code: “After the
25
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[1979] revolution, the [journalistic] writing became so bad few can make sense of it. It is because
they try to write between the lines so that you could interpret things in several ways,” she said.
Walking this tightrope can be a game of life and death if, for instance, a journalist gets
interrogated for “subversive” writing.
At 1 pm, Niknejad exchanges emails with her longtime editor Gareth Smyth, whose day just
started in New York City. They discuss a feature project Niknejad is editing, a photo essay by
Casey Hugelfink. Hugelfink is a German photographer who married an Iranian man and visited
the country frequently in the 1980s, when the country was largely off limits to outside
photographers. The pictures she wants to publish are images of people in a madrasa, children in
playgrounds, and women playing soccer while wearing hijab. Although they are over-processed
with filters, Niknejad thinks she will publish them because pictures from that period are
extremely rare.
Niknejad and I head out to grab lunch in a nearby restaurant. I ask her about the size and
makeup of the contributor pool at the Tehran Bureau. About 20 people are in touch with
Niknejad with some regularity. Two — including Niknejad — work full-time. About ten are
Iranians living in Iran, mostly local journalists who work for government-affiliated and private
publications in Iran. Not all of them speak English and many have not traveled outside Iran. Her
Iranian collaborators also include professionals like architects, artists, and academics. Many of
them come from elite, affluent families in Iran and visit London frequently.
In any case, few of them use their real names in the Tehran Bureau, fearing intimidation
from the Iranian regime.26 There is little predictability or transparency, which makes it all the
A changing political environment including a nuclear deal between the US and Iran led the Tehran Bureau to
relax its byline policy in fall 2015, and an increasing number of writers use their own name.
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more terrifying for journalists working there, local or not. For example, no one knows why the
Iranian government has allowed one reporter for a major Western newspaper — Thomas
Erdbrink, a Dutch reporter working for the New York Times — to work openly without expelling
him or arresting him, while Jason Rezaian of the Washington Post is behind bars.27 Many believe
the arrest of Rezaian — who also worked part-time for the Tehran Bureau before joining the Post
— was politically motivated by hardliners in the intelligence service, who wanted to undermine
the moderate President Rouhani.28 Knowing that her reporters — if exposed — can be turned
into political bounties in Iranian-American or Iranian-British relationship, Niknejad is vigilant
about her reporters. So far, the Iranian government has not harassed anyone for their work with
the Tehran Bureau.
Because she is not physically in Iran, Niknejad is especially careful to add extra layers of
verification into stories she publishes. In early 2013, Niknejad was working on a story about
coffee shops that were defying the government’s order to install surveillance cameras. She asked
two different reporters to work on the story, unbeknownst to each other. Fortunately, the story
they came back with was consistent: Cafe Prague, a popular hangout for students and young
activists, was shut down by authorities for refusing to install the cameras. The story, “Iran’s
morality police crack down on coffee shops,” ran on January 23, 2013.29 More than 100 people
left comments, mourning the loss of a liberal haven. (See figure 2.1.)
Although she relies a great deal on intellectuals and professionals, Niknejad is clear-eyed
about the limitations of these people, who tend to be well-to-do. Once, when she was
27
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spearheading a story about the air quality in Tehran, she had opposite testimonies from her
contacts. The first person, a scholar who got his doctorate in the UK, said air quality was good
and, like the overall quality of life, was improving. In contrast, the second contact, another
intellectual living in Tehran, said the overall air quality had plummeted. The crucial difference,
Niknejad learned later, was that the former lived in posh parts of northern Tehran, whereas the
latter happened to frequent southern parts of the city, where most of the city’s poor live. After
checking official air quality statistics as well as testimonies from residents living in different parts
of the city, Niknejad concluded air pollution was as bad as ever.30
We come back to the office at around 3 pm. Niknejad continues to exchange emails and texts
with her writers and editors, who are scattered all around the world. Her copy editor is based in
Rome, and the translators she uses to translate Persian articles into English are in Boston and
New York. Other contributors reside in Los Angeles and Budapest. Because of budget constraints
as well as security issues, the reporters have never met with each other. There has been no major
gathering of all Tehran Bureau affiliates in one place. All communication gets routed through
Niknejad, another reason she is so overburdened.
As the day goes on, I note that Niknejad does not interact much with the other World
Networks staffers, who are busy working on stories from other regions. One of the stories they are
pursuing on this day is an Associated Press feature by Eric Talmadge based in Pyongyang. The
story features impoverished North Korean farmers pressured to produce more food for the
hungry state.31 The World Networks team basically re-packages the AP article for the Guardian,
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creating a headline and inserting appropriate photos before distributing. The team is
click-conscious, promoting its stories heavily over Twitter and other social media.
Niknejad says that working alongside them for a year and a half, she does not feel a sense of
belonging at the World Networks team. She enjoys the editorial freedom, but wishes there were a
stronger sense of camaraderie. Niknejad partly blames herself for not reaching out to the other
staff members, but says she lacks the bandwidth as she juggles the roles of editor, writer, and
business manager. I notice other signs that Niknejad does not enjoy full citizenship at the
Guardian. For instance, in lieu of a regularly issued corporate ID, she has worn a “freelance”
badge around the building for more than a year and a half. She does not have an official Guardian
email address, although she has access to the Guardian’s content management system and uses it
to file her stories.32
Still, Niknejad is aware of the benefits the Guardian affiliation brings. In addition to the
prestige, few other news outlets have accumulated so much expertise in international reporting.
Working in this building, Niknejad mingles with three other Guardian reporters who cover Iran
from different angles. There is staff reporter Saeed Deghan, a dissident-turned-journalist who
writes a lot about human rights issues on his Iran Blog. There is also the security reporter Julian
Borger, who has written extensively about the Iranian nuclear program. And then there is Ian
Black, the Middle East editor who has spent decades in the region.
At 4 pm, Niknejad sends yet another email to a friend asking for new sources of funding for
the Tehran Bureau. Niknejad has been running out of daily operating funds, which she receives
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as a lump sum from the Guardian.33 Although her journalism has won accolades, money has
always been an issue, and there has not been a single year in which she knew she would have
funds for the next.
Niknejad started the Tehran Bureau from the living room of her parents’ apartment in 2008.
As an immigrant who flipped burgers at McDonald’s in high school, she has lived the American
Dream, going to law school and then adding a Columbia Journalism degree. She feels terrible
that decades later, her family continues to support her by providing free housing in the US and
paying her cell phone bills.
Right before she leaves the office at 5:30 pm, Niknejad hears some good news: a German
nonprofit foundation is interested in offering her some money, and wants to interview her in a
few days. If it works out, it could provide her with a financial cushion, even if the Guardian were to
cut off funding.34 Niknejad has ruled out funding from the American government due to the
potential repercussions for Iranian contributors, but the Germans should be all right. Niknejad
leaves the office, a bit lighthearted, but her day is hardly over. She will continue to check emails
and tweet well into the evening, communicating with her North American staff.
Looking back on this day, I find Niknejad to be burdened with too many responsibilities for a
single person, from editing to tweeting to writing a grant application. I empathize with these
struggles, and I admire her doggedness and passion for in-depth journalism.

Financial control of the Tehran Bureau is separated from the Guardian’s. To protect the identity of her Iranian
contributors, Niknejad pays them directly without going through the Guardian’s payroll.
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I find it interesting that Niknejad is not as digitally-focused as I expected, despite running a
news team that relies on digital technology for communication and distribution. She is a believer
in good shoe leather journalism, and does not show much interest in scouring the web for digital
sources, which other VFBs I will introduce later rely much upon. For her, digital technology is a
means to get to an end, which is a well-researched and well-written story that is factually correct.

NK News: digital sleuthing from underground (July 23, 2014)
The NK News office operates from the basement of a residential house in Camberwell in
southern London. The house belongs to the parents of Chad O’Carroll, founder of NK News.
Although the space can barely fit six people and lacks full windows, it comes rent-free and offers
a much-needed workspace to O’Carroll and his London staff as they work toward a future when
their startup will be able to break even financially.
At 9 am, O’Carroll comes down to the office. O’Carroll is a Brit who “caught the North
Korea bug.” With degrees in public policy and global security, he was working at a South
Korean think tank in Washington D.C. when he got the idea to create an independent news site
specializing in North Korea. O’Carroll is in his early 30s, but looks younger. I suspect his habit of
wearing shirts and jackets for work is a ploy to make him appear older. Looking old can be an
advantage when one is meeting with diplomats and security experts, as he often does in London.
North Korea is a singular case of a country that is blocked off from much of the world. It
consistently ranks near the bottom when it comes to basic freedoms and freedom of the press.
The level of isolation is also high: North Korea’s highly literate population has no access to the
Internet, and has no freedom to travel, even internally. Only four international news agencies
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have Pyongyang bureaus: Associated Press (US), Kyodo (Japan), Xinhua (China), and TASS
(Russia). These correspondents are extremely limited in where they can go and whom they can
talk to. Journalists abide by these restrictions to retain access to North Korea, which is extremely
hard to obtain in the first place.
O’Carroll turns on his Macintosh to scan North Korea-related stories from news sources
around the world. Using the five-hour time difference between London and the East Coast of the
US to his advantage, he proceeds to produce a morning news summary for the American
audience within the first few hours of his day. The goal is to have a news digest land in their
mailboxes at 7 am EST, which can be useful for the North Korea watchers in the State
Department as well as the UN officials and think tanks heavily clustered in East Coast US.
In compiling news, O’Carroll begins by scanning his RSS feeds and aggregated news sites like
Google News. First to check are the Pyongyang-bylined material from the four international
news agencies. North Korean publications, particularly the state-run news agency KCNA, are
mostly recapitulations of official statements and propaganda announcing the latest feats of the
state and the party. Still, some of the bigger stories about North Korea — for instance on nuclear
tests — have been released via these outlets, hence the need for close attention. But the North
Korean websites cannot be accessed by correspondents in the same time zone in Seoul, as the
sites are blocked due to security laws in South Korea which prohibit direct access to North
Korean media. Hence KCNA and other sites are monitored primarily by NK News staffers in
London. There is another staffer in New Zealand who lends a hand, as he is in the same time
zone as South Korea.
Morning is a busy time for O’Carroll. At 11 am, with the daily press digest nearly done, he
opens a chat window with Jay, one of the four Seoul-based writers, to talk about a story, an
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investigative piece looking into North Korean defector groups. It is already 8 pm in South Korea.
The time difference between London and East Asian capitals (eight hours for Beijing, nine for
Seoul, Pyongyang, and Tokyo) means this is the last chance for him to have a lengthy discussion
with the Seoul staff.
After the US, South Korea is the most important news consumer and producer for NK
News. On any given weekday, Yonhap News Agency and major newspapers like Chosun,
JoongAng, Hankyoreh, and Dong-A publish hundreds of articles related to North Korea. The high
density of North Korean defectors in South Korea — nearly 30,000 at the end of 2015 — also
makes it a good place to report about North Korea, as many of the defectors are regularly in
touch with their friends and family in the North via clandestine routes.35
However, most of the North Korea-related information in South Korea is written only in
Korean, putting it out of reach for most experts in the US and Europe. In founding NK News,
O’Carroll saw the demand for a specialist news outlet to work across this language barrier and
offer foreign North Korea watchers an easy way to follow the news. O’Carroll also hopes to find
more institutional subscribers in South Korea.
One by one, the other staffers arrive. With no designated news meetings, they get to work
immediately upon arrival, setting up their laptops in U-shaped desks facing the wall. About eight
NK News staffers frequent this office, a team that consists of four full-time writers, one summer
intern, and three part-time contributors or columnists. They are all male and in their 20s or 30s,
giving the basement office a fraternity vibe, with the latest North Korea-related jokes filling the
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room. Bizarre stories or badly staged photographs are shared all the time; some even make it
onto the website.
After a Banh Mi sandwich lunch at 12:30 pm, O’Carroll sends off emails and WeChat
messages to Pyongyang. While NK News has no stringers in the North Korean capital on its
payroll, it does have friends and sources on the ground, people who provide tips from time to
time. They are not North Koreans, but foreigners with varying levels of freedom to move
around. Some of them are officials and diplomats based in Pyongyang. Others are businesspeople
and international aid workers, who have access to remote parts of the country. As privileged
internationals, they all of them have access to the Internet, which is faster than in China and
firewall-free. A handful of them have their own satellite phones, which are technologically more
difficult than cellular phones for the North Koreans to eavesdrop on. In any case, almost all
foreigners in Pyongyang use encryption software to discourage the North Korean authorities
from listening in.
The foreigners in North Korea are limited as journalistic sources. O’Carroll knows foreigners
in North Korea live in cocoons, insulated from everyday lives of North Korean citizens who fear
persecution if they talk to outsiders. Furthermore, what expatriates see in Pyongyang is hardly
representative of the country as a whole, as residents in the capital city tend to be from the elite
classes and far better off than the rest of North Korea.
Still, what little foreigners see — for instance on the city’s aesthetics or rumors circulating
among the tiny foreigner community — can nevertheless be useful when there is so little reliable
information from North Korea. Interesting tidbits sometimes lead to good stories. In late 2012,
NK News heard that the giant portraits of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels had been removed
from the iconic Kim Il Sung Square. If true, this could signify that the new Kim Jong Un regime
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was getting rid of the last vestiges of its foreign socialist roots. To verify the story, NK News
staffers rummaged through recent photos taken by tourists on Flickr, finding multiple images that
confirmed the tip. The story, which ran in October 9, 2012, generated enough interest
worldwide to be picked up by Fareed Zakaria of CNN.36
At 1 pm, O’Carroll continues the obsessive web searches for something “interesting,” while
editing an article and conversing with staff members. On the wall of the office, there is a printout
of more than 30 websites he must visit daily, in addition to social media like Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, and Flickr. For sites updated less frequently, he uses the automated function of
ChangeDetection.com to alert him whenever a North Korean website has been updated. Just last
week, he snagged a good story after the Pyongyang Times — North Korea’s state-run
English-language weekly — reported it would build underwater hotels in the city of Wonsan.
O’Carroll knew such a wild story would generate a lot of clicks, and he is click-conscious. “We
come up number one when you Google ‘North Korea news,’” he says with pride.
Next to O’Carroll sits Leo Byrne, the data/analytic director who has been checking up on
North Korea’s maritime traffic since arriving at 10:30 am. Byrne is also in his late 20s, and joined
NK News after brief stints in journalism in Brazil. He points out dots on a computer map that
stand for vessels off the North Korean shore, with different colors indicating tankers and cargo
vessels. Byrne is following about 20 vessels, not only North Korean flag carriers but also ones that
have visited North Korean harbors recently, or that just look suspicious. Byrne points to one ship
registered in Mongolia, a land-locked country with traditional ties to North Korea, and another,
which bears the flag of Sierra Leone but has a Korean name. At the moment, he is most
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interested in tracking a ship currently anchored in the Chinese port of Dalian. The vessel
routinely turned off its transponder emitting location data when it was near North Korea. He
suspects the vessel is carrying contraband.
Byrne has earned a reputation for his work analyzing this unique dataset of maritime traffic
to report about North Korea, which no one else has done before. His work on vessels suspected
of carrying military cargo had been cited in a United Nations report. Byrne thinks there is rich
trove of trade and economic data overlooked by journalists. But cost is a challenge. The site he
uses, MarineTraffic.com, charges more than $4,000 per year to allow the serious ship-watcher to
track multiple vessels at once. Right now Byrne is using the cheaper version, which only costs
about $100 per year. If he gains access to the full version, his work would be much easier as he
could have access to the building blocks — API (application program interface)— of the
maritime traffic site, allowing him to build his own programs that will alert him in case of
irregular activities.
Byrne also tracks companies that do business with North Korea, looking up their names and
locations on Google. He realizes from Google Street View that one of the Hong Kong addresses
does not exist. The company would merit some close attention, as it could be a shell company set
up by North Koreans. The company has another address in mainland China, which he can look
up. But he runs into a stumbling block: it costs a lot of money to check corporate registration
data in China. Unlike in the US or Western Europe where government data and statistics are
within reach at little or no cost, countries like North Korea do not have reliable official data, so
there is no point in pursuing it. But for China — North Korea’s biggest trade partner — data do
exist, but are notoriously hard to track down. A number of for-profit companies that sell such
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data have emerged, charging heavily since their primary customer base consists of major
businesses and national governments.
Across the room from Byrne sits Hamish Macdonald. A bearish man with brown hair,
Macdonald has a dual role as a sales representative and reporter at NK News. At 2 pm, he makes
a conference call with a potential institutional subscriber, a German foundation interested in
North Korean issues. Macdonald invites the contact to a virtual conference via a software called
“JoinUs,” which allows people to see the same computer screen after connecting remotely. Data
is his selling point. As part of the sales pitch, Macdonald stresses the “exclusive” data NK News
has accumulated, including more than 100,000 archived KCNA stories, PDFs of North Korean
publications, and the daily news roundup. Another sales point is customizable data like the NK
Leadership Tracker, which tracks and ranks most major officials in North Korea based on the
frequency of their public appearances. “When you look at our the NK Leadership Tracker,
you’d notice that the frequency of [Kim Jong Un’s uncle] Jang Song Thaek decreased in the
months prior to his execution,” he points out to his potential customer.
During coffee break at 3 pm, O’Carroll explains that he and the others realized that they
could profit from un-monetized North Korean data like news archives, especially since North
Korea is not savvy about archiving them or making them user-friendly. After realizing that much
of his time was spent reading North Korean news material, O’Carroll wanted to re-purpose all
the North Korean news data, little of which ever makes it to the stories.
O’Carroll wants NK News to be truly independent, both from South Korea and the United
States on one side and from North Korea and China on the other. When he was working for a
South Korean think tank in Washington DC, he was not happy with the ideological proclivities
of most Korea watchers. There was a lot of bad reporting about North Korea, which was often
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influenced by government officials from the US or South Korea. A trip as a tourist to North
Korea in 2008 provided a turning point: “When I got back I found myself very irritable about
the mainstream reporting about North Korea,” he said.
From the beginning, O’Carroll was determined not to rely too much on personal testimonies
— especially from defectors — that could not be verified. Instead, his rule has been to rely more
on digital data, pictures, and texts that are openly available to anyone. O’Carroll considers it
more transparent and, as he puts it, “objective.”
Oliver Hotham, O’Carroll’s youngest colleague, chimes in. Hotham — who looks almost
adolescent — had no prior knowledge of North Korea before joining NK News. But he is a
journalist, working part time at a business media company where he produces news briefs for
corporate subscribers. Hotham joined NK News because he was “intrigued” by North Korea
and wanted to work on something interesting. He likes it that he has the freedom to pursue his
own stories, including a long-term investigation on North Korean elections. He got to work on
that single project for five months, which is unthinkable in his other workplace.
For O’Carroll, the biggest challenge is to turn a profit, which would make it possible to invest
more in his staff. His first priority is to court more paying subscribers. Institutional subscribers,
which pay thousands of dollars per year, are far more important than personal subscribers who
pay about $15 a month.
NK News also partners with mainstream news outlets including the Telegraph and the
Guardian. Like the Tehran Bureau, it is part of the Guardian World Networks, which has eight
partners for North Korea-related coverage. But the money it earns from such partnerships
amount to very little, less than £400 ($580) in most months.
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O’Carroll does not hide his business ambitions, asking me if I knew any potential subscribers
in South Korea, and I offer a few suggestions, mostly deep-pocketed academic institutions with
which I am familiar. O’Carroll agrees that targeting academic institutions makes sense, since
some of his first paying customers were schools like Johns Hopkins and Stanford University.
NK News has a long list of side businesses, and is eager to add new ones. It sells North
Korea-themed swag like calendars, t-shirts, and mugs. Another recent project is a mobile tourism
app that allows users to see actual tourist photos, create their own itinerary, and make the tour
companies bid for their business. Although NK News invested heavily and the quality of the app
is good, it has not generated much revenue. Part of the reason was that it came up very low in
Google search results for “North Korea” and “travel,” so O’Carroll is trying to find a way to
optimize the search. O’Carroll is thinking of other ways to monetize the North Korea expertise,
particularly for corporations wanting to do business in North Korea. He has in mind news outlets
like the Economist and Bloomberg, which command a lot of money for individually tailored
reports for businesses.37
At around 4 pm, Monique Macias, a Spanish-Equatorial Guinean woman who contributes
essays for NK News, arrives at the basement office. She has a unique background. Born as the
daughter of the president of Equatorial Guinea, she and her siblings were sent off to North Korea
when her father was executed. The North Korean founder Kim Il Sung was a friend of her
father and raised her as his own. As a result, Macias attended top schools in Pyongyang and
speaks fluent Korean. At NK News Macias writes about everyday life in North Korea, such as
the racism and the education system. “I want to show that North Koreans are not monsters or

In May 2015, NK News launched NK Consulting, a custom research and consulting service. See “New Custom
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freaks,” she says. The tone of her articles — which are more sympathetic towards North Koreans
— sometimes put her at odds with Jimin Kang, another NK News columnist who as a North
Korean defector is more critical of the Pyongyang regime.
As evening approaches, O’Carroll and the others pass the baton to North America staff and
sign off. It is still midday in Philadelphia, and dawn is just breaking in Hawaii, where another
NK News editor, Rob York, lives.
After I return to my hostel from the fieldwork, I add this note to my journal: “I am realizing
part of the motivation behind my choosing to research news organizations like NK News is that I
genuinely like their no-frills, hardworking and entrepreneurial approach to news, unlike the
mainstream news orgs who take a lot of things for granted and can be snobby and elitist. … They
are humbler and eager to learn, whether it is from other journalists or bloggers.”38

Bellingcat: crowdsourcing and crowdfunding Syrian war coverage (July 18, 2014)
I had never heard of the city of Leicester before, and learned how to pronounce it — Les-tuh
— while buying my train ticket. It takes an hour and a half and about £20 ($28) to get to
Leicester from London. From the train station, I walk through a tree-lined pedestrian walkway to
reach an office building. The white Victorian complex has tenants ranging from finance
companies to law offices. Bellingcat (also known as Brown Moses Blog) is the only news company
there, and it is not yet listed at the entrance because it moved in only recently.
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Bellingcat occupies one of the smallest units in the building, an un-air-conditioned space on
the third floor. The room cannot measure more than eight feet by eight feet. It can get
unbearably hot with two people inside, as I would learn on this balmy July afternoon. The
bare-bones office is devoid of luxury; all I see is a desk, a chair, a PC computer, and a
microphone.
Eliot Higgins, the founder of Bellingcat, agreed to let me visit after I emailed him out of the
blue the week before. I had been fascinated by his story, featured prominently in a New Yorker
article published in November 2013.39 Almost overnight, Higgins was catapulted from an
eclectic blogger to a serious journalist covering Syria, using digital technology in an innovative
way. This reputation allowed him to try something bigger, a citizen journalism platform where
he would share his digital investigative journalism techniques while continuing his work. It would
be crowdfunded, relying on voluntary contributions from citizens. Bellingcat, as he called the
new platform, went live on July 5, barely two weeks before my visit. This was a hugely exciting
time for him.
One of the first things Higgins says after we meet is how appreciative he is to have the office,
however basic it may be. He looks a bit tired, which may be related to the fact that he is the
father of a three-year-old with another child due in three months. Until recently, Higgins worked
from home, the blog being a side gig to a full-time job as a stay-at-home father of his daughter.
His Turkish-born wife Nuray works full-time at the post office.
Watching videos takes up most of Higgins’s day. He begins the morning by scanning new
video clips uploaded the previous day, mostly on YouTube. Higgins subscribes to every
39
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Syria-related YouTube channel he can find, which, at the time of my fieldwork, brought the
number well over 700. These range from propaganda channels run by Bashar al-Assad’s
government to ones set up by local NGOs and anti-government rebels. They compete fiercely for
eyeballs and support. In opposition areas, many neighborhoods have formed committees to
systematically record events and upload the videos so the outside world can see what is
happening.40
On one such pro-opposition channel, Higgins notices a flurry of videos uploaded the night
before, which points to the possibility of a chemical weapons attack in city of Kafr Zita. The
images are not pretty, with children gagging and animals foaming at the mouth. Higgins has
watched thousands of hours of similarly graphic footage over the past few years. When he
worked from home, he always turned the laptop screen away from his infant daughter, trying to
protect her from the gore. Even now, he turns the volume off, as he finds sound of people in
agony unbearable. Besides, he would not understand their cries even if he did listen; Higgins does
not speak Arabic.
Even if he can find multiple videos of the same attack, he goes further to verify their
authenticity. There has been a proliferation of fake videos and misinformation related to the
Syrian War. A video that circulated in 2012, which showed an alleged beheading in Syria, turned
out to be from a video from Mexico five years earlier.41 Three months after I visited Bellingcat
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and Higgins, there was an uproar over a fake video produced by a Norwegian director, which
had falsely claimed to show Syrian children dying while running away from gunfire.42
For journalists outside Syria, the options are limited when it comes to proving the
authenticity of such videos. One can check the metadata such as dates and file names, but these
can easily be manipulated. Higgins has found a way to work around this problem by focusing on
just one area: weapons. In the new videos from Kafr Zita, he notes several detonated gas
cylinders with unique patterns. All of the cylinders are broken in the neck, as if someone had
tried to behead them. This reminds him of something, and Higgins rummages through old videos
and finds one from three months ago, which shows people dismantling a chemical barrel bomb
in Syria. Replaying the old footage, he stops at a scene that shows the inside of the cylinder,
revealing a detonator cord located near the neck. The detonator is what made the damage
patterns identical. He also notes that the cylinders in the old and new videos are identical, with
the same yellow markings on the same red canisters. Thus he has sufficient evidence to conclude
that there has indeed been a chemical attack, using the same type of weapons from three months
ago. He posts the findings in an article titled “Evidence of New Chemical Attack.”43 The story,
like many of Bellingcat articles, is representative of his journalistic work, rich in pictures and
short in text. Between seven pictures and one embedded video, one- or two-sentence blurbs
explain the significance. Higgins like to show, not tell.
Such is the tedious and evidence-oriented nature of his journalistic work. When Higgins first
started the Brown Moses Blog in 2011, it was a hobby more than anything else. A college
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dropout with no formal training in journalism, Higgins had been an avid follower of
international news for some time, and was once among of the most active and pugnacious
commenters on the website of the Guardian. After he lost his day job at a nonprofit in 2012, he
used the newfound time to blog more frequently about things he felt passionate about: the Syrian
War and the phone hacking scandal in the UK.
What set him apart from other blogs was his unusual niche — weapons in Syria — and his
dogged, evidence-driven approach. Obsessive-compulsive by his own admission, Higgins could
watch YouTube videos for hours while looking for a single detail of a weapon, be it missiles or
guns. Typically, he would look for an identification number or letter on the surface, which he
would first Google, and also run image searches for something similar. He would then ask
around, throwing his query onto social media to share whatever he has found and ask for more
input.
His Syria coverage has been hugely successful and influential. Major scoops include the use of
cluster bombs by the Syrian Army in July 2012, as well as the Ghouta massacre in August 2013,
after which he spent a couple of months confirming the exact weapon used for the chemical
attacks that killed over 200 civilians. As one BBC journalist put it, Higgins “probably broke more
stories than most journalists do in a career” despite working from the unlikely location of
Leicester.44
Higgins’s journalistic feats stand out at a time when little original reporting of the war in
Syria exists despite the scale of destruction and human suffering. Western media outlets have
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pulled out reporters after deaths of journalists like Marie Colvin, Anthony Shadid, and James
Foley, fearing for staff safety. Coverage has been left to the locals and freelancers.45
Before I met with Higgins, I thought there was a David and Goliath-like quality to the story
of the lone man in Leicester discovering all these exclusive stories on the Syrian War, outwitting
not only the freelancers on the ground but also the army of elite foreign correspondents doing
similar work in London and New York. But I learn that the strength of his work lies in the
collective intelligence of the people Higgins collaborates with. He thinks it would be unthinkable
to cover Syria effectively without crowdsourcing, especially since so many people are connected
to the Web in the war-torn country. Higgins says he has been successful with crowdsourcing his
stories because he has been extremely transparent and does not feel pressured to get the story
ahead of other reporters.
Besides weapons, geolocation — the art of deducing the exact location of a video using visual
markers — is also something Higgins excels in. At 2:30 pm, he shows me how he once tracked
down the location of a bombing in Damascus. In the videos, the first thing he looks for are large
structures like tall buildings, utility poles, and mosques. Minarets of mosques are particularly
useful because each minaret is uniquely shaped, and with two minarets, one can easily triangulate
the GPS coordinates of the scene. (See figure 2.2.) Once he has the GPS coordinates, Higgins
searches for location-tagged photos on Gramfeed and Flickr to verify his findings. He does the
same on Twitter, looking for tweets from a particular area to see if there are any mentions of a
major explosion during the time frame and employing Google Translate to help him read the
text.
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On this day, Higgins is not fielding phone calls from journalists, but such calls come in
frequently these days. Just the other day, he chose to put up with a novice journalist who knew
little about weapons or Syria, and provided him with the names of chemical weapons experts.
When I ask why traditional foreign correspondents have been unable to do similar reporting
using data, Higgins says foreign correspondents are either “too lazy” or “too busy.” The lazy
ones do not realize the amount of data out there, nor do they learn the new tools that are readily
available. Most of the data and tools Higgins uses are open source and free for everyone. Also,
Higgins thinks mainstream journalists have become too busy, occupied with speed and quantity
and left with little time for actual investigation.
Despite his criticism of mainstream media, Higgins has a good relationship with many
outlets. His work gets routinely picked up by the New York Times and the Guardian. Higgins has
worked with CJ Chivers, the weapons expert at the New York Times who wrote a book about
AK-47s. Chivers and other mainstream journalists were among the first to respond when Higgins
started a crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo in 2013 to continue blogging full-time.
To supplement his income, Higgins has also taken consulting jobs with a wide array of
outside institutions, ranging from the Carter Center and Human Rights Watch to Organized
Crime and Corruption Reporting (OCCRP), an investigative journalism consortium tackling
organized crime in Eastern Europe.
Higgins points out there are a lot of areas in international reporting where one journalist can
achieve much without “being there.” He was once invited to a hackathon hosted by the London
office of Google’s think tank, Google Ideas. They divided people into teams of six, each with at
least one journalist and one computer scientist. All the teams were given a lecture for 60 minutes
on how to use open source data and tools. After that, they were unleashed for 90 minutes to
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conduct investigations on prominent global figures using aforementioned technology. When the
time was up, the teams were shocked to learn that nearly all of them came up with something
newsworthy, like the address and pictures of property secretly owned by a Russian mogul
engaged in criminal activities. It was an eye-opening experience for everyone.
Higgins’s success has also attracted the attention of intelligence agencies and think tanks. A
government official once asked Higgins why his team of better-paid and educated staff members
cannot do something similar to what one man has been doing in his living room. Higgins replied
that it was because the spy agencies are set up primarily to process a small amount of highly
secretive data, feeling lost when facing large troves of mostly open data. Eventually, however,
Higgins thinks the intelligence communities as well as the journalists will catch up and learn how
to work with Big Data.
But they must also learn to enjoy the work. Higgins says work is great fun. For him,
journalistic investigation is like a game. Making sense of unfamiliar terrain and finding the exact
location on Google maps and satellite photos reminds him of Legend of Zelda, a video game he
played as a child. Setting goals and spending hours to achieve them is akin to role playing games.
He had been an avid player of one such RPG, World of Warcraft, although he quit the habit after
marriage. Perhaps to compensate for this lost pleasure, Higgins says he has “gamified” his work.
In many ways, Higgins is idealistic. He leans left politically, and has said in interviews that his
favorite authors are Noam Chomsky and Naomi Klein. The comments he left on the Guardian in
the old days were extremely opinionated. But Higgins is careful not to have his activist persona
spill over his journalistic work. He is acutely aware that all it takes is one major blunder to
demolish the credibility he has built up.
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Higgins is a firm supporter of the open source and copyleft movements that advocate for the
sharing of content. That is why he tries to keep the whole journalistic process — from initial
sources to methods to his collaborators — totally transparent, to the point of giving away his
methods for GPS verification. Whenever he writes for Bellingcat, he is keen to provide all the
information he has and the places he found it. The goal is for journalists and citizens to learn
both facts and the techniques for discovering them.
At 6 pm, he goes home to eat dinner and spend time with his family. He tries hard to limit his
workdays to 12 hours and to leave the world of grisly war videos and munitions at the office, but
it is not that easy. As he returns home, images from the day’s battles would just have been
uploaded by people who sat down to work on them in the evening in Syria, two hours ahead of
London.
Bellingcat makes a good poster child for those looking for a successful case of crowdsourcing
in international reporting. Scholars have shown that the web is making it easier for citizen
journalists to cooperate and conduct investigations previously done by professional journalists,
but crowdsourcing has rarely been attempted across national borders.46 But the most interesting
thing to me is the novelty factor, and that Higgins uses technology with the joy of a child playing
Nintendo. Tracking down different weapons is not a job but a passion, something he derives joy
from. He has found a niche because of the dearth of journalism about Syria, and also because he
received recognition and support from both the mainstream press as well as policy experts, who
liked his evidence-driven approach. “But not many journalists will be able to pull this off, getting
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invitations from Google Ideas or take on side consulting gigs to support the more noble
journalism activities,” I write.47

Conclusion
The three separate days I discuss in this chapter are relatively “boring” days that were close
to an average day I spent engaged in fieldwork at each organization. This meant the pace tended
to be slower than, say, the day of the Iranian presidential election or of a nuclear test in North
Korea. This was for my own convenience, as fewer stories meant there was more time for the
VFB journalists to talk to me and explain what they were doing and why. My presence probably
altered their work patterns. I was limited by the lack of space in the VFB newsrooms — a desk, a
basement, or a small room meant for one person — meaning I could never be the “fly on the
wall” ethnographer in the classic sense.
The people running the three VFBs have little in common in terms of backgrounds or
professional trajectories. Niknejad is passionate and sophisticated, a former lawyer who went to
Columbia Journalism School. She is more “old school” in terms of journalistic technique, and the
content she produces tends to be in-depth and text-heavy, although she is increasingly putting
out more photo essays because she learned that they are easier to produce and get a lot of clicks.
O’Carroll is the most entrepreneurial of the three, digitally savvy and adventurous. He likes to try
the latest digital tools to improve his journalism and to cut costs. The news outlet he founded has
a fraternity feel to it, bonding over badly photoshopped North Korean media images. Higgins
comes more from the citizen journalist tradition, driven by an activist’s desire to get the truth out.
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He is dogged and detail-oriented, finding joy in the tiniest common denominator in images of
weaponry amid ashes and rubble, which can go on to reveal a story no one has heard before.
What the three do have in common is a streak of idealism and a passion to tell stories from
some of the toughest places in the world, choosing to work from the outside to lower the costs of
“being there.” For them, foreign correspondence is not about the adrenaline or glamour, nor
about breaking enough stories to be recruited by the BBC or the New York Times as a foreign
correspondent: it is about the story itself. When on the ground reporting is difficult, VFBs have
an especially important role to play.
We also see that the VFBs are not exactly “absent” from the ground. Despite the logistical
and security challenges, O’Carroll is in touch with his sources in Pyongyang. Even with the
distance and the language barrier, Higgins has found people who trust him enough to bring
canisters of chemical weapons to their homes so they can show its details to Higgins via Skype.
Every week, Niknejad meets with people who have just arrived in London from Tehran. Instead
of pounding embassy doors or pulling strings to get visas or arrange interviews with prominent
foreign figures, the VFBs have learned to patch together sources that bigger news operations
miss, turning to untapped or underutilized data sources like North Korea’s maritime traffic data
or YouTube videos from Syria.
The fact that VFB journalists admit they constantly and proactively search for stories with
clicks — rather than waiting for an event, accident or a press conference to happen — sets VFB
journalists apart from their peers in mainstream foreign bureaus. Mainstream journalists have
been reluctant to admit the fact that they not only report news, but also create it.48
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Another emerging theme is the VFBs’ entrepreneurialism. This manifests itself in different
forms such as chasing philanthropic foundations, creating side businesses or crowdfunding. It is
important to remember that VFBs are startups that are constantly seeking money. Because stable
and unconditional funding is rare, VFBs try to diversify funding sources as much as possible, like
the artist cleaning toilets by day to ensure there will be multiple streams of income.49 This means
journalists juggle not only writing and editing, but they also meet with investors, pitch
subscriptions, write grant applications, and solicit advertisements and partnerships, all while
constantly tweeting and updating their Facebook feeds. During fieldwork I spent many days
listening to the financial woes of these VFB journalists, and have been asked at least twice to
contribute to crowdfunding campaigns, which I declined due to the potential conflict of interest.
For full disclosure, I did offer some tips on new sources of funding, although none of my
suggestions led to much.
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Figure 2.1: A Tehran Bureau exclusive story published on January 23, 2013 covered the
Iranian government’s crackdown of coffee shops, which were popular hangout for young liberals
in Tehran.

Iran's morality police crack down on
coffee shops
Popular hangout for Tehrani intellectuals closes after refusing to install
surveillance cameras to monitor customers
Tehran Bureau correspondents
Wednesday 23 January 2013 06.53 EST

As the June presidential election in Iran draws near, authorities have
stepped up political surveillance by ordering coﬀee shop owners to install cameras
on their premises and turn over the recordings on demand.
Cameras have proliferated in Tehran coﬀee shops since last summer. "Most people
thought they were part of the security systems installed by owners to protect
against theft," one Tehrani said. However the cameras are now required to be on
during work hours and police have demanded access to the tapes, according to
several business owners.
The practice became public when Café Prague, one of the most popular coﬀee
houses in Tehran, closed down last week after its owners refused authorities'
orders to install a video system. Café Prague, a stone's throw from Tehran
University in the heart of the capital, has been a sanctuary for students, activists
and young intellectuals since its opening in 2009.
A few weeks ago, Tehran's morality police and security authorities told the café's
proprietors to install a minimum of four surveillance cameras on the premises as
part of state eﬀorts to tighten civic monitoring and security. The owners decided
they would not do so. Recognising that this would result in further harassment and
eventual closure, they shut down the cafe themselves to protest against the new
surveillance measures.
"We always knew this day would come and, in the midst of Tehran's grimy winter,
our end has ﬁnally arrived in spite of our many attempts to stay aﬂoat," read a
statement posted on the Café Prague Facebook page.
"But as much as it pains us and as much as we will miss our friends and all of you
who stood by our side in the past four years, we take comfort in knowing that we at
least didn't let Big Brother's glass eyes scan and record our every step, minute and
memory from dawn till dusk."
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Figure 2.2: A July 15, 2014 Bellingcat story teaches people how find the exact location of
photographs and videos in Syria by mapping landmarks like tall buildings and minarets on
Google Earth and other crowdsourced databases.
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Chapter 3 - Making Foreign News: Networked News Production of VFBs

In June 2013, Iran was about to host its first presidential election since 2009, when massive
protests had broken out over the government’s manipulation of election results. Scores of
protesters died in what were the biggest popular protests against the government since the 1979
Islamic Revolution.1 As the first presidential election since the “Green Movement” of 2009, the
2013 Iranian election was watched closely by the outside world.
The situation was delicate because the effects of the massive protests and pro-democracy,
pro-reform movements of the Arab Spring were still reverberating in the region. Would the
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei, the most powerful religious and political leader in Iran,
intervene again to benefit a conservative religious candidate? What were the possibilities that
things would turn out differently this time, allowing for a more democratic election? These
questions loomed large in everyone’s mind.
Given such geopolitical significance, the world’s major news organizations scrambled to
dispatch correspondents on the ground.2 According to the Iranian government, more than 200
reporters from 105 foreign news outlets in 26 countries applied for visas to cover the election.
Although only a fraction of the visa applications were accepted, major Western publications —
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including the New York Times, the Washington Post, Financial Times, Los Angeles Times, the Christian
Science Monitor and Le Monde — managed to get their people in.3
Most of these accredited foreign correspondents stayed in Tehran to cover government and
party events like press conferences or campaign rallies. Reporters kept tabs on Saeed Jalili, the
most conservative among the eight approved candidates and, unsurprisingly, Khamenei’s
favorite. These journalists rarely got to travel outside Tehran because of government regulations
requiring foreign reporters to apply for travel permits.
In contrast, the Tehran Bureau did not have an accredited reporter in its namesake city.4 It
had four local reporters working anonymously in Iran, and the editor — Golnoush Niknejad —
spearheaded news production from the London office inside the Guardian’s headquarters, with the
support of its global network of journalists in New York City, Boston, and Los Angeles.
Election coverage by the Western foreign press corps in Tehran tended to follow a formula.
The overarching narrative was that Saeed Jalili — an ardently pious Iran-Iraq War veteran —
was the undisputed favorite of the Supreme Leader and thus would be handed victory. For
context as well as flavor, the articles added stories of “real” people whom correspondents met in
Iran, mostly in Tehran. A June 1 front-page article by Jason Rezaian of the Washington Post is one
such example. The piece zooms in on a religious working-class family to gauge the political
temperature from the ground. The protagonists — members of the Vahidi family — are fond of
Supreme Leader but are disillusioned at the same time, suffering from dire economic
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circumstances. From these “normal” people’s perspectives, the story weaves in social and political
backgrounds of Iran, mentioning the housing and subsidy policies during the presidency of
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (2005 – 2013), believed to have exacerbated the recession. The article
ends on a note of helplessness, with the family not identifying strongly with any of the candidates.
The unspoken assumption is that hardliner Jalili would probably go on to win the election.5
Coverage by the Tehran Bureau, in contrast, was different in tone and more open to
alternative outcomes. Like the rest of the international media, the Tehran Bureau acknowledged
that the Supreme Leader’s favorite was Saeed Jalili. But the virtual foreign bureau also cast light
on other candidates like moderate Hassan Rouhani, pointing out as early as April 24 that the
nuclear negotiator could have been appealing to pragmatic young voters. On May 29th, the
Tehran Bureau also featured former Tehran mayor Mohammed Bagher Ghalibaf, whose
popularity had also been rising steadily.
On the eve of the election on June 13th, articles written by Tehran Bureau reporters and the
Western correspondents in Tehran drifted further apart. The New York Times mentioned Jalili first
among the candidates, having predicted in a separate article that he would win by a large
margin. The newspaper of record mentioned Hassan Rouhani — the most moderate-reformist
among the candidates — last out of the three major candidates.6 (See figure 3.1.)
In contrast, the Tehran Bureau’s last-minute coverage focused on poll results that showed
support for Rouhani was rising dramatically. An article titled “Iran election: wherever Rouhani
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speaks there’s a frenzy” relayed the fervor from the ground, hinting that tectonic last-minute
shifts could be taking place. (See figure 3.2.):
“Of the popular mood swing that followed, the Tehran journalist said, ‘I never saw this
coming. Everyone was so without hope and talking about not ever voting again, and this
morning things have changed 180 degrees. It's like someone put something in the water last
night and this morning people are just different.’”7
When the ballot boxes were opened the next day, Jalili came in a distant third in what was
widely seen as a relatively transparent and straightforward election process. The moderate
Rouhani had won the election, and ex-mayor Ghalibaf came in second. It was a moment of
journalistic embarrassment for most Western outlets, which had largely predicted that the
Iranian regime would rig the election as it had four years previous.

Global networks and collaboration
As we can see from the case of the 2013 Iranian election, the crucial difference between the
traditional foreign correspondence and the virtual foreign bureau was not that the former had
correspondents on the ground, whereas the latter did not. The Tehran Bureau did have people
on the ground, with local stringers canvassing people throughout Iran. Also, not all of the
traditional foreign correspondents were neophyte reporters who had parachuted in. For example,
the Post’s Jason Rezaian is one of the more respected correspondents in Iran, known for his deep
understanding of the social and cultural issues.
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The differences lay in the spatial relationships of news and the patterns of information flow
throughout journalism production. For the mainstream outlets like the Washington Post, obtaining
and keeping physical access remained a priority, and this also defined what journalists did and
did not cover. Every single one of the correspondents would have visited the Culture and Islamic
Guidance Ministry for accreditation and travel permits, in addition to attending the same press
conferences and political rallies in Tehran. In all likelihood, the reporters were tired and had
little mental bandwidth left for independent investigation of shifts of the electorate outside the
capital or changes among the top religious clergy.
The Tehran Bureau, in contrast, was much less preoccupied with access to specific physical
locations. Work was more cooperative and was dispersed over a global network. Their reporters
did not have to jump through hoops to achieve even limited exposure to events; as anonymous
Iranian citizens, they were able to move freely without the government looking over their
shoulders and to report on stories beyond press conferences and official events. Reporters went to
the conservative cities of Qom and Mashad, bastions of support for the religious elite. Editorial
decisions were made in discussions between Iran-based reporters and editors in London and New
York, who were also meeting with Iran experts as they processed information from the ground.
Still, how could the New York Times, Washington Post, and other correspondents have been so
oblivious to the possibility of a different electoral outcome? Niknejad says the networked
structure of her organization made it possible to ask tough questions and embrace alternative
viewpoints:
“Aware of [Jalili’s] flaws in his candidacy, our correspondents dug deeper into his
background, reaching regime insiders familiar with his rise to political prominence, our
correspondents were able to construct a much more complex process reflecting that even the
most powerful player in Iran, faced with an unpredicted set of events, has no choice but to
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re-evaluate, recalculate, and eventually choose from a limited array of options.”8
There is a debate among scholars about the extent to which newsgathering practices have
evolved to reflect the changes wrought by a more connected world. Kai Hafez lamented that
coverage of international journalism is simplistic and lacking context or depth. This, he pointed
out, is because the culture of journalism remains unchanged from the nation-centric and
superficial habits that the media have yet to break.9 Hans-Henrik Holm found little evidence
that globalization — defined as “intensification of economic, political, social and cultural
relations across borders”10 — had an impact on journalistic practices and norms, pointing out
that international news has not yet deviated from the “globally defined implicit journalistic codes
for the production of news.”11
However, others like Stephen Reese and Peter Berglez argue that a new global journalism is
already here, in which journalism has come to operate within both “national” and
“transnational” frameworks, crossing national boundaries and diversifying while increasing
feelings of connectedness among news audiences.12 “Multiple perspectives and interpretations
are in circulation at any given time, but still with a heightened mutual awareness, reflexiveness,
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and timeliness in their reaction to each other,” Reese wrote.13 In a similar vein, scholars have
pointed out that the foreign news scene resembles a network, a system of information exchange
where news outlets are one of the many nodes that provide different insights and interact with
each other.14 An oft-cited example of journalism overcoming temporal and spatial distances is
the Arab Spring coverage of National Public Radio’s Andy Carvin, who spearheaded a
participatory journalism effort that crossed borders of professional and non-professional
journalism using Twitter as its primary platform.15
The Iranian case shows that both sides may be right, with different modes of news production
co-existing side by side. On the one hand, work routines of many traditional foreign
correspondents remain largely unchanged from their predecessors 20 years ago, delivering news
for the home audience from the capital city of a foreign country. On the other hand, the “new”
foreign correspondents also exist, curating diverse sources by tapping into information flows.
Furthermore, we will see in the coming pages that interaction — and hybridization — between
the two different models of foreign correspondence is becoming more commonplace.
Collaboration is key to understanding the new ecology of foreign news. Researchers have
shown the growth of collaborative journalistic practices, particularly in the realm of data and
computational journalism. What is meant by “data journalist” can vary tremendously,16 ranging
from the more traditional “computer-assisted-reporters” whose core skills are writing and
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reporting to the more recent “programmer-journalists” armed with advanced computing and
statistical skills.17 Consequently, new professional roles and identities are emerging. In Cindy
Royal’s study of data journalists at the New York Times, the data journalists brought hacker culture
and an ethos of collaboration and creativity with them.18 Still, those data journalists considered
themselves journalist first, and data scientists second. This was not the case in Belgian
newsrooms, for instance, where data journalists shared feelings of being treated as second-class
citizens, with their projects subjugated by traditional news routines.19
Many — though not all — VFBs fall broadly under the rubric of data journalism. Because
they rarely have the resources to hire an outside analyst or coder, the journalists usually acquire
hard skills on their own, learning on the job. When the scope of the project exceeds their abilities,
they tend to crowdsource on social networking sites.
Such has been the experience of Elliot Higgins, the founder of Bellingcat. The hacker ethos
of sharing and collaboration comes naturally to the 37-year-old, who came of age with Wikipedia
and Creative Commons. Higgins is an accidental journalist whose hobby of blogging about Syria
turned into a full-time job. Most of what Higgins learned about journalism came from spending
time on the website of the Guardian — where he was one of the most active commenters — and
with other kindred spirits on the web. From his Leicester office, Higgins spends most of his days
communicating with people in other parts of the globe, discussing the latest videos and
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photographs from Syria. His network of fellow Syria watchers on the Web includes bloggers in
Russia, a pair of weapons-obsessed teenagers in the Netherlands, and anti-government activists in
Aleppo. It also involves a lot of chats, texts, and emails. For his day-to-day journalistic
investigations, Higgins uses Checkdesk, a free open-source software for collaboration that is
available in multiple languages. He also uses crowdsourced images from Flickr to Google Maps. I
watched him as he exchanged messages with people on the intuitive-seeming platform
Checkdesk, with people tagging parts of a video they had a question about. Whenever Higgins
runs into a new type of weapon in Syria, he first asks his collaborators here, but is also likely to
throw his question out onto Twitter. This is how he deciphered the Chinese words inscribed on
the surface of a suspicious-looking cylinder. Some thought this proved that the Chinese were
supplying the Syrian government with weapons; it turned out the words meant “bicycle
pumps.”20
Although Higgins’s closest collaborators are citizen journalists and NGOs like Human Rights
Watch, he has also worked with mainstream media. At a time when little original reporting was
coming from Syria, a lot of journalists used his work, although not all of them gave him credit.
An exception was the New York Times, which has quoted him at least 14 times since 2012. In
February 2013, he collaborated with CJ Chivers — the former Moscow correspondent and
military expert — to write a piece following the trail of weapons from the former Yugoslavia to
Syria, which ran in the “At War” blog on the Times website.21 The story is representative of
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Higgins’s dense writing style, packing in a lot of facts and citing in detail how the reader can
replicate the findings on social media:
“With hundreds of videos showing the activities of fighting groups now posted on YouTube
each day, external analysts have been allowed to build a picture of events in Syria that in past
wars have gone unrecorded. […] The M79 Osa is an antitank weapon originating from the
former Yugoslavia. Rather unusually the rockets come in separate pods that are attached to
the rear of the rocket launcher. Dozens were present in the first video, and two in the second.
Markings visible on rocket pods in both videos indicate that they were manufactured between
1990 and 1991.”22
In working with professional journalists, Higgins says he tries hard to be as factual and
succinct as possible: “No one wants to deal with the activist shit […] so I when I write, I’m
careful to be as transparent as possible, I’m like, here are all the links, here’s what you should do
about it, here are the steps you can take.”23

An alternate hierarchy of sources
Sources provide journalists with information and facts, and allow them to verify and validate
information and facts they have already collected.24 Sources also provide journalists with
perspectives and viewpoints.25 Therefore learning about conventions and standards for sourcing
at various foreign news outlets can reveal much about their editorial structures as well as the
media’s relationship with the other political, social, and cultural fields in a foreign country. It also
22
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provides a window into journalists’ values and the way they conceive of their professional
identities.
Journalism has an established hierarchy of sources. In one of the first attempts by a sociologist
to decode the sourcing routines of American media, Herbert Gans (1979) identified
considerations that make certain sources more likely to be chosen by journalists. Preferred
sources tend have official or authoritative positions and be trustworthy, easy to reach, and
articulate. The rest, the ordinary people Gans called “Unknowns,” received only 20 percent of
the total citations in his content analysis of major outlets.
The symbiotic relationship between journalists and government officials is also part of this
picture. Government officials try to coax, influence, manipulate, and leak information to
journalists to shape opinion and to marshal support from the public. Journalists can be willing
partners in this “dance” because they have more limited information-gathering resources than
bureaucrats, because their energy and time are finite, because they want to preserve the
relationship with the officials, and because if they do not take the offer, one of their competitors it
is likely to do so.26
Such preferences for officials and other sources that represent mainstream or establishment
views are also high among foreign correspondents.27 Working from a foreign country, they
understandably gravitate towards bureaucrats, diplomats, international NGOs, and other experts
with prestige, predictability, and specialized knowledge, and with whom they not only share a
language like English (considering many foreign correspondents do not speak local languages),
26
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but also cultural affinities as fellow well-educated, well-traveled cosmopolitans.28 Official sources
are also preferred by the editors back home, who find their credibility easier to judge than
non-official sources they have never heard of. Editorial processes — particularly those instituted
by editors back home — can deepen rather than mitigate the distortion of pieces filed by
correspondents, as the editors have a strong preference for major stories that deal with national
interest or security.29 Based in the headquarters of New York or London, these editors may
possess more US- or UK-centric views of the world than their reporters.
Journalists as well as academics have looked for ways to diversify sources in foreign news to
include more “regular people” and those with alternative or marginalized viewpoints. In the age
of the Internet and social media, the number of potential sources a journalist can reach has
increased exponentially. With tools like Facebook and Google Translate, it is theoretically easier
to reach out to people living far away, overcoming distance and language barriers. The sheer
volume, however, can be overwhelming. Back in 2010, the 251,287 American diplomatic cables
Wikileaks released exceeded the ability of any single media outlet to handle.30 Six years later, in
April 2016, an international consortium of investigative journalists announced their work with a
huge trove of documents leaked from a Panamanian law firm that specializes in creating shell
companies for tax evasion. With 11.5 million documents available, they confessed that even with
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107 media outlets participating, they will never be able to review the whole collection in a
lifetime.31
Despite the abundance of data and, increasingly, the abilities of mainstream journalism to
make sense of it, foreign correspondents are not making good use of this new information source.
Such has been the case even in attempts to cover North Korea, where one would expect that the
utter lack of reliable information from human sources on the ground would drive journalists to
look for nontraditional avenues.
Early in the morning of Sunday, May 18, 2014, North Korea announced that a major
apartment building in Pyongyang had collapsed. News of the calamity was broken by KCNA,
the North’s state-run news agency, five days after the accident reportedly took place on May 18.
The initial North Korean article started like this:32
Profound Consolation and Apology Expressed to Bereaved Families of Victims of
Construction Accident

Pyongyang, May 18 (KCNA) — It is the consistent stand of the Workers' Party of Korea and
the state to prioritize the interests and conveniences of the people and hold them absolute
and protect their lives and properties. But there occurred a serious accident in the
construction site in Pyongchon District, Pyongyang on May 13 as the construction of an
apartment house was not done properly and officials supervised and controlled it in an
irresponsible manner. The accident claimed casualties. Right after the accident the state
emergency mechanism was put into action to conduct an intensive campaign to rescue
survivors, treat the wounded and arrange the scene of the accident.
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In a rare admission of fallibility, the article by official North Korean news agency went on to
report that the government expressed “profound consolation and apology” for insufficient
supervision. It remarked, “The rescue operation came to an end on May 17,” four days after the
accident. Within hours, the AP published the first follow-up story. It carried a Seoul byline but
contained quotes from North Koreans who witnessed the accident and spoke with the AP. (See
figure 3.3.):
“This accident happened because they broke the rules and methods of construction," resident
Pak Chol told The Associated Press. “After this accident, we must make sure that this kind of
terrible accident never happens again, by sticking to the proper method of building.” Another
resident, Hong Nam Hyok, said that “everyone in Pyongyang is now sharing the sorrow of
the victims and the bereaved families.”33

The London staff at NK News, however, conducted a separate investigation of satellite
images of the accident after one of them raised a more fundamental issue: How did a regime that
suffers from an acute shortage of basic machinery parts manage to clean up the debris within
three days as it had claimed? After many hours of Google Earth and Flickr searches and
thousands of dollars’ worth of satellite pictures, NK News reported that Pyongyang’s official
account — that the May 13 accident led to a vigorous rescue operation that ended in four days
— was impossible. Either the accident took place much earlier than officially announced, or the
regime haphazardly proceeded to bulldoze the site without searching for victims under the
rubble.34 (See figure 3.4.) This suggested the story of a brutal regime that cared more about its
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image than lives of potential survivors — many of them said to be members of the North Korean
elite.35
So the AP had missed a story that was less than five miles away from its Pyongyang bureau,
its professionals out-scooped by young men who did not even speak fluent Korean working from
a basement in London.36 Furthermore, the AP’s team of professional data journalists — some of
them based in London — did not think to look up recent high-resolution satellite pictures, which
the NK News looked up even as the prohibitive cost forced the shoestring operation to order the
smallest batch of pictures possible.
This was the first instance that showed me that virtual foreign bureaus have a different take
on what characterizes a valuable source. Mainstream foreign correspondents continue to rely
primarily on human testimonies. In war reporting, a recurring presence is the taxi driver or the
hotel employee as the voice of the “regular” people. Their frequent appearance has more to do
with the fact that they are often the first point of contact for foreign correspondents who have
parachuted into a new country. In most cases, journalistic sourcing is opportunistic and
self-selecting; reporters often end up choosing people who can confirm their own hypothesis,
expectations, or gut feelings.
Virtual foreign bureaus have a different take, an alternate hierarchy of sources that prioritizes
non-human, often web-based sources like the satellite photographs, tourist pictures, maritime
data, and other material found on the web. The VFBs like such sources because this data is
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readily available and presentable: no need to travel abroad or even file information requests (if
such are available), which can take days or months to be filled.
They take advantage of commercial and open-sourced platforms, many of which are free.
However, web data is not exactly cheap when one factors in how costly verification can be. The
Internet is full of fraudulent data and intentionally faked stories, photos, and videos. Chad
O’Carroll of NK News stresses the web data is also more valuable because it is verifiable, capable
of fending off misinformation prevalent “on the ground”:
“I think we’ve had a higher frequency of big stories than other outlets, because most of us are
not native Korean speakers, we’re not in South Korea, we’re not in the border areas of
China, so we have to rely on just observing things really closely, using the satellites and that
kind of stuff, all that lends itself to having more evidence, than a source said [here is what
happened according to] someone in North Korea.”37
O’Carroll said he wanted to distance NK News as much as possible from the type of
irresponsible journalism that quotes anonymous government officials in South Korea or the US.,
or relies too heavily on North Korean defectors.38 The latter is a particular problem in the West,
where a number of high-profile defectors often garner a disproportionate share of the media
spotlight. Cash payments for interviews are common, incentivizing defectors to exaggerate their
experiences in North Korea or even outright lie to provide journalists with what they are looking
for.39
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Consequently, journalism at NK News can resemble data-mining, with staff scouring the web
for something “interesting.” O’Carroll keeps tabs on anything and everything related to North
Korea, including YouTube videos uploaded by North Koreans, foreign tourists, NGO workers,
and diplomats. At crucial junctures, however, on-the-ground sources do matter for purposes of
triangulation. Human contacts are usually secondary sources, used to corroborate leads or
findings obtained via web or other data sources. NK News has found a way to work around
government surveillance by relying on sources who are relatively free to move in and out of
North Korea and can also speak their mind freely: foreign diplomats, businesspeople, and travel
guides, mostly from Western European countries that have established diplomatic ties with North
Korea. At any given time, O’Carroll can get in touch with seven to eight people based in
Pyongyang. Many have the privilege of access to the Internet and even satellite phones. Usually,
O’Carroll uses email or text apps like WeChat. This is possible because the speed of and access to
the Internet in North Korea is decent, by some accounts superior to that of China. Unlike in
China, there is no blocking of websites because only a very select group of people — mostly
foreigners — gets access to the Internet in the first place.40
Paul Radu of OCCRP says his organization also prefers digital data to human testimonies for
most of its stories on corruption and crime in Eastern Europe. For him, working with hard data
provides an extra layer of protection to his journalists and local partners, who have been sued,
threatened, and even imprisoned for their investigative work:41
“We both send our people and also network with local partners. There are always local
partners. Most of what they write gets edited by both the local staff as well as the regional
40
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editor we have here. We have factcheckers, and also have direct cooperation with other
organizations. We have libel insurance, and what our editors vet is covered by it. We are
dealing with very powerful corporations so this is necessary. We don’t rely on just human
statement, we always have hard data supporting it, so if someone just comes and accuses
someone of corruption, it will not stick.”42
But traditional, mainstream outlets are catching up fast in digital sourcing, particularly in
using social network materials for breaking news like terrorist attacks or humanitarian disasters.
According to a quantitative analysis of sourcing during the Arab Spring, media relied mostly on
traditional sources like government officials and diplomats in Tunisia, where journalists had
on-the-ground presence. In contrast, in Syria where access was limited, journalists relied much
more on digitally-derived sources, including tweets and YouTube videos, representative of more
non-official sources on the ground.43 By 2011, the use of Twitter as journalistic source has been
normalized at major outlets like the BBC.44
Part of the motivation behind traditional media engaging in partnerships with the likes of
virtual foreign bureaus is the knowledge that they know how to locate and verify digital sources
better. Eoghan Sweeney, a reporter who works at the social news agency Storyful, says that when
he is training foreign correspondents working for newspapers and TV stations, he has to remind
them to be transparent and explicit about the what the journalist knows and does not know. This
does not come easy to foreign correspondents who are reluctant to use material unless it checks
out as 100% verified. “I tell them [mainstream foreign correspondents], you cannot always be
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100% [about the videos they are using],” he said, “so you have to tell [readers or viewers] this is
what you know, and this is what you do not know.”45
Higgins, who has held workshops with journalists at venues like the Guardian on the art of
digital verification, said he likes to remind people to establish more collegial relationships with the
people they meet on YouTube, Twitter and Facebook, and to think of them as colleagues. “A lot
of [professional] journalists treat them as just sources,” he said. In the future, any successful
international reporters must learn how to properly crowdsource, drawing from the collective
intelligence of the people on the Internet and learning how to make sense of the social networks
and other forms of digital data:
“We’ve got a huge amount of information coming from conflict zones, data. The problem
with journalists is they don’t know what to do with it, and they don’t have the time to do it
either. They are too busy writing [from] press releases. This is where you have
crowdsourcing. People who are experts in the specific area, people who have the time to go
over everything and look for items hiding in plain sight. […] Open source information isn’t
just about finding one image [ahead of everyone else]. It’s about asking how can I find out
more about this from Twitter, Facebook, are there other examples? It’s about this
open-ended query. Journalists think this is a waste of time.”

Geographical arbitrage
“If you wake a reporter in the middle of the night asking for more copy on a grisly story, bear
in mind that you probably have ended any chance for sleep that night.”46 Such was the advice a
2007 Columbia University report gave to editors, pointing out that working across time zones
can cause stress and trauma for foreign correspondents. Distance and time differences continue
to be the nemesis of foreign correspondents. Unless one works for a news agency — many of
45
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which have regional editors to process their stories from the same time zone — most foreign
correspondents struggle to stay awake for different time zones. A US-based Washington
correspondent for a South Korean newspaper spends the day following goings-on like State
Department noon briefings, and often works until 4 am to communicate with the editors in Seoul
as the deadline nears. The only exceptions to this rule are the news agency correspondents, many
of whom can deal with regional editors to process their stories from similar time zones.
But virtual foreign bureaus have learned to turn the tables, using time differences to their
advantage. NK News is particularly adept at this. In this organization, work gets passed from
time zone to time zone, from London (6 staffers) to the East Coast of the US (2), Hawaii (1),
Hong Kong (1), South Korea (3), Japan (1), and New Zealand (1). In particular, it makes the
most of the five-hour time difference between London and New York/Washington D.C. As we
have seen, Chad O’Carroll caters to the North American market from his London office. Every
morning, he creates a newsletter by aggregating North Korea-related content from Asia and
Europe for the US market. The five-hour difference means that if he produces a news briefing by
noon in London, the email could arrive just in time for daybreak in Washington, D.C.
The time difference between London and Seoul also comes in handy. On one Friday, NK
News garnered 350,000 hits for a story about North Korea’s missile launch, primarily because
the English-language journalists in South Korea were already in bed and did not write about it.
London-based staff reporter Oliver Hotham sums up the sentiment in his office, saying, “London
is a good place because it’s halfway between Pyongyang and New York.”47
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Arbitrage is originally a term that refers to the simultaneous or near-simultaneous purchase
and sales of same goods in different places, securing a profit from the price differences.48 In
recent years, the term arbitrage has been used in non-finance fields like labor to refer to other
situations where profits were made using distance.49 For example, “geographic arbitrage” is a
term used mostly to refer to highly-paid professionals moving to less expensive areas to save taxes
or rent.
In journalism, global news agencies — particularly those working on financial stories with
multiple stock markets — have already been engaging in this type of geographical arbitrage. For
more than a decade, Reuters has operated a huge media center in Hyderabad, India, where
nearly 1,000 writers churn out finance and stock market stories based on figures sent from North
America and Europe. The company says it enables writers in New York City to focus on the
more important news.50 Still, when it comes to nation or region-specific reporting, news agencies
have rarely attempted similar arbitrage, with most general reporting being produced by physical
bureaus. Information flow is unidirectional, from bureaus in capital cities to regional editing
headquarters (if they exist) and headquarters in New York or London.
With its global network, the Tehran Bureau is adept at moving stories and images quickly
across all time zones. One of the first Tehran Bureau contributors to join Niknejad was an
Iranian-American academic based in Los Angeles. Gradually, an editor in New York, a
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translator in Boston, and a copy editor in Rome came on board, in addition to the group of
writers in Iran and in nearby countries. Niknejad thinks London more attractive than New York
or even Tehran for journalistic purposes; for one, there is a major Iranian community, not just
dissidents but also those who retain close ties with Iran and regularly visit. Hardly a week goes by
without someone offering fresh information from the ground in Tehran. Here, the value of
arbitrage increases due to minimized fear of being surveilled or arrested in London as compared
to Tehran. “Being in London is really about being there,” Niknejad said. “Here, I get to meet
with people and have face-to-face conversation, which is not always possible in Iran.”51
Iran is a particularly good country to cover from any time zone because so many of its people
are active on the Web. Already back in 2008, there were an estimated 100,000 blogs in Iran. At
one point, Persian was tied with French as the second most common language in blogs (English
was number one).52 Nazila Fathi’s experience of reporting in and out of Iran illustrates this point
well. Fathi, who covered Iran during massive post-election protests in 2009 for the New York
Times, had to leave Tehran due to fears for her safety, with the government forces raping
detainees and torturing people to death. Although she initially felt terrible that she had
abandoned her journalistic duties to bear witness, she found she could do better journalism by
being abroad:
“Surprisingly, people inside Iran began speaking to me. They felt more secure knowing that
my phone wasn't tapped in Toronto, and many of them weren't overtly political and so
assumed that the government wasn't listening on their phone lines. Protestors put me in touch
with others, such as doctors and nurses at hospitals who were treating the injured. Once they
found a safe way to communicate, often on Skype, people wanted to tell the world what they
51
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and their fellow Iranians were going through."53
Another variety of geographical arbitrage is the global outsourcing of the workforce. Unlike
in networks where journalists are in more or less equal standing, outsourced labor assumes a
lower position in the hierarchy, with little job security and lower pay. Since the 1990s, newspaper
conglomerates in the US and UK have outsourced IT support, design or copy editing to
countries like India or the Philippines in an effort to cut costs and boost profits.54 In recent years,
they have begun to experiment with a more aggressive form of outsourcing and off-shoring by
farming out editorial function, using cheap foreign labor to write short stories about not only
finance but also sports, education and other beats of local significance. More than a few eyebrows
were raised when it was revealed in 2012 that Journatic, a news service that employs writers in
developing countries like the Philippines, was letting its workers use aliases to cover and write
local stories like death notices that ran in major papers like the San Francisco Chronicle and the
Houston Chronicle.55 Outsourcing firms like Aggrego and Journatic are usually multinational
organizations serving North America and Western Europe even as most of their workforce is
based in places like India, Pakistan, the Philippines, and India.
VFBs like NK News have aggressively adopted similar methods of global outsourcing.
O’Carroll has found that he could boost efficiency by finding contractors from other countries on
the web. In addition to saving money, this method brings the additional benefit of time
difference: during the site’s less frequented hours during the nighttime in Western Europe or
53
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North America, engineers in Central Asia can work aggressively to get rid of software bugs and
try new web designs. O’Carroll’s favorite place for journalistic outsourcing is Elance, a
California-based platform that claims to have 10 million members. Scrolling through the website,
he showed me how he can find reporters from any country. Freelancers can bid for work, and
employers can access their work records and client ratings. O’Carroll can even monitor the
computer screens of contractors in real time, keeping tabs on their work and making sure he is
not wasting his money. Freelancers from Elance even do his taxes.
“I’ve worked with people in Islamabad, Pakistan, and a very good person in Kuwait. There
was an engineer in Russian. But really, my favorite are the Pakistanis. A top-rate Pakistani
designer costs me $15 an hour, whereas an American web designer costs at least $150 and
may not be as good.”56
Outsourcing extends to editorial work. In June 2013, O’Carroll noticed media reports that a
high-ranking North Korean official was visiting Uganda to talk about military cooperation.
Searching on the web, O’Carroll managed to track down local Ugandan journalists following the
story. The Ugandan journalists — who had great access to the North Korean delegates but were
less aware of the political significance — agreed to take photos and write stories for NK News for
a small sum. The resulting coverage, titled “North Korean minister inspects Ugandan police
force,” ran like this:
“While military relations between the two states have dwindled in recent years, exclusive
images obtained by NK News reveal the internal security areas Uganda and North Korea
look set to cooperate in. […] What is particularly noteworthy is the equipment on display:
tear gas canisters and launchers, used for crowd control and anti-rioting operations.”57
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Accompanying photographs showed the North Korean official holding an anti-riot tear gas
launcher, among others, evidence that the two countries were rekindling military cooperation
that may have included the sale of weapons. (See figure 3.5.) The article attracted interest in
security circles and was eventually cited in a United Nations report detailing Pyongyang’s export
of weapons.58
But ethical qualms remain. For one, there is the uncomfortable fact that the global division of
labor benefits from relative poverty and legacies of colonialism in places like India and the
Philippines, where English-speaking people can be hired cheaply. International news outlets have
long relied on local stringers to outsource certain coverage like front-line war photography, but
the ethical questions are magnified as conflict coverage becomes more dangerous for
journalists.59 Lindsay Palmer (2015) has found that freelancers, who have become lucrative
replacements for staff correspondents as they often work without insurance or safety training,
were not only exploited financially by some of the biggest news outlets, but were quickly
discarded and dismissed as “just a freelancer” if they became politically inconvenient, for
instance by reporting on a controversial topic.60
Discussing the full social and ethical ramifications of geographical arbitrage and outsourcing
is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but a couple of points bear mention here. First, both
VFBs as well as the mainstream media outlets are headed in the same direction, utilizing
dispersed networks for journalistic investigation. Being away can be advantageous considering
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the dangers involved, and time difference can lower labor costs. For many VFBs, outsourcing is a
learned behavior, something they picked up from the mainstream media as well as other startups.
The VFBs themselves can be subcontractors on the journalistic food chain, with larger news
outlets outsourcing coverage to them if they realize the situation calls for specialized expertise. To
cover the complicated situation surrounding the North Korean nuclear test and escalation of
tensions in 2013, the Daily Telegraph of the UK relied on NK News for in-depth coverage. Second,
this highlights the constant entrepreneurialism of VFBs, which have a no-holds-barred approach
when it comes to revenue, and try one innovation after another to survive in a tumultuous media
climate. This is something I will discuss at greater length in the next chapter.

Hybrid identities of foreign correspondents
In describing changes in the media ecology, media scholars have noted boundaries of
journalism, which used to be clearly demarcated and accepted without question, blurring
dramatically. The walls delineating old and media are crumbling, and the distinction between
professional and amateur journalism is fuzzier than ever.61 The boundaries of journalistic
professionalism — which used to be defined with attributes like objectivity, public service and
autonomy — have been contested in the digital spaces, where journalists’ urge to maintain
professional control over content creation and distribution has been at odds with a participatory
culture in which bloggers and citizen journalists perform similar work.62 Challenges to the
profession came from other fields outside traditional media. For example, government officials
61
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are increasingly trying to communicate with citizens directly, with the White House offering
photographs of the First Family on social media and the Israeli Defense Force launching its own
YouTube channel. Nongovernmental organizations like Human Rights Watch and Amnesty
International have in-house research and publication teams who operate like journalists,
gathering and verifying original data in places where media presence is thin.63 Some of the best
public service reporting is coming from citizen journalists.64
At first glance, VFB foreign correspondents seem to adopt different notions of journalistic
professionalism from traditional foreign correspondents due to differences in a) organizational
structures, b) daily news routines, and c) relationship with the government institutions. For “on
the ground” reporters, professionalism means being better conduits of information from human
sources in the covered country. For the VFBs, professionalism is more about participation,
analysis of data and organizational transparency.
Upon closer scrutiny, however, we see that there is much personal and institutional overlap
between the two types of foreign correspondence. Demotix, a citizen journalism virtual photo
agency, is a case in point. The site was founded in 2009 as a place where citizen photojournalists
could send in photographs from remote places. The site has been quite successful, with over
60,000 contributors providing fresh, exclusive images including those from the 2009 Iranian
protests and the 2011 Arab Spring. However, the outlet is run as a for-profit corporation, acting
as an intermediary between photographers and professional news outlets, giving the
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photographer 50% of revenues. Founder Turi Munthe said he wanted to create a virtuous cycle
that is both professional and participatory:
“[2007, the beginning of Demotix] was in a sense an interesting cultural period, where we all
still believed in [Web] 2.0, and that mass groups of people do really interesting stuff online.
But it turns out that wasn't true. What we realised, and what everyone ended up realising,
was that there is a very small percentage of people anywhere, in any space, virtual, practical,
real or not, that actually do anything. Poking and updating one's Facebook status is one
thing, and contributing to serious news is a completely different kettle of fish.”65
Similar things have been happening in other outlets, where the identities of foreign
correspondents are becoming more hybrid and creolized with new journalistic experiments at
VFBs as well as mainstream outlets.66 The entertainment-heavy BuzzFeed is setting up foreign
bureaus from Nairobi to Moscow, and the Washington Post has hired two full-time reporters doing
nothing but synthesizing analysis from public data and following up on previously reported
stories, all without leaving the foreign desk in Washington.67
In other words, as the borders separating professional and non-professional journalistic
practices come down, we are witnessing the emergence of a hybrid identity among foreign
correspondents, virtual or not. Open source journalism, as we have seen with Bellingcat and NK
News, is leading journalists to share some control over content with audience-contributors, whom
journalists see as colleagues. Journalists also find normative purpose in participation and
transparency.68
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This research joins a growing body of research that shows an emergence of hybrid
journalistic cultures and professional boundaries. In an analysis of data journalists in Canadian
newsrooms, Alfred Hermida and Mary Lynn Young (2016) found tensions over professional
labeling and resources, but also increased cooperation within across and beyond traditional news
organizations. In particular, they identified a new kind of professional journalists who did not fit
into any existing category, which sounds a lot like a description of virtual foreign bureaus: “the
freelance data wrangler, an individual journalist/programmer with a hybrid set of skills who is
working/has worked as a freelancer, and is in increasingly high demand at the
inter-organizational level.”69
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Figure 3.1: A New York Times story on the eve of the Iranian election on June 13, 2013 mentions
conservative candidate Saeed Jalili first, and Hassan Rouhani — who would turn out to be the
winner the next day — last.

http://nyti.ms/16jsAiu

MIDDLE EAST

A Guide to Iran’s Presidential Election
By THE NEW YORK TIMES JUNE 13, 2013

How many candidates are there?
When Iranians vote on Friday, they will be selecting from six candidates, all drawn from Iran’s alliance of Shiite
Muslim clerics and Revolutionary Guards commanders, known as the traditionalists. All say they are ready to fix the
economy by using a “revolutionary mind-set” and to solve the nuclear dispute with the West by convincing them that
Iran’s position is just.
Who are considered the three main candidates?
Saeed Jalili
Known as Iran’s unyielding nuclear negotiator and a protégé of the supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
Saeed Jalili has emerged as a front-runner, an unsettling prospect for future relations with the West. Mr. Jalili, 47,
who many analysts say has long been groomed for the top position in Iran, is by far the most outspoken hard-liner
among the candidates approved to participate in the election. Opposing “détente a hundred percent” and promising
no compromise “whatsoever” with the West over matters like Iran’s nuclear program and its involvement in Syria,
Mr. Jalili seems set to further escalate Iran’s standoff with the United States and its allies.
Mohammad Baqer Ghalibaf
Mr. Ghalibaf, who comes from the hard-line Islamic Revolution tradition, is Tehran’s mayor. Once a senior
commander of the Revolutionary Guards, he lost the 2005 presidential election to Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. His
supporters applaud his management style and efforts to improve public transportation, parks and highway
overpasses in Tehran. He received a public endorsement on May 28 when 120 members of Iran’s Parliament signed a
declaration of support for his candidacy. He has long presented himself as a technocrat, but last week boasted
publicly of having beaten protesting students as a police commander.
Hassan Rowhani
Only one of the candidates, the cleric Hassan Rowhani, a former nuclear negotiator, has even slightly different
stances from the traditionalists, thus attracting some of the veterans of the now silenced Green movement. A close
ally
of a former president, Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, who was barred from the race by the conservative
Guardian Council, he is one of a few prominent politicians proposing better relations with the outside world. Mr.
Rowhani, who led the first rounds of negotiations with Western countries after the 2002 disclosure of Iran’s secret
nuclear program, now finds himself mocked by the Jalili camp, which cites those talks as an example of ignorance
and weakness.
What kind of powers does the president actually have?
The exact dimensions of presidential power in Iran are complicated, as shown by this graphic from the 2009
election. The presidency has evolved, starting out weak in the early years of the revolution but taking on greater
importance after the abolition of the office of prime minister in the late 1980s. Once in office, presidents now create
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Figure 3.2: A Tehran Bureau article on the eve of the Iranian election on June 13, 2013 focuses
on exploding support for the moderate Rouhani.

Iran elections: 'wherever Rouhani speaks
there's a frenzy'
Election buzz building as former presidents endorse moderate candidate
Tehran Bureau correspondents
Thursday 13 June 2013 02.36 EDT

Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, has called on all Iranians to vote in Friday's
elections, "even if for reasons they don't want to support the Islamic ruling establishment".
"They do want to support their country though. Everyone must turn out," Khamenei said on
Wednesday.
Until recently a high turnout seemed unlikely. Since 21 May, when the guardian council
announced the eight approved presidential candidates – excluding two prominent ﬁgures,
the former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani and Esfandiar Rahim Mashaei, a close ally
of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad – the campaign had appeared to rouse little public interest.
According to a journalist in Tehran, that has changed in the capital. "You will not believe the
election buzz in Tehran today. Everyone is talking about elections and who to vote for and
everyone is advocating for [Hassan] Rouhani and trying to convince people to vote for him."
The campaign of the relatively moderate Rouhani, who served as chief nuclear negotiator
under the reformist former president Mohammad Khatami, received a boost on Tuesday
when Mohammad Reza Aref, Khatami's senior vice-president, bowed out of the race. Later
in the day Rouhani received explicit endorsements from both Khatami and Rafsanjani.
Of the popular mood swing that followed, the Tehran journalist said, "I never saw this
coming. Everyone was so without hope and talking about not ever voting again, and this
morning things have changed 180 degrees. It's like someone put something in the water last
night and this morning people are just diﬀerent."
According to another source in Tehran, "The atmosphere just completely changed after
Khatami and Hashemi put their support behind Rouhani. People are really excited.
Wherever Rouhani speaks there's a frenzy. Today in Mashhad it was like four years ago with
the appearance of Mousavi."
Mir Hossein Mousavi, whose defeat by Ahmadinejad in the 2009 race is widely believed to
have been rigged, attracted crowds to his campaign rallies far outnumbering those reported
during the ﬁrst two and a half weeks of this year's campaign.
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Figure 3.3: A May 18, 2014 Associated Press article about building collapse in Pyongyang
includes quotations from Pyongyang citizens.

May 18, 2014 Sunday 4:58 PM GMT

Pyongyang building collapse leaves many casualties
By JUNG-YOON CHOI, Associated Press
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - North Korean officials offered a rare public apology for the collapse of an apartment building
under construction in Pyongyang, which a South Korean official said was believed to have caused considerable casualties
that could mean hundreds might have died.
The word of the collapse in the secretive nation's capital was reported Sunday morning by the North's official Korean Central
News Agency, which gave no death toll but said that the accident was "serious" and upset North Korea's leader, Kim Jong
Un.
The report said it occurred in the capital's Phyongchon district on Tuesday "as the construction of an apartment house was not
done properly and officials supervised and controlled it in an irresponsible manner."
In Seoul, a South Korean government official speaking on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the information said the 23-story apartment building that collapsed was presumed to have housed 92 families.
That could mean the casualties could be in the hundreds because a typical North Korean family has four members. However,
it was not clear whether all the residents were inside at the time of the collapse, or that four people lived in each apartment.
It is not unusual for people to start living in apartments before the construction is complete.
The official said he did not have any figure for the actual death toll.
According to the KCNA report, the rescue operation ended Saturday and officials apologized to bereaved families and district
residents.
On the streets of Pyongyang on Sunday, residents expressed outrage over the incident.
"This accident happened because they broke the rules and methods of construction," resident Pak Chol told The Associated
Press. "After this accident, we must make sure that this kind of terrible accident never happens again, by sticking to the
proper method of building."
Another resident, Hong Nam Hyok, said that "everyone in Pyongyang is now sharing the sorrow of the victims and the bereaved families."
The KCNA report cited one official as saying Kim Jong Un "sat up all night, feeling painful after being told about the accident."
North Korea's highly controlled state media rarely report news that might be considered negative, and an admission of fault
by the government is unusual.
The country regularly blames South Korea for starting the 1950-53 Korean War, although outside historians say that the
North attacked first. North Korea also denies responsibility for an attack on a South Korean warship that killed 46 people in
2010, despite a South Korean-led international investigation that blamed a Pyongyang torpedo.
Sometimes, however, the country owns up to failures. Many were surprised when the North admitted in 2012 that a highprofile rocket launch fizzled soon after takeoff - an acknowledgement that followed Pyongyang's claiming of success for
other such launches that foreign governments said had been failures.
The building collapse came at a time when the South Korean government has received near daily criticism from its citizens as
well as regular bashing by North Korean media for its handling of last month's ferry sinking that left more than 300 people
dead or missing.
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Figure 3.4: An NK News article on June 3, 2014 casts doubts on North Korea’s official account
of a major accident using satellite images.
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Figure 3.5: An exclusive June 13, 2013 NK News story is based on photographs it had obtained
from Ugandan journalists contacted via the web.
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Chapter 4 - Funding Foreign News: The Limits of Entrepreneurship

John Schidlovsky of the International Reporting Project said he realized in the early 2000s
that the next generation of foreign correspondents would have no jobs to aim for: “In the future,
there would be no more expense account-wielding, long-term expat residents in Beijing, Nairobi,
Paris, Bangkok or Rome. Much of the next era of foreign reporting was going to be done by
stringers, freelancers or former staffers now applying for grants like ours.”1
A decade later, the future is here. Award-winning foreign correspondent Jina Moore has
been putting together grants, fellowships, and part-time jobs to do the kind of journalism she
wanted: in-depth reporting at the intersection of gender and Sub-Saharan Africa. When Moore
graduated with degrees in journalism and international affairs from Columbia University in
2008, she did not seek a staff position at a major outlet, which would have usually meant working
domestic beats for at least three years before being sent abroad. Armed with multimedia and
writing skills, Moore wanted to cover international stories right away, but also knew that the
chances of putting together a living wage by stringing for news outlets were slim. As a result, she
has cobbled together no fewer than nine different journalism fellowships and contributed to a
long list of news outlets including the Christian Science Monitor, PRI’s the World, Boston Globe,
Al-Jazeera, C-Span and the Nation.2 In 2014, Moore found a more stable home in BuzzFeed,
which was beefing up its foreign bureaus. She is currently the global women’s rights
correspondent, a beat she carved out for herself.
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Moore’s case illustrates how foreign correspondents, like other journalists, are increasingly
forced to be entrepreneurial, one-person bands running their own shows. We live in a world
where even journalists with full-time jobs are taking on second jobs to pay the bills.3 In 2013, the
median wage of journalists in the US was $35,600. Not only is this figure much lower than that of
public relations professionals ($54,940), but the pay gap between the two has widened in the past
decade.4 With such low salaries and little job security, even reporters working for major outlets
are expected to be entrepreneurial, applying for fellowships and grants in addition to producing
content and promoting it widely via social media.5
Entrepreneurship itself is a charged word, and social scientists have focused on different
aspects of it. Those approaching it from the economics side tend to associate entrepreneurship
with efforts to improve production, the function of entrepreneurs being “to reform or
revolutionize the pattern of production.”6 Here, innovation, which can lead to better products or
services, is key. Sociologists are more interested in the autonomy and independence that
entrepreneurship can bring, particularly relating to the constraints from big bureaucratic
organizations. In the US, there has been a cultural shift over the last several decades which
encourages people to become entrepreneurs and to take more risks with their careers. In her
analysis of Silicon Alley startups in the New York area, Gina Neff (2012) argued that the
discursive and rhetorical functions of the new economy encouraged employees to invest
extraordinary amounts of their time, passion, and money. News media played a role by
3
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portraying — and encouraging — casual attitudes towards losing one’s job, in addition to making
heroes of individuals like Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg. Contrary to the popular notion that
startups were driven primarily by dreams of becoming rich quickly, they were in reality just as
motivated by desires to do meaningful and creative work, particularly creating content.7
Although not all virtual foreign bureaus are for-profit startups, the story of Silicon Alley
startups resonates for the virtual foreign bureaus as well. Existing research shows that
entrepreneurship plays out differently in media firms, because they are driven more by intrinsic
rewards such as adding value to the society, rather than extrinsic for-profit motivations.8 In the
world of news and journalism, the collapsing ecology of advertisement-supported legacy media
has normalized startup behavior among journalists. News media like to dispense with older,
costlier members of the workforce, and replace them with relatively junior journalists who have
only recently graduated from college and maintain high productivity despite the low wages.9
This translated into a lot of seasoned foreign correspondents on the market looking for a job, a
critical resource in the formation of new ventures.10 Given the dearth of original reporting in
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legacy media, few could challenge the legitimacy of news startups particularly important in the
world of digital media — startups like the VFBs.11
Of course, the US is unique among Western nations for having a primarily commercial
media sector with a high reliance on advertising revenue. In this chapter, I will show how the
virtual foreign bureaus and their cousins — freelancer foreign correspondents — operate as
entrepreneurs. Many of them share the ethos of venture startups, hoping to become financially
independent by reconfiguring existing revenue sources like subscription and side businesses.
Philanthropic foundations — a popular source for many VFBs — often work like venture
capitalists, applying metrics and stressing growth. Still, other scholars and practitioners are
looking for alternative approaches, calling for more fundamental changes supporting journalism.

Philanthropy: an unstable savior
Once referred to as “Africa’s Wikileaks, Sahara Reporters is one of the most successful virtual
foreign bureaus covering an African country.12 Since its founding in 2006, the site has built a
reputation for in-depth, investigative journalism about corruption and crime in Nigeria. One of
the first stories it published revealed the extravagant wealth of Nigerian public officials who had
used their riches to buy private jets and gigantic mansions in the United States. During the
country’s April 2011 presidential election, Sahara Reporters garnered over eight million page
views in one month with its exclusive coverage of electoral fraud, complete with videos and
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first-person testimonies.13 This coverage was spearheaded by founding editor Omoyele Sowore, a
political dissident who came to the United States in 1999 to seek medical treatment for his torture
wounds. He later studied public policy at Columbia University, where he conceived the idea to
create a news site. Sowore now works from a small desk on the 7th floor of a building on West
29th Street in Manhattan. “We do the kind of in-your-face journalism no one can do in Nigeria,”
said Sowore, who carries a playful demeanor that makes him look more like a student than a
political activist in his mid-40s.14
Ever since its founding, Sahara Reporters has relied mostly on grants from philanthropic
foundations. The Ford Foundation has been its biggest supporter, providing between $70,000 to
$100,000 annually since 2008.15 Since 2011, the Omidyar Network established by eBay founder
Pierre Omidyar has also provided grants to Sahara Reporters, in the amount of $450,000 over
three years.16
On Feb. 14, 2015, Sahara Reporters ran an exclusive story titled “Jonathan's Aide Omokri
Burglarizes House in Delta, Carts Away N25 Million Meant for Buying of Votes.” The story
provided photographic evidence as well as testimonies showing that Reno Omokri, a top aide to
Nigerian president Goodluck Jonathan, used armed policemen to forcibly extract $125,000 from
an acquaintance he was in a business dispute with.17 The brazen act came just weeks before the
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presidential election in March. After the story ran, the Ford Foundation received major pushback
from the Nigerian government. In a statement, Omokri denied the story and accused Ford and
Omidyar of supporting activities to subvert the Nigerian state. “I encourage these organizations
to invest a little sum on hiring an independent and objective media audit consultancy and have
them appraise the activities of this site,” the presidential aide said.18
Later in 2015, when the time came for Ford and Omidyar to renew their grants, the former
cut off the money. Sowore learned that Ford received complaints from influential figures in
Nigeria, so many that it jeopardized the numerous other projects it ran in Africa’s most populous
country.19 “Up until that moment, I had good experience with the foundations,” Sowore said.
“The funding officers never tell you what to write about, but this time they did exactly that when
you went to ask them for money [by cutting off funds],” he added.20
Even before Ford cut the purse strings, Sowore had been trying to diversify funding sources
and become more financially independent. Of particular hope was advertising revenue, as
Sahara Reporters enjoyed very high traffic numbers that once made it one of the most popular
websites in Nigeria. To further boost traffic, Sowore has been trying to add more multimedia
content, including sports and entertainment with his staff reporters in Nigeria as well as the
United States. But in recent years, advertising revenue has shrunk with more people logging into
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the site from mobile phones or via Facebook, where advertising rates are far lower. “We all work
for Facebook now,” Sowore lamented, explaining he is still on the lookout for new ways to sustain
his outlet.
For many foreign correspondents starting out from scratch, foundations and philanthropic
organizations are often the first places to seek funding. After all, the US has one of the biggest
nonprofit sectors in the world, bringing in as much as $1.9 trillion in untaxed revenue.21
Annually, foundations invest about $150 million per year in journalism in the US. In the grand
scheme of things, this is not a lot of money; it makes up for less than 1% of the total revenue for
American news, and is 25% less than the news budget at the New York Times alone.22 But this
relatively small amount offers a lifeline for cash-strapped journalists and news startups, even if
the independent correspondents at VFBs have to compete for these funds alongside other elite,
for-profit outlets like the Los Angeles Times, Washington Post and Univision.
Indeed, nonprofit foundations — which traditionally played a major role in supporting
education, arts, and the sciences — have been increasingly coming to the rescue of cash-strapped
news outlets.23 Foreign reporting has been one of the major beneficiaries; grants for
international projects have been growing at a faster rate than overall giving in recent decades.24
The 1990s heralded a new era for global philanthropy, with the establishment in 1993 of the
Open Society Foundations (OSF) and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation two years later.
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OSF, founded by George Soros who was born in Hungary and as a teenager lived through the
Nazi occupation, has focused much of its resources on international projects in Eastern Europe,
Central Asia, and the Middle East. It has an endowment of $1.6 billion.25 The Gates
Foundation, resting on its founders’ Microsoft fortune, is currently the wealthiest foundation in
the US, with total assets of $41 billion, and is particularly active in areas of global development,
health and education.26
This is not to say that traditionally prestigious foundations have not invested in media.
Foundations like Rockefeller and Ford have funded foreign news operations, some of them
controversial, since the Cold War era and continue to hand out significant sums to news media.27
Ford, which in 1951 became the first major funder of PBS, awarded over $10 million to
journalism projects in 2015.28 Foundations associated with legacy media like Knight and
Annenberg are also active, in both direct funding of journalism as well as indirect contributions
via journalism education. Other major names in journalism and media grants include Hewlett,
Pew, and MacArthur.
In addition to foundations themselves, philanthropic grants are often distributed by
intermediaries, which themselves are often nonprofits that specialize in journalism about certain
regions or topics. The International Reporting Project based at Johns Hopkins University, for
example, has funded more than 500 journalists in more than 100 countries since its founding in
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1998, many of whom have gone on to win awards. Its supporter list is a who’s who in journalism
giving, with over 12 foundations listed by name.29 The Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting is
another major funder of independent international reporting, providing project grants that range
from $5,000 to $15,000.30 Its biggest donors include the Pulitzer family and the MacArthur
Foundation.31
Virtual foreign bureau journalists told me the foundation grants offered a lifeline when they
wanted to take on costly global projects, long-term assignments, or unconventional approaches to
international reporting. In some ways, entrepreneurial foundations that value novelty and
innovation are a good match for innovative VFBs experimenting with new tools, sources, and
newsgathering routines. In 2009, the Tehran Bureau was little more than a good blog specializing
in Iran and run by an Iranian-American woman. Still, it found a partner in PBS Frontline, which
is sustained largely by grants from MacArthur and other foundations.32 The timing was also
fortuitous: in the wake of the Iranian Green Movement of 2009, the foundations were
particularly enthusiastic about the digital-savvy journalism of the Tehran Bureau.
As we have seen from the case of Sahara Reporters, however, foundations are hardly immune
from the pressures of power and control. Foundations often nudge journalists to abide by
ideological constraints, or demand specific interpretations of their own mission and values.33
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This is hardly surprising considering the origins, personnel, and culture at the foundations. For
one, founders tend to be wealthy businesspeople like George Soros or Bill Gates, who are looking
for a second life after building up big fortunes. This demographic is also reflected in the makeup
of the boards of directors: the Knight Foundation, one of the biggest funders in journalism, is
dominated by people whose expertise is primarily in the business and corporate world, although
other foundations like MacArthur and Open Society include higher percentage of academics on
their boards.34
And foundations may be reluctant to support work on topics or from perspectives that they
deem too sensitive. Sociologist Joan Roelofs says that foundations, while being on the left side of
the political spectrum overall, tend to “support forms of activism that do not seriously challenge
the power structure.”35 Rodney Benson showed in a 2016 study that for all the talk about the
growing importance of philanthropic support for journalism, few grants have been awarded for
business and economy-related journalism that takes a more critical approach. Much more
appealing to foundations are articles that deal with one focus area — be it education, women, or
agriculture — and suggest a clear solution. For example, the Knight Foundation leans heavily
towards participatory journalism projects using digital technology. The Gates Foundation has a
clear preference for innovation, as is obvious from the names of its programs like “Innovative
teaching grants” and “Global vaccine innovation award.”36
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Such problems are compounded by the fact that a handful of very powerful foundations
dominate certain topics. Global health is unusual in that there are multiple deep-pocketed
funders ranging from Kaiser to Johnson to Gates. Still, no reporter writing on global health issues
would want to burn bridges with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which has a budget
bigger than the World Health Organization. Gates has funded health reporting in outlets ranging
from the Los Angeles Times, the Guardian, Public Radio International and NPR’s Global Health Desk,
and indirectly via the Pulitzer Center and the International Reporting Project. In the same vein,
VFB journalists covering Central Asia, the Middle East, or Sub-Saharan Africa said the last thing
they want to do is to upset their relationship with the Open Society Foundations, which has
emerged as one of the most important supporters of journalism in those regions. In 2013 alone,
it gave $55 million to media- and information-related projects. In addition to funding foreign
coverage in news outlets like the UK’s Guardian, Open Society Foundations also funds freelancers
directly through its independent journalism program.
The lack of transparency and accountability among foundations — which sociologist Bob
Feldman dubbed a “climate of secrecy” that keeps recipients in the dark — is further detrimental
to journalism.37 Journalists applying for grants from the Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting, for
example, are told that the center has a preference for “issues that have gone unreported or
under-reported in the mainstream American media.” However, its 2014 grant helped fund stories
about Ebola that were published in the Economist, a topic that was hardly underreported in an
outlet that was doing well financially. No explanation was given for the selection. As an
anonymous foundation person in a senior position confessed in an interview for Benson’s report:
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“We’re not regulated. There’s no accountability. I don’t have to meet with anybody I don’t want
to meet with. … And I don’t think that’s a great system.”38
The problems of foundations’ ideology, narrowly defined priorities, and lack of transparency
have the unfortunate effect of diminishing the autonomy and independence of VFB journalism.
While direct interference is rare, funding decisions speak for themselves, and self-censorship is
rampant.39 Foreign correspondent Dina Kraft explained the situation like this: “Foundations
have skin in the game, and have a certain take on things. […] Maybe they’re against the death
penalty, but maybe you’re doing a story that is not pro or anti-penalty, but just looking at death
penalty. Will they fund you then? You start thinking.”40
The irony of the situation — that the VFBs which sought to liberate themselves from legacy
commercial media are bound by foundations’ interests — are not lost on journalists. One
mid-career journalist who has received foundation funding for coverage of the Middle East said
she had been asked to produce work in styles that her benefactors felt more comfortable with: “At
first they loved me for my innovation, but now they were telling me I do not write enough stories
about politics in traditional format. That kind of cookie cutter journalism is exactly what I was
running away from.”41
For their part, funding officers at philanthropic foundations and NGOs claim that journalistic
perceptions of being muzzled by funders are exaggerated. Many of the grant officers are
themselves former journalists who joined nonprofits, and they argue that they possess expertise of
38
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their own and consult with specialists before making funding decisions. “People doing this
[program officers] think a lot about how best to allot the resources to good use,” one funding
officer working for an American philanthropic foundation said. “My impression is that a lot of
journalists are self-centered about the pressure they supposedly feel. Journalists are often
paranoid, […] rarely checking to see if we are really pressuring them.”42
Still, the firewalls separating the funding from the journalism often do not work, as an
American foreign correspondent in her 30s who asked to remain anonymous recalls. In applying
for a foundation grant, she was discouraged by program officers from looking outside the realm
of medical and public health professionals to the social roots of an epidemic.
“[…] my pitch was about hospital design in [COUNTRY NAME], where the whole idea is
to prevent spread of [DISEASE NAME] by creating better ventilated, sunlit spaces that can
kill germs. […] But later I got a phone call, where the program officer asked, “Can you tell
me how this is a public health story?” […] So I had to explain that major outlets will never
bite if it is about [DISEASE NAMES], but if this is a story about [architectural] design it will
get their attention”43
Foundations increasingly ask grantees to document impact. Impact can mean many things,
from clicks and page views to Pulitzer Prizes and changes in foreign policy.44 Some news outlets
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have their own formula for measuring impact, gauging “time spent on website”45 or “percentage
of people who actually read what they share.”46
But even with proof of impact, foundations can move on, simply changing their mind and
deciding to support something else. Foundations are rarely interested in long-term support.47
Ultimately, most foundations expect grantees to be weaned from foundation grants and become
independent through the development of other revenue streams like advertising or subscriptions.
It comes down to a clash of value systems; the foundations’ central impulse is to foster growth
and maximization of impact, whereas for the journalists, stability and independence are far more
important.

Partnerships: prestige, not money
In 2015, the European Journalism Prize awarded its annual “Innovation Prize” to the
Migrant’s Files, a pan-European consortium of journalists that jointly calculated and reported
the deaths of migrants entering Europe. The consortium’s findings were reported in Italy,
Switzerland, France, Sweden, Spain, and Greece. Other nominates for the prize included
Luxembourg Leaks, another pan-European outfit consisting of 64 reporters from 26 different
news organizations across Europe. Also on the list was Belarus Network, a network of journalists
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from France, Russia, and Lithuania who jointly covered corruption in the titular country. In
announcing the prize, the awarding committee noted the significance of partnerships and
collaborations in newsrooms: “…the greatest innovation in journalism was the rapid growth in
cross-border investigations between reporters working for different but co-operating
newsrooms.”48
Partnerships between and collaboration among news outlets are increasingly becoming
commonplace in international reporting. In recent years, project-specific journalism partnerships
have successfully broken many stories about cross-border crime, corruption, and malfeasance. In
2010, WikiLeaks worked with five media partners (the New York Times, the Guardian, El Pais, Le
Monde, and Der Spiegel) to report about State Department cables. Six years later, the International
Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) worked with a whopping 70+ outlets from all over
the world on the Panama Papers, leaked documents that revealed the shell companies and tax
evasion schemes of politicians and influential figures worldwide. Paul Radu of Organized Crime
and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP) says partnerships have been hugely empowering for
the members of its consortium, which consists of more than ten outlets scattered throughout
Eastern Europe. For independent news outlets in places like Ukraine or Tajikistan, things like
access to costly Lexis Nexis databases or secure encryption tools would have been unthinkable
without outside assistance.49
Partnerships between news outlets of different sizes, prestige levels, or organizational culture,
however, have been more complicated, leading to the failure of the some of the most promising
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collaborations. The New York Times’ partnership with the Chicago News Cooperative, Bay Citizen,
and the CUNY-sponsored Local failed after about three years despite the prestige — and the
attention — the relationship attracted. The partnering news outlets noted that working with a
powerful entity like the Times tended to distort their own organizational priorities.50
What I have witnessed during fieldwork has been similar. Many of the virtual foreign bureaus
I studied worked with either the New York Times or the Guardian, which have been at the forefront
of media partnerships in international reporting. Since 2013, the Guardian’s World Networks
joined forces with more than 60 outlets specializing in four focal areas (Iran, Central Asia, Africa,
and North Korea). The Tehran Bureau and NK News are both part of this network. With these
partnerships, the VFB journalists said they hoped to benefit from the increased exposure and
name recognition partnerships would bring. Most of all, however, they said they hoped
partnerships would bring some financial respite. For the Tehran Bureau, such partnerships not
only provided much-needed funds, but also the prestige and influence of widely recognized
media brands, which in turn brought in more revenue and clicks. As Tehran Bureau editor
Golnoush Niknejad said, it was a substantial achievement “just being in the Guardian, something
all Iranians have heard of and respect. [...] More people are likely to work for free or work for
reduced wages because it’s the Guardian.”51
Many VFBs expected that the big outlets would be like an incubator, nourishing the
freelancers and other journalistic partners and protecting them from the harsh outside world.
There are historical precedents of such partnerships, when news agencies and other major outlets
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supported those in need with ad hoc partnerships. During the Vietnam War, for example, the
Associated Press would routinely buy more photographs than it needed from stringers so they
could earn a living.52 In the late 1980s in El Salvador, many news outlets allowed freelancers to
file similar or identical stories to several different outlets so the reporters could make ends meet.53
These partnerships were less charity than an investment for the future, as it would ensure the
survival of a robust freelancer pool that major outlets could tap into in times of need.
Against their expectations, the VFBs learned that little money changes hands in partnerships,
with elite outlets often expecting to receive content for little or nothing.54 The Guardian does not
pay most World Networks partners, although a handful of them do receive some money, at about
£80-100 per article.55 Many VFBs have realized that “partnership” can be a euphemism for
“aggregation” without pay. The New York Time’s Lede blog was essentially an aggregation site
from more than 100 sources, which in the Middle East included Haaretz, Arabist, and the Tehran
Bureau. None of them were paid.
I once found myself in a newsroom when a VFB journalist discovered that one of his articles
— an exclusive story — had been used in the print edition of a partnering newspaper. There was
no prior consultation or compensation, both of which were required according to the terms of
their agreement. The journalist emailed the editor of the newspaper, and this was the response
he got from the editor: “Most of our partners go over the moon when things get picked up in the
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press. […] [Y]ou are welcome to leave the partnership if you want.”56 The reporter was
understandably upset, talking about the possibility of severing the relationship. After thinking
about it, however, the reported decided to stay in the partnership, citing brand recognition as a
primary factor.
One of the biggest problems in the current media environment is that for all the talk of
independence and innovation, individual journalists are becoming weaker relative to big
institutions. Scholars have shown that in creative industries like media and entertainment,
individualization — defined as “each individual’s increasing responsibility for his or her own
welfare,” has been a major issue.57 “People increasingly have to become their own
micro-structures,” media scholar Angela McRobbie wrote.58 Professional journalism, for all its
shortcomings and limitations, offered journalists protection and autonomy, with unions,
workshops, and internal procedures for journalists to express their grievances. With much of the
journalistic work outsourced and split among individual partners and freelancers, journalists are
now inclined to blame themselves if they do not beat the odds to succeed.59 While scholars point
that we should continue to expect corporate media to set public interest standards, there is little
leverage when many of these companies are struggling to stay afloat.60
The difficulties VFBs face are magnified for individual freelancers, who often have little
leverage in their dealings with media partners. In Syria, the freelancers have been treated
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shabbily despite producing nearly all of the coverage for the international media. This state of
affairs arose because Western media outlets withdrew most of their staffers after 2012, when
veteran foreign correspondents like Marie Colvin and Anthony Shadid died on assignment, and
kidnappings of foreigners, including journalists, were rising rapidly. This dearth of foreign
correspondents in Syria was so severe that NPR’s Deborah Amos once lamented, “The problem
is, we really don’t know what’s happening inside.”61 Still, pay for the remaining freelancers did
not go up, leaving them unable to afford health insurance, let alone war insurance.62 The going
rate for longer articles remained between $200 and $400, and for short pieces as little as $50.63
Freelance photographer Nicole Tung said American media outlets repeatedly asked to use her
photographs for free.64 To make the situation worse, news outlets became increasingly reluctant
to vouch for the freelancers, refusing to accept their work until after they get out of conflict zones
safely lest they be held liable in the event of injury, kidnapping, or death. Lauren Bohn, a foreign
correspondent for GroundTruth who used to work as a freelancer in the Middle East, recalled,
“At really prestigious publications they’d be like: “Okay, yes, stop talking. We can’t hear this, we
don’t want to be liable.””65
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Freelance journalist Benno Muchler had a positive experience working with Voice of
America (VOA) in Sub-Saharan Africa. In 2014, Muchler was contacted by VOA to cover the
Ebola epidemic. Unlike most other news outlets that refused to pay for anything but the story
itself, VOA agreed to cover his travels and the cost of local stringers. With such instance of
support, Muchler was able to produce quality journalism that showed how Ebola was taking
away a culture of intimacy, including footage of burial scenes other media did not have.
Although his work technically could not be aired in the US — VOA is prohibited from airing
within the nation’s borders — his work was picked up by the BBC, which, in turn, got picked up
by NPR which, of course, is aired in the US. Throughout the process, Muchler said VOA did not
try to influence his reporting. “Voice of America’s resources go a long way in countries in Africa
which can be very expensive to report from. […] Journalists working for VOA in this region do
not feel pressured to be less than objective,” Muchler said.66
In discussions about the future of journalism, American journalists tend to express discomfort
with the notion of public support, seeing it as a potential threat to journalistic independence. For
example, when, in 2009, Michael Schudson and Leonard Downie Jr. suggested that the federal
government ease the tax burden of news outlets and the allocating of portions of the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting budget and FCC fees for public-interest journalism, CUNY
journalism professor Jeff Jarvis called the idea of a federal fund “dangerous” and “drastic.”67
But as we can see from Muchler’s experience with VOA, US taxpayer money already trickles
down to many news outlets and journalists. Voice of America is a public diplomacy organization
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that broadcasts in 45 languages, with 1,121 employees and an annual budget of $200 million.68
From its founding in 1942, VOA could legally be aired only outside the US, because the federal
government provides money as part of its public diplomacy efforts to boost America’s influence
abroad. Such restrictions, however, become meaningless in an age of transnational media and the
Internet. Reflecting the changing times, the Smith-Mundt Act was amended in 2012 to allow
Voice of America to distribute its materials for domestic use, including downloads via the web.69
The journalistic independence and professionalism of VOA varies from region to region, but in
parts of the Middle East, it has been accused of being too independent, to the extent that critics
have accused it of anti-American bias.70 In Sub-Saharan Africa, where there is little investment
by major international outlets, VOA’s resources and professionalism have led some to praise it as
the “Voice of Africa.”71
National Public Radio — which receives less than 20 percent of its funding from state and
federal governments — has been another stalwart of international news. At a time when
commercial networks have shrunk their international presence, NPR has built an impressive
network of 17 full-fledged international bureaus, nearly tripling from the six bureaus it ran a
decade ago. Nevertheless, in recent years NPR has suffered from a series of budget cutbacks,
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becoming increasingly reliant on philanthropic funding, particularly for international stories on
health and education.72
The strong case for strengthening public media has been made by academics, who have
shown that the volume of international news has more to do with the strength of public media
systems than the size of the country itself. Liberal democracies like Britain, France, Germany,
and Japan actively support foreign reporting, mostly via robust public service media. In Germany,
the government not only supports public service broadcasters ZDF and ARD, but also requires
those broadcasters to carry foreign coverage, which in turn has raised the bar for commercial
broadcasters. As a result, as much as 40-50 percent of news in Germany is foreign news, twice
that of the US.73
Journalists — particularly the entrepreneurial VFBs specializing in developing countries —
have been receiving a different set of public funds, originally meant for global development or
promotion of development. These funds, usually from the State Department, are often indirectly
distributed via semi-public NGOs such as the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) or
International Research & Exchanges Board (IREX). Although both NED and IREX are
technically nonprofits promoting democracy outside the US, most of their funding comes from
government grants. The awkwardness the government feels about such “money-laundering” is
expressed in this NED-sponsored report:
“ICFJ [International Center for Journalists], OCCRP [Organized Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project], ARIJ [Arab Reporters for Investigative Journalism], and a few small
investigative centers worldwide have managed to bridge this gap by structuring grants to
eliminate a direct connection to government funds. For example, ICFJ accepts governmental
72
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money from USAID for a regional investigative reporting program done in partnership with
OCCRP. ICFJ contractually does not exercise any editorial control over OCCRP, which
does the journalism in partnership with local media. OCCRP does not exercise editorial
control over the local content of partners. This provides two degrees of separation between
the government and local organizations. In this structure, the donor and the editorial
organization have no relationship.”74
In Journalism’s Roving Eye, Hamilton proposes that the US overhaul its policies to boost foreign
correspondence through mechanisms like tax breaks for both news consumers and news
producers: “Another possibility would be tax credits — say $2,500 a year — to individuals who
purchase news from premium-service publications like Bloomberg. Yet another approach could
build on an idea from France, where individual journalists receive generous income-tax
deductions; the United States could use this concept to encourage independent correspondents to
go abroad.”75 He and other scholars point out that diplomats and other government officials are
among the most avid consumers of foreign news. A large chunk of diplomatic work consists of
monitoring, aggregating, relaying, confirming, and analyzing press coverage, meaning good
journalism makes the diplomat’s job easier. “[T]he officials usually get their information sooner
through the press than through official routes; owing to the coding and decoding procedures,
official reports generally run behind press reports,” said Bernard Cohen, in a classic study of
press and foreign policy in the 1960s.76
Another potential route for public support of foreign reporting is to forge relationships
between media outlets and educational institutions, which are often funded by taxpayer money.
Educational institutions have long provided refuge for foreign correspondents in the form of
Drew Sullivan, Investigative Reporting in Emerging Democracies: Models, Challenges, and Lessons Learned (Washington, DC:
Center for International Media Assistance at National Endowment for Democracy, 2013).
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fellowships and grants (Nieman, Shorenstein, and Dart are among the better-known examples).
But new partnerships are on the rise. In 2013, Boston University announced that it will partner
with the Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting to create a newsroom specializing in global health,
which will enable students majoring in public health, development, and communication to work
together.77 The Financial Times has teamed up with business schools, and the University of
Nevada has teamed up with the Reno Gazette-Journal to provide bilingual coverage, enabling
students and journalists to work together.78

Journalism as endless pitch
From 2008 to 2016, GlobalPost experimented with just about every funding source that exists
for international reporting including advertising, philanthropy, and subscriptions. Founded by
seasoned foreign correspondents and legacy media entrepreneurs in 2008 as a network of virtual
foreign bureau based in Boston, GlobalPost began as a rare for-profit, professional (non-citizen
journalism) model in the world of foreign reporting. At its peak, it had syndication partnerships
with 30 major newspaper and broadcast outlets, including heavyweights like PBS and CBS.79 It
first introduced subscriptions to the public for $199 per year, and had to incrementally lower its
rates all the way down to $30 after realizing how little audience members were willing to pay for
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general foreign news.80 Increasingly, GlobalPost relied on foundation funding, receiving funds
from numerous philanthropic entities ranging from Knight to OSF and Ford. Still, this was
hardly sufficient to cover the expenses of a global network of about 60 reporters, even though
they were paid a meager base salary of about $1,000 per month. In early 2016, GlobalPost was
folded into WGBH’s PRI International, giving up the for-profit model after eight years of intense
entrepreneurship.81
Virtual foreign bureaus are constantly on the lookout for new sources of funding. Sooner or
later, most realize that the two biggest sources — foundation money and partnership from major
outlets — will not bring the combination of stability and autonomy they desire. This inspires the
VFBs to frantically search for untapped and unconventional sources of money. While the
methods vary from crowdfunding and franchising to subscriptions and sales of swag products,
each tactic contributes to a common goal of these media entrepreneurs: to hedge their bets and
ensure there will be multiple streams of money for a rainy day. Nearly everyone I met sought to
mix and match different sources.
While conducting my dissertation research, I sometimes witnessed my research subjects
evolving as time went on. Although journalistic aspirations and the pursuit of good journalism —
not profits — were usually the primary motivations behind creating VFBs, many founders were
influenced by the financial success of their colleagues in venture startups like Vice Media, which
has used news-y content to build up a profitable business with annual revenue nearing $1 billion
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in 2015.82 Consequently, some of the VFB founders became more daring and tried unorthodox
attempts to combine business and journalism.
NK News offers one such example. In early 2015, Chad O’Carroll was selected for an
entrepreneurial journalism fellowship by the City University of New York, where he took classes
on entrepreneurship and received funding to improve his media startup. There he got the idea to
franchise NK News’ model to other areas like Cuba. In July 2015, he told me during a meeting
that he will start “Cuba News,” a website that uses a combination of digital data and foreigner
networks to cover Cuba. O’Carroll had been approached by a potential investor, a
Mongolia-based British business consultant:
“O’Carroll said he was excited about the Cuba News idea, he had met with an investor and
was attending conferences about Cuba, trying to understand the situation better. To me this
reeks of disaster, as Cuba is very different from North Korea in many ways, starting from the
fact that there are way more expatriate media working from nearby Florida. This is a country
where a lot of people visit and have access to the Internet. I expressed some of my skepticism
in a nuanced way, but this feels bad. Did I just alter the business direction of my research
subject? Should I have limited myself to witnessing NK News’ financial ruin?”83
O’Carroll’s no-holds-barred approach to journalism has brought him to other
revenue-generating gigs, which included everything from consulting services to selling calendars
to creating a mobile North Korea tourism application. In March 2016, NK News launched NK
Pro, a premium website for think tanks and businesses that contains better aggregation of news
and academic work.84 It was modeled upon Economist Intelligence Unit, which provides
exclusive research and analysis for a hefty fee. Politico’s Political Pro is a similar model which has
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been wildly successful, with 1,800 subscribers paying up to six figures for custom-made
information.85 A decade ago, such a blurring of boundaries between business and editorial sides
of journalism would not have been acceptable to graduates of American journalism schools.
However, the CUNY fellowship offered a different menu for participants, asking everyone to
produce short presentations aimed at investors. O’Carroll apparently reached the conclusion that
it is possible to retain journalistic autonomy while selling “premium” content to businesses.
But not all foreign correspondents are thinking within the box of commercial, for-profit
media. Some turn to crowdfunding, finding it to be a particularly good match for foreign
correspondents who cover stories that are urgent and highly significant. Crowdfunding has
worked in situations like the Arab Spring or the war in Iraq.86 The ubiquity of crowdfunding
platforms, ranging from general platforms like Kickstarter and Indiegogo to journalism-specific
ones Spot.Us and Beacon,87 has led to an increase in crowdfunded journalism. From 2009 to
2015, the amount of money raised for journalism projects on Kickstarter grew from less than
50,000 to more than $1.7 million.88 One successful example is Nuba Reports, a web outlet that
specializes in Sudan, raised more than $40,000 via Kickstarter in 2012.89 In crowdfunding, the
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funder-donors often donate talent and knowledge in addition to money.90 For journalists on the
receiving end, this translates into an additional sense of responsibility and a huge feeling of
community, as an Italian foreign correspondent who has relied on crowdfunding said: “The
beautiful side of this crowdfunding is that people are involved, not only financially. They feel part
of the project and entitled to give their own opinions about it.”91
Others believe that collective action in the form of cooperatives, unions, and other
autonomous structures that empower and protect journalists, is crucial. On June 7, 2013,
Vaughan Smith, a former freelance war correspondent, formed the Frontline Freelance Register,
a de facto union for journalists covering wars and foreign affairs. Among other things, the
Register promised representation for the freelancers, particularly on issues of safety and
compensation.92
“There are a lot of good people in this industry who care about the welfare of freelancers.
They genuinely do, they want to see that improve. But the problem is, you can’t want us to
improve when we’re being paid so poorly. What we as an organization want to achieve, we
want people to realize that poor pay is our biggest safety and welfare problem. If you can’t be
paid properly, you can’t afford the safety. You can’t afford the equipment. And we don’t want
to receive [the resources] in five years’ time, or ten years’ time.”93
Some freelancers have resorted to naming and shaming. Pay Me Please is a site founded by
Yemen-based journalist Iona Craig where journalists — mostly freelancers working
internationally — can openly demand unpaid wages from news outlets. News outlets from all
over the world are listed, with unpaid bills as high as $30,000 and as low as $75. Listed
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organizations have included some of the most respected names in global news, like BBC,
Al-Jazeera, and the New York Times. (See figure 4.1.)
If the success of a VFB is defined as growth and financial independence after five or ten
years, most VFBs will ultimately fail. For a majority of individual journalists, the most likely
outcome is poverty and instability. During newsroom visits and interviews, I encountered many
cases where foreign correspondents — some of them award-winning, mid-career professionals —
confessed that they still turn to family and friends to pay the bills. They were rarely married or
had children. Privately, a significant number of them — especially the more senior reporters —
voiced a desire to move to jobs at NGOs, international agencies, or academia, where they can do
similar work but get paid better.
Publicly, however, most foreign correspondents remained hopeful that things will improve,
that advertising revenues will go up, and more funds from foundations will sustain them, until the
greater news environment improves. As we have seen, however, what the VFBs need is different
social and political environment. Without major changes that include the revision of law and
policies, however, the potential for entrepreneurship to solve the financial riddle of foreign
correspondence is clearly limited.
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Figure 4.1: Pay Me Please is a website for freelancers to name and shame news outlets which
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have fallen behind on payments.
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Chapter 5 – Coverage of North Korea in NK News and Associated Press

North Korea: journalism in the extremes
On Christmas Eve in 2013, the Straits Times of Singapore reported that Kim Jong Un had his
uncle Jang Song Thaek eaten alive by more than 100 dogs. The graphic story was based entirely
on a story by the Hong Kong-based newspaper Wen Pei Po, a Chinese-language tabloid. The tale
caught on and was picked up by major American outlets like NBC and the New York Daily News.1
The story turned out to be hoax, with more reputable sources pointing out that Jang had been
executed by a firing squad.2 Criticizing the Jang-fed-to-dogs coverage, Max Fisher of the
Washington Post pointed out the ubiquity of sensationalistic stories about North Korea, quoting
fellow journalist Isaac Fish’s observation that “as an American journalist you can write almost
anything you want about North Korea and people will just accept it.”3
The irony is that Fisher, the Post’s first full-time blogger for the Foreign Desk, himself has
written similarly questionable stories about North Korea. In June 2013, Fisher cited an outlet run
by North Korean defectors to report that Kim Jong Un, on the occasion of his own birthday, had
given senior North Korean officials copies of Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf.4 The story was later
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disputed by experts who pointed out that North Korea’s historic enmity toward the Nazi-allied
Japanese Empire made the incident extremely unlikely.5
The case is an illustrative example of the shoddy coverage about North Korea. On the one
hand, I have seen considerable demand for what I call the “North Korea Freak Show,” soft
stories about the discovery of unicorns6 and Kim Jong Il’s holes-in-one.7 On the other hand, hard
news about North Korea was not any better: Every major provocation from Pyongyang — be it
verbal or military — was treated as though it was something new. Forecasts of the regime’s
imminent collapse emerge with regularity. Unlike in reportage on other countries, single-source
stories — quoting one unnamed government official in Seoul, Washington, or Tokyo — were,
and continue to be, common.
Earlier in this dissertation, I have shown how new entrants like virtual foreign bureaus are
changing the news production routines and other dynamics surrounding foreign news in places
like North Korea. In this chapter, I will look into changes and variations in content, asking
questions like these: To what extent is VFB news more serious, colorful, or diverse? In what ways
is the content produced by virtual foreign bureaus different from, and similar to, that of
traditional media in covering North Korea? In order to address these inquiries, I will analyze the
content of 2014 news coverage of North Korea from both NK News and the Associated Press.
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North Korea makes for an extreme case in many aspects. It is a harsh, reclusive dictatorship
where few foreigners are allowed entry. With the Korean War technically ongoing since 1950,
the country remains locked in Cold War geopolitics with the US as its archenemy. Thus what we
find from coverage of North Korea may be hardly generalizable to other foreign countries, where
journalists tend to have better access and more diverse ways to communicate with people on the
ground.
But North Korea does share commonalities with other developing countries when it comes to
foreign reporting. For one, it belongs to the long list of countries — from China to Nigeria —
where journalists face frequent intimidation and surveillance. Stories about North Korea, like
those about many other countries, tend to lack easy narrative frameworks like an active war or
visible disaster, therefore requiring greater explanatory powers of journalists. Also, North Korea
may be isolated, but it still engages in a considerable exchange of human and goods across the
Chinese border.
Among the virtual foreign bureaus specializing in North Korea, NK News is one of the
biggest, with six reporters working full-time alongside scores of part-time and occasional writers
in 2014.8 NK News also offers a wider range of news than other outlets, which tend to focus on
niches like North Korea’s relationship with China (sinonk.com) or technology and IT
(northkoreatech.org). The only meaningful exceptions are Daily NK and News Focus
International, both Seoul-based news outlets. However, they publish fewer stories – mostly
translated from Korean – than does NK News, which publishes more than 100 articles per
month. The independence of some of these outlets has been questioned, as for instance Daily NK
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was founded by activists and has received funds from the National Endowment for Democracy, a
US Congress-funded NGO.9
I chose to compare NK News coverage with that of the Associated Press. The news agency
was a natural choice. Since 2012, the AP has been the only American media outlet — and one of
just five international news agencies — to have on-the-ground presence in Pyongyang. At a time
of bureau shutdowns, the significance of the AP in the field of global media has been well
documented.10 The AP has two full-time staffers dedicated to North Korea news (Eric Talmadge,
the bureau chief, and Maye-E Wong, the photojournalist), and also has two full-time North
Korean stringers working in its Pyongyang office.11
The year 2014 was relatively unremarkable for both the AP’s Pyongyang bureau and NK
News, making it ideal for analysis. Since nearly two years had passed since the AP’s Pyongyang
bureau first opened in 2012, work routines had the time to stabilize. Similarly, 2014 marked the
fourth year NK News was in operation.

Looking for softness and multiperspectivalism
In the first part of my content analysis, I seek to determine how much “soft” and “hard” news
is produced by the two outlets. As a concept, soft news — which has been variously defined as
stories lacking a public interest angle (Limor and Mann 1997; Tuchman 1997), which are not
National Endowment for Democracy, “North Korea 2014,” http://www.ned.org/region/asia/north-korea-2014/
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especially time sensitive (Shoemaker and Cohen 2006), and contain personal, emotional, and/or
sensationalist components (Van Aelst and De Swert 2009) — has been used widely by media
researchers who want to look into the changing nature of news and its effect on “politically
and/or socially relevant perceptions of audiences.”12 An increasing number of scholars have
called for a more multidimensional definition of soft news, taking account of softness not only in
topics but also in framing and storytelling styles (Baum 2007; Lehman-Wilzig and Seletzky 2010;
McLachlan and Golding 2000). This is how Reinemann et al. summed up in their synthesis of
literature on soft and hard news: “a news item’s topic and its linkages to public good are two
content dimensions that need to be conceptualized and measured separately. Whereas the topic
dimension captures the subject matter, the linkages to the public will often depend on the focus
or frame of a report.”13
The overall increase of soft news has been well documented, but normative evaluations vary
(Scott and Gobetz 1992).14 Political scientists like Patterson (2000) and Prior (2003) have voiced
worry over the tabloidization of news and an ill-informed citizenry reared on soft news. But a
growing group of scholars have unveiled a more complicated reality. While soft news
consumption can reinforce isolationist tendencies for those uninterested in foreign affairs (Baum
2002) and make viewers more cynical (Baumgartner and Morris 2006), soft news can also reach
out to new audiences and create new awareness. Baum, for example, has found that exposure to
TV talk shows, often soft-news-oriented, can get people who are not usually interested in politics

Carsten Reinemann, James Stanyer, Sebastian Scherr and Guido Legnante, “Hard and Soft News: A Review of
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to become more knowledgeable about political issues, including foreign affairs.15 Similarly, soft
foreign news on cultural themes has also been known to overcome the predominantly negative
framing that reinforces negative images of foreign countries and cultures (Chang 1998; Moeller
1999; Lule 2001; Wu 2007).
Most observers agree that a push to be more profitable has led to an increase of soft news,
cheap to produce and likely to bring in revenue (Baum 2000; Davis and Owen, 1998). Some of
the pioneering research on soft foreign news looks focuses on soft news in television, where soft
news proliferates in talk shows like the Oprah Winfrey Show and other entertainment-heavy
programs like The Daily Show (Baum 2003). Similar research about the more recent wave of soft
news on the Web has yet to emerge. News outlets like BuzzFeed or Vice feature a significant
amount of foreign news in a soft style that appeals to a younger audience. Many web media
startups are experimenting with new forms of foreign news, using documentary-style storytelling
or “photo of the day” type galleries to report about the world.16 Since content analysis looking
into soft news content in emerging Web news outlets, I wanted to look for softness of content
among VFBs and compare it with traditional outlets. I also wanted to find out if the BuzzFeed
model of media startup — that the soft content like cat videos supports the rest of the content,
including hard news — holds true for VFBs as well.
In a separate analysis from my content analysis on the hard-soft axis, I also look for a
diversity of perspectives in news, an inquiry that stems from normative theories pertaining to
diversity of viewpoints in foreign news. To measure that diversity in foreign reporting, I look at
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basic information like the number of reporters, where the stories were written, and what they
wrote about. Research shows that people are more likely to think about political situations in
nuanced and complex ways if they are exposed to a broad range of viewpoints.17 However,
foreign news in the US has traditionally been dominated by a narrow set of viewpoints. For
example, Chang et al. (1987) found that “audience interest,” “threat to US,” “timeliness,” “threat
to world peace,” and “US involvement” were dominant values among foreign correspondents.
These considerations have changed little over the decades. The high reliance of foreign
correspondents on official sources has also been well established (Pedelty 1995; Sigal 1986;
Tuchman 1980).
In looking for an alternative to such shortcomings of journalism, Herbert Gans (1979; 2011)
proposed “multiperspectivism,” the presence of multiple perspectives. This means journalism
needs to further diversify news by catering to different sectors of society, including the less
educated and less affluent. In particular, he suggested increased attention to five types of news:18
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Non Washington-centered news in electoral politics
Stories about non-elites and how policies affect them
Stories about public and private programs in practice
Reportage about ordinary Americans
Personally relevant and helpful information about public agencies

Applying these ideas to foreign news means having more ordinary people appear in foreign
news and including the marginalized locals who live outside the capital. It also means lowering
reliance on official and government sources, and giving more voice to the people from even the
remote corners of the world. “A revival of foreign news is more necessary than ever, but it must
Mauro Porto, “Frame Diversity and Citizen Competence: Towards a Critical Approach to News Quality,” Critical
Studies in Mass Communication 24, no. 4 (2007): 303-21.
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report on foreign affairs other than those involving Americans,” Gans wrote, stressing that
journalism should overcome the domestication of foreign new that has long been the norm.19
For this to happen, Gans wants to see a more diverse group of journalists, who are “welleducated upper middle-class professionals employed by private enterprise,” since people’s
position and roles in society determine how they see things. Notwithstanding the proliferation of
specialist and elite outlets, Gans argues that as representatives of the general public, journalists
should continue to strengthen general-interest news. One method he touts is partnerships
between journalists and researchers at think tanks, who are capable of providing and analyzing
data. Gans also suggests creating a separate pot of money from federal sources — which, in 1979,
he called an Endowment for News — to fund innovative journalistic ventures.20 While there is no
Endowment for News, cooperation between journalists and foundations has indeed become
widespread in the past three decades, mainly because of the seriousness of the economic crisis
which led newspapers to seek new forms of cooperation across institutions.

Method
For the AP component of the content analysis, I analyzed all of the articles with a North
Korea dateline in 2014 from a Lexis-Nexis search. To better capture the entirety of the AP’s
coverage of North Korea, I also analyzed not only the articles with a North Korea dateline
(Pyongyang or otherwise), but also North Korea-themed articles with South Korean, Japanese,
and Chinese datelines. The Seoul bureau, with its proximity as well as the traffic of people to and
Gans, Multiperspectival News Revisited, 4. See also Akiba Cohen, Mark Levy, Michael Gurevitch, and Itzhak Roeh,
Global Newsrooms, Local Audiences (London: John Libbey, 1996).
19
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from North Korea, operated as a backup Pyongyang bureau for the AP in 2014. When the
Pyongyang bureau chief was out of the country, breaking news from North Korea usually carried
a Seoul byline or, less frequently, a Tokyo one.21 I included articles from South Korea, Japan,
and China only if the story’s theme was primarily about North Korea, or quoted a North Korean
media outlet or someone who had recently been there. In other words, I excluded stories that
dealt with North Korea from a domestic South Korean or Japanese angle — for example if
North Korea was mentioned in the context of domestic political disputes between South Korean
parties.22 I eliminated 21 articles which were effectively updates of another article and nearly
identical to other ones written immediately after, a common practice among news agencies, and I
counted only the last article which was usually most fully developed one. That left me with a
grand total of 80 articles to actively analyze.
For content analysis of NK News in 2014, I sampled articles from six randomly constructed
weeks, adding up to 99 out of the 1,100 articles they published that year. Constructed weeks have
been shown to be more effective than sampling of random days or consecutive days in content
analysis.23 Six weeks is sufficiently representative to constitute a one-year population value in
content analysis (Hester and Dougall 2007; Luke, Caburnay, and Cohen 2011; Song 2012).
Unlike the AP, NK News does not use datelines that explicitly identify where the story was
written from. However, the bylines did contain names of authors and where they were based.

Talmadge, the Pyongyang bureau chief, split his time between Pyongyang and Tokyo, resulting in many Tokyo
bylines for North Korea-related news.
21
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As I mentioned earlier, two separate schemes were used for the coding. The first coding
scheme is the one devised by Reinemann et al. (2011), which sought to measure different aspects
of “soft” and “hard” news by allowing for a scale of softness and hardness in news. This approach
focuses on three dimensions. First is the topic dimension, which distinguishes degrees of political
relevance of the subject matter using four indicators like the presence of societal actors and policy
plans. Serious stories that deal with themes and topics like politics and economy are considered
“hard.”24 Second is the focus and framing dimension, which measures societal or individual
relevance and the extent to which the themes are organized in connection to the society at large
– the broader the relevance, the “harder” the news.25 Third is the style dimension, which looks
into the narrative style of news, including the presence of personal, emotional and visually
oriented style associated with “soft” news.26 (See appendix 1.) Each of the three dimensions was
given numerical values ranging from 0 to 4, meaning a very hard story will have a total value
close to 12. The purpose of this first scheme is to capture different dimensions of soft versus hard
news — including different shades of topical diversity but also those in focus and style — in one
comprehensible number.
In contrast, the second coding scheme was intended to provide a snapshot of the dominant
themes in 2014. I coded all stories into seven prominent themes that emerged organically in my
research, themes that are distinct and overlapping. The seven thematic categories were as
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follows: “politics (domestic) and Kim Jong Un,” “diplomacy and external relations,” “military,”
“economy and technology,” “sports,” “culture/civilian events,” “accident,”” and “arrest of
foreigners.” (See appendix 2.) The category of “arrest of foreigners” was coded separately from
“diplomacy and external relations” although arrests usually resulted in diplomatic negotiations.
This was because related stories made up a large chunk of coverage in 2014 and continue to do
so in 2016. In the same vein, “sports” merited its own category separate from “culture/civilian
events” due to an unusually high number of stories on the topic. Furthermore, the “military”
category captured stories that dealt exclusively with the technical and tactical aspects of the
North Korean military.
Coding was conducted from late 2015 into the spring of 2016. A total of 179 articles were
coded by three trained coders. In addition to the author, the second coder was a researcher with
a doctoral degree in communications, and the third was a graduate student. A randomly selected
10% subsample (21 stories) was selected for inter-coder reliability. Cohen’s Kappa values were
0.49 for topics and themes, 0.67 for frames and focus, and 0.92 for style.
Findings from content analysis were triangulated by findings from fieldwork, most of which
took place prior to the content analysis. Although I spent time at the NK News headquarters, I
have not been able to officially interview either of the two AP reporters working from North
Korea, Eric Talmadge and Maye-E Wong. To make up for the shortcoming, I have used the
external interviews Talmadge gave, for instance with the Washington Post in January 2015,27 in
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Washington Post, 18 January 2015.
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addition to various accounts of his predecessor, Jean Lee, the first Pyongyang correspondent who
has since left the AP.28

Findings and discussions
VFB news is not softer
The first thing that jumps out from this analysis is that the NK News stories are not softer
than those from the Associated Press. In fact, the VFB coverage was slightly harder. Out of a
possible 12 scores for the composite number (with 12 being the hardest and 0 being the softest),
the AP stories averaged 8.43, compared to 9.4 for NK News. (See figure 5.1.)
Initially, the result was surprising given that news agencies tend to show strength in “hard”
stories in politics and economy, delivered in “hard” styles of inverted pyramid or other
impersonal formats. Also, I presumed that VFBs produce a large amount of soft news because
they rely less on government or other official sources in Pyongyang.
Upon a closer look, we can see that the AP stories were softer in both topic and focus, scoring
2.7 (versus 3.1 at NK News) and 2.4 (versus 2.8 at NK News), respectively. This means the AP
had a lower proportion of stories dealing with governments and public policy decisions compared
to NK News.
Looking at the individual themes, however, shows that much of the softness can be attributed
to a high prevalence of sports stories, which made up 22% (24 out of 80 articles) of all stories for
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that year at the AP. (See figure 5.2.) In contrast, sports stories at NK News made up a much
lower percentage of 7% (7 out of 99 articles).
The AP’s sports stories dominated the headlines throughout the year. 2014 began with
basketball star Dennis Rodman’s meeting with the North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. In
February AP reporters covered a ski resort, in April an international marathon in Pyongyang,
followed by coverage of some Japanese wrestlers’ visit in August. In September, the AP wrote no
fewer than seven stories about the North Korea’s participation in the Asian Games, for which
athletes and cheerleaders traveled to South Korea.
Part of the reason sports was covered extensively at the AP was that athletic competitions are
among the few public events the Pyongyang bureau chief Eric Talmadge was able to attend. All
of the AP’s Pyongyang-bylined articles were written by Talmadge. As he conceded in an
interview with the Washington Post, he can maintain only a semi-permanent presence in North
Korea, staying for about ten days a month and spending the rest of the time in Tokyo where his
family lives. Every time he wants to enter North Korea, he must seek approval from the North
Korean authorities. Talmadge compares his situation to a journalist embedded with the military
in wartime, meaning access to information is severely limited.29
In addition to offering access, sports events also allow foreign correspondents like Talmadge a
window into North Korea’s politics and diplomacy, as all events are approved by the regime.
There are fewer language barriers to worry about, and there are many opportunities to create
colorful coverage through photographs. The January 8 Dennis Rodman article titled “Rodman
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sings happy birthday to North Korean leader” is a good example of such soft news, and its
tendency toward a visual style of narration:
“PYONGYANG, North Korea (AP) - Dennis Rodman sang "Happy Birthday" to North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un before leading a squad of former NBA stars in a friendly game
Wednesday as part of his "basketball diplomacy" that has been criticized in the United States
as naive and laughable.
Rodman dedicated the game to his "best friend" Kim, who along with his wife and other
senior officials and their wives watched from a special seating area. The capacity crowd of
about 14,000 at the Pyongyang Indoor Stadium clapped loudly as Rodman sang a verse from
the birthday song.30”
Sporting events make good “media events” particularly in visual media like television; Elihu
Katz and Daniel Dayan mention the Olympics and major sporting events as prime examples of
global ceremonies.31 As Michael Real writes, “ignoring media sports today is like ignoring the
role of church in the Middle Ages or ignoring the role of art in the Renaissance.”32 In
international relations, sports have been used as a tool of communication in cases where usual
channels of diplomacy and exchanges did not exist: Nixon’s ping pong diplomacy is the best
example.
It is possible that the percentage of sports stories was unusually high in 2014 due to the
Rodman visit and the Asian Games which takes places every four years.33 But it is important to
note that the rest of the AP coverage was also quite soft, with culture stories about fashion,
movies, and tourism making up a significant part of coverage. A September 26 story titled
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“Changes afoot in N. Korean capital? In fashion, yes” is almost tabloid-like in topic as well as
style, with section headings like “WATCH THE SHOES,” “LOOKING PREPPY,” and
“JEANS: THE FINAL FRONTIER,” and these opening paragraphs34:
“PYONGYANG, North Korea (AP) - High heels, with sequins. Brightly colored, tight-fitting
dresses. Hairstyles and makeup that are almost like what you would expect on streets of
Beijing or Seoul.
Something is definitely afoot in the style scene of North Korea's capital.
Most North Koreans remain too poor to think much about fashion, and the country in
general maintains a deep-rooted resistance to outside influences. But in Pyongyang, where
the standard of living is relatively high, clothes and styles have been changing in recent years
- slowly and in a limited way, but more than many outsiders might think.”
Eric Talmadge is an American born in 1962. Fluent in Japanese, he is the second Pyongyang
bureau chief, succeeding Jean Lee, a Korean-American in her 40s.35 In 2014, Talmadge’s only
other AP colleague in Pyongyang was photographer Maye-E Wong, a female photojournalist in
her 30s originally from Singapore. He was joined by senior video journalist Rafael Wober of
APTN, a sister TV subsidiary of AP. None of them speak any Korean, meaning they relied
primarily on North Korean translators to get around in the country.36
Some of the softer stories came out of chaperoned visits the AP team took outside Pyongyang.
The places included Mt. Paektu, one of the sites North Korea likes to bring visitors for symbolic
reasons: It is where North Korean founder Kim Il Sung plotted his anti-Japanese guerilla war,
and where official lore locates the birthplace of Kim Jong Il (this part is disputed by historians).
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The AP story from the trip was unusually frank in detailing the surveillance and restrictions it
faced throughout the weeklong road trip:
“[…] But the trip was on North Korea’s terms. There would be no stopping to interview
random people like the ones at Kaema. Even on the loneliest highways, we would never be
without a ‘minder,’ whose job was to monitor and supervise our activities. We were not to
take photographs of any checkpoints or military installations, or talk to people we happened
to see along the way. For the most part, we were not to detour from our pre-approved route,
which, to no one’s surprise, didn’t include nuclear facilities or prison camps.”37
Another reason NK News coverage was thematically harder than the AP was that NK News
devoted much more space to three categories with high scores for hardness: stories about North
Korea’s external relations, military affairs, and economy. NK News devoted 13 percent of its
coverage to stories that dealt primarily with North Korea’s weapons and military developments,
whereas AP had none.38 In military stories, NK News did not just source academics and officials
from relevant governments and UN agencies; it also consulted data sources. For example, an
August 21 story titled “Video emerges of North Korean ballistic missile launches” uses a
YouTube video as the starting point of journalistic investigations that indicate that earlier photos
North Korea released may have been photoshopped:
“According to Scott LaFoy, a Washington D.C. based researcher who previously analysed
the published images of the launch, the video footage may add credence to that theory. “I
think it (the video) actually seriously bolsters the argument that they are photoshopped, as the
footage at 1:04 does show the missile launch, but the missile’s body is far too small and the
illumination from its trail is tiny in comparison to what the pictures show,” LaFoy told NK
News.”
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Chad O’Carroll of NK News said he values military stories for reasons of prestige and profit:
he thinks they help spread NK News’s reputation among influential policymakers in key
countries who may be able to buy institutional subscriptions. In other words, he shares the desire
of major outlets to appeal to an elite audience.
Being an entrepreneurial outlet, NK news has kept tabs on its audience through reader
surveys and web analytics. It conducted its first reader survey in summer 2012, which showed
that readers of NK News were most interested in two categories of stories: in-depth coverage
offering opinion and analysis, and news about everyday life in North Korea. The results of the
survey led O’Carroll to the realization that he was catering to two very different audiences with
different needs:
“We have two audiences. On the one hand we have the specialist, the professors and military
… [On the other hand] there’s also an audience who for good or for bad [are] interested in
North Korea because it is kind of like pornography, if you will, they have a really strange
desire to know what it’s like to live in extremely oppressive society. It’s like the moon, so
different.”39
The results of the survey led to the September 2012 launch of “Ask a North Korean,” a soft
news section where defectors answered reader’s queries about everyday life in North Korea. The
site also runs columns by defectors and deals issues ranging from the mundane — like how to get
a job in North Korea — to the more sensationalistic. Two such soft stories — one about being
gay in North Korea, and the other about marijuana use in the country — were seventh and tenth
most widely read story site-wide all time. Overall, though, these soft everyday news stories
constituted a relatively small part of NK News, which publishes over 100 articles in a given
month.
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Soft news also comes in handy in partnerships with mainstream outlets. NK News’s articles
about everyday life have often been picked up by the Guardian’s World Networks. On July 2,
2014, it ran an “Ask a North Korean” story about religious freedom in North Korea, to which
the writer Jimin Kang, a North Korean defector residing in London pointed out that despite the
official ban on organized religion, the country is steeped in Shamananistic beliefs with people
visiting fortunetellers frequently.40
Jimin Kang, a young man in his 20s who defected with his mother, told me in an interview
that he had been critical of much of North Korea-related coverage he encountered after leaving
the country. He said a lot of media outlets run by fellow North Korea defectors specialize in
sensationalistic coverage on issues like prostitution and crime. Although he himself is critical of
the regime, Kang thought such coverage led to the de-humanization of the people as well as the
country, and he has therefore tried to de-sensationalize his own writing for NK News:
“My thoughts about North Korea news changed a little with them [NK News]. Because I was
writing a column based on what people asked – and they were not what I always wanted to
write about – I had to rechannel my emotions and focus on the things I was asked to write
about. It’s a different type of writing, and I’m not used to it, but I’m beginning to see the
value of it and am realizing why people want to know about everyday life in North Korea.”41

VFB news is more multiperspectival
Content analysis of the AP and NK News shows that the former — despite the access to
Pyongyang and other institutional resources — is producing content that is lacking diversity and
multiple perspectives, with a limited range of topics and themes being covered. In comparison,
NK News has managed to create a more diverse menu of stories reaching out to different
40
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audiences, and more closely adheres to the ideals of multiperpectivism I mentioned earlier in this
chapter.
Let’s first look at the bylines and datelines. At the AP, 53 out of 80 articles were written from
North Korea, mostly from Pyongyang (47 articles) although six articles were written from other
parts of North Korea. Two-thirds of the articles the AP wrote from North Korea (34 out of 53
articles) carried the byline of Eric Talmadge, the bureau chief and the lone staff writer at the
Pyongyang bureau. The rest — 19 articles — did not carry any byline.42 In addition, four other
AP reporters in Seoul, Beijing, and Tokyo each wrote one North Korea-related article in 2014.
What this means is that a majority of the AP stories was written by one man, Talmadge, whose
access to North Korea was limited to about ten days a month.
Compare that with NK News, which has a far more diverse authorship. For the constructed
six-week period in 2014, there were a total of 26 different authors. The most prolific reporters
were London-based writers Rob York (16 articles) and Hamish Macdonald (15), whose combined
work constituted one-third of the articles. The 26 writers were based mostly in London (10
reporters) and Seoul (6), but there was a significant East Coast US group with Washington DC
(2), New York City (2), Philadelphia (1), and Boston (1) all represented. In East Asia and the
Pacific, reporters were stationed in Tokyo (1), Hong Kong (1), and Honolulu (1).
This list of NK News writers is representative of the extent of the human network NK News
has built since its founding. Although NK News had only six full-time writers at the time,
O’Carroll counts over 200 other people as contributors. About half of them are unpaid interns

These articles are mostly news articles that relay what North Korea has announced with little or no additional
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who work for a short period and usually hail from South Korea or the US. Graduate students
who focus on North Korean studies, as well scholars and think tank researchers in the field, make
up another substantial portion of the talent pool. Also in the stable of writers are big shots like
John Everard, the former British ambassador to North Korea, and Moon Chung-in, a former
diplomatic advisor involved in South Korea’s Sunshine Policy of engaging North Korea.43
By contrast, the AP was far less prepared in both manpower and specialist knowledge to
cover North Korea in-depth; remember the Pyongyang bureau chief did not even speak Korean.
The emerging picture of the AP bureau is one that sought to make do with limited resources,
mostly by covering a bare minimum of breaking news in North Korea that relates to Americans
in one way or another.
A good example is the AP’s coverage of Americans arrested in North Korea. In 2014, there
were three Americans behind bars: Korean-American Kenneth Bae serving a sentence for
missionary activities; Matthew Miller, a 24-year-old whose request for asylum in North Korea led
to charges of espionage; and James Fowle, who had entered North Korea as a tourist but was
arrested on charges of proselytism after leaving his bible in a hotel room. Stories related to these
three people made up 16 percent (13 out of 80 stories) of the AP’s entire coverage of North
Korea in 2014; at NK News the proportion was almost half that (9 percent).
The extreme nature of these stories — in which Americans who started out as tourists ended
up receiving sentences of as many as 15 years of hard labor — captivated the attention of the
news outlets back home and kept the AP’s Pyongyang office busy. The AP had a front-seat view
of the scene and often obtained detainee interviews, whether solo or with other foreign media
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outlets. At the time, North Korea was eager to use the prisoners to attract a high-level American
delegation, which can not only enhance the profile of the regime but also serve as a catalyst to
other political developments including economic assistance and easing of sanctions.
As time goes on, however, the AP’s own coverage suggests that the news agency tired of
serving as a tool of a North Korean regime hoping to elicit diplomatic bounties. One such article
dated September 25 puts this in frank terms. The weariness is apparent as the AP discussed
American prisoner Matthew Miller, who was serving a six-year-sentence in Pyongyang:
“Under close guard and with only enough time to respond to one question, 24-year-old
Matthew Miller spoke briefly to an Associated Press Television journalist at a Pyongyang
hotel, where he had been brought to make a phone call to his family.
[…] This is the fourth time North Korea’s government, normally one of the most secretive in
the world, has produced an American detainee before The Associated Press. It has given no
reason for its actions. One possibility is that it is trying to pressure the U.S. government to
send a prominent high-level representative to negotiate Miller’s release, as has happened with
some previous detainees.”44
While the allure of such American-related stories is obvious and understandable, the AP did
not write many other stories about diplomacy or North Korea’s relationship with the outside
world. Stories about diplomacy and external relations made up only 14 percent of the AP’s
coverage, while making up 33 percent at NK News.
At NK News, news about North Korea’s diplomacy and external relations was written from
different perspectives by people in different parts of the world. One story looked into North
Korea’s military cooperation with Syria, and another looked into North Korea’s trade relations
with its number one trading partner China, using satellite pictures over the border region to
gauge the flow of goods. They not only dealt with facts, but also with the nuances of everyday
Associated Press Staff, “US Man’s N. Korean Prison Life: Digging, Isolation,” Associated Press, 25 September,
2014.
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life. One such story — written in 2015 and not part of the content used for coding here —
portrays North Korea from the vantage point of a Swedish diplomat based in Pyongyang:
“Borg often feels alone. Every now and then the ambassador – or Borg – will leave
Pyongyang for vacation or tasks in need of performing elsewhere. Then there is only one
person left to staff the embassy. One such occasion was during Christmas, which Borg found
himself spending alone in his dark apartment. ‘I was the only Scandinavian in Pyongyang
during Christmas evening,’ he said. ‘I was hoping for my parents to come and visit me, but
due to the quarantine rules they were not allowed into the country.’”45
My investigation showed the AP to be a news agency that is doing the bare minimum in
coverage, dutifully following breaking news like the arrest of Americans or the major sporting
events it was allowed to attend. It seeks to make the most of its Pyongyang presence by taking
occasional excursions into the rest of the country and taking photographs. But at the end of the
day, the news agency found itself unable to pursue new angles or seek new sources. Although in
theory the Seoul or Tokyo bureau could collaborate on North Korea-related projects — for
instance running sensitive stories on their bylines — I could not find any evidence of such
reporting despite my careful reading of the year’s AP articles.
In contrast, NK News is more proactive, discovering new stories from data troves, books, and
social media. NK News represents a wider range of perspectives, with a diverse and globally
dispersed network representing different nationalities, ethnic groups, and life trajectories.46 As we
saw in Chapter 3 where staffers comb through satellite photographs or maritime traffic data,
reporters consider their work a “game.” Because the writers included North Korean defectors,
British scholars, and retired American diplomats, they naturally had different takes on different
topics, so multiperspectivism happened organically.
Jon Ohlson, “The Daily Life of a Swedish Diplomat in North Korea,” NK News, 27 March, 2015,
https://www.nknews.org/2015/03/the-daily-life-of-a-swedish-diplomat-in-north-korea/.
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I also saw that NK News is trying to provide coverage that is more nuanced and contextual,
overcoming the “freak” or “weird” frame prevalent in much of North Korea-related coverage.
An October 9, 2014 article, for example, literally asks readers to put themselves in the shoes of
North Koreans:
“So let’s put ourselves in the shoes of those who grow up thinking that North Korea really is
the best possible country to live in; a place where the current leader truly inspires people. And
what better place to start than primary school?
[…] North Korea derives most its domestic legitimacy from its origins as a ‘guerrilla state”’
(or a ‘partisan state’), which fought for the independence of the whole Korean Peninsula, first
against the Japanese colonizers and then against the U.S. in the Korean War. This is what
every child in North Korea knows as soon as he or she learns to read.”47

Conclusion: towards a “hip” foreign correspondence
The findings of this content analysis should not be summed up as a simplistic verdict that the
AP has been doing a shoddy job covering Pyongyang. We do not know what kinds of constraints
the AP operated under in its understaffed bureau, where the one correspondent who did most of
the reporting was largely confined to a hotel room. We simply do not know what kind of bargains
the AP made, or whether these were similar to the concessions the AP makes and has made in
other places and other times, when the news agency promised Nazi authorities that it would not
produce unfavorable coverage in return for exclusive access as a Western media outlet.48
In fact, I found that the AP was providing a lot of useful information to outsiders beyond the
text and photographs it provides to subscribers: The AP’s Pyongyang correspondents have been
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running hugely successful social media accounts on Instagram, posting hundreds of photographs
which have won a large following. The Instagram account of the photographer David
Guttenfelder, who worked in Pyongyang from 2012 to 2014, had more than 80,000 followers. As
this excerpt from an AP story shows, the reporters were aware that their story was followed on
different media and wanted to make the most of those opportunities:
“As we made our way out of town during Reunification Avenue, we checked our Instagram
feeds and WhatsApp chats with friends in the outside world and gazed out at sharply dressed
Pyongyang women clutching their domestically assembled Arirang smartphones, which
aren’t connected to the Web and can’t make, or receive, international calls. Even in the
capital, North Korea remains, to virtually all of its inhabitants, a country that has yet to enter
the Internet age.”49
But the AP rarely incorporated social networks into its day-to-day coverage. Although the
Instagram photos by Guttenfelder presented a rich, nuanced, and complex picture of the
country, the Pyongyang bureau was pigeonholed into producing text copy and photographs for
subscribers. And the AP’s own social media and user-generated content team based in London
did not come to help either, probably because the news agency does not have a business model
around it. The Twitter account of NK News has 18,200 followers and follows 833 accounts,
including those of academics, bureaucrats, and North Korean defectors. In comparison, the
Twitter account of Eric Talmadge at the AP has only 1,298 followers and follows 105 people,
and the account is protected, meaning that followers must gain Talmadge’s permission to see the
Tweets.50 If attending cocktail parties with diplomats used to be part of the job for a
correspondent in a foreign capital, networking via Twitter is the contemporary analog, and
correspondents cannot just excuse themselves from that duty.
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Social media material also appeals to a hip, younger audience that news outlets want to
attract. The soft news cousins of VFBs — websites like BuzzFeed, Mashable, and Vice, all of
whom feature entertainment-heavy foreign content — have realized the potential of such an
approach. Sterling Proffer, general manager of Vice News, said his outlet, which specializes in
stories of violence, conflict, and crime, was particularly bent on luring a younger audience to
international news with a “soft” framing and format:
“We are hip … We’re willing to tell you what we know and what we don’t know,
documentary style. We take you on a journey, never going into a story with a prescribed
structure of prescribed ending, and people appreciate that.”51
Scholars have called for journalists to become “sense-makers,” people who can serve as
“nodes” in a complex media ecology, navigating “between news and analysis, between
annotation and selection, between orientation and investigation.”52 Even in North Korea, we
have seen in earlier chapters how much information the VFBs obtained from crowdsourced
photographs and videos, including those uploaded by the North Korean government. For these
techniques to succeed, establishment of norms on verification and sourcing — including a reward
structure that values a diversity of perspectives — may be needed to incentivize journalists in
traditional media outlets like the AP.53
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Figure 5.1: Softness of News at NK News and AP
Topic
(0-4)

Focus
(0-4)

Style
(0-4)

Total
(0-12)*

NK News

3.1

2.8

3.5

9.4

AP

2.7

2.4

3.3

8.4

*0 is softest, 12 is hardest
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Figure 5.2: Breakdown of themes in NK News and AP stories (in percentage).
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion

New rituals, hybrid identities
James Carey is perhaps best known for conceptualizing two communicative
forms/modalities: communication as transmission, and communication as ritual.
Communication is commonly understood as “transmission,” conforming to the traditional
sender-receiver model where it is seen in terms of transmitting messages from one person, group,
or institution to another. The struggle to control the flow of information — and thereby to wield
power over people — is embedded in the foundations of this modality. Going back to history,
however, Carey also finds an alternative, “ritual” view of communication. Here, communication
is about sharing and participating. How people use their communicative systems to share beliefs
and form a common culture is just as important — if not more important — than how messages
are transmitted over time and distance.1 This ritual modality of communication is associated
with concepts like “sharing,” “participation,” “association,” and “fellowship.”2
Carey’s latter definition of communication as ritual is helpful in making sense of foreign
reporting. The dominant view — which is to say the transmission view — of foreign
correspondence maintains that it is primarily a matter of foreign correspondents transmitting
texts and images across oceans and continents, from far away places to a home audience. But
foreign reporting has been, and continues to be, a process where cultural symbols are created and
rituals shared. Press conferences and cocktail parties are sites where correspondents attend to
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such rituals, when in fact more valuable stories might be found by going to rural areas and
meeting with the locals. At other times, the rituals journalists attended are more literal, as when
an AP correspondent recalls the attire he wore while covering the world during the first half of
20th century:
“… a full-dress evening suit, a high silk hat, white gloves, and patent-leather spats for Haile
Selassie’s wedding, which began at four in the morning in Addis Ababa; similar attire —
overcoats forbidden — for Henry Pu-Yi’s open-air coronation in thirty-below-zero
Manchurian weather.”3
In other words, traditional foreign correspondence was not only about reporting stories from
abroad, but also about a way of making sense of the world. A group of people called
correspondents made up the press corps, and together the corps created its own cultures,
journalistic norms, and values. From a utilitarian transmission point of view, this included a lot of
chaff, as veteran foreign correspondent Mort Rosenbaum lamented: “This [foreign
correspondence] system is geared as much to amuse and divert as it is to inform, and it responds
inadequately when suddenly called upon to explain something so complex and menacing as a
dollar collapse, or a war in Asia.”4 Such realizations, of course, would later make foreign
bureaus vulnerable in the face of budget cuts.
I spent a significant portion of this dissertation discussing the creation of new rituals and
journalistic cultures among the virtual foreign bureaus. In preceding chapters, I showed that the
VFBs do not fit neatly into existing classifications like foreign correspondents, freelancers, or
media startups. Their news work is more collaborative and globally dispersed than before. The
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Pyongyang or Tehran byline loses significance when more accurate, in-depth stories can be
compiled from London. The relative value of the human testimony — and of official,
government sources — diminishes with crowdsourcing and data from open-source communities
and social networks like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Under these emerging conditions,
news produced by VFBs becomes more multi-perspectival than its competitors in legacy media.
But I do not want to stress only differences, when in fact “traditional” foreign correspondents
are also changing and adopting similar journalistic norms, and “new” foreign correspondents like
the VFBs are trying to mimic their more established peers. Foreign news in legacy mainstream
media is also evolving. It is getting produced differently than it did a decade or two ago:
newspapers like the Guardian, the New York Times, and the Washington Post have been at the
forefront, creating international networks of experts, bloggers, and citizen journalists. The
Associated Press has set up semi-autonomous regional editing hubs to become more nimble, and
has also created a unit specifically to improve the verification of social media content.5 The
“new” journalism by bloggers and VFBs, despite claims of novelty and unorthodoxy, often end
up adopting norms and routines which are similar to traditional journalism.6 On an individual
level, people working for elite outlets and VFBs increasingly look alike, with similar international
backgrounds and specialized expertise.
Against this backdrop I conclude that we are seeing the emergence of a hybrid foreign
correspondence, where the norms and cultures of traditional journalism as well as the the digitalborn variants are fusing together to create a distinctive form of foreign correspondence.
Soomin Seo, “Marginal Majority at the Postcolonial News Agency: Foreign Journalistic Labor at the Associated
Press.” Journalism Studies 17, no. 1 (2016): 39-56.
5
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Professional norms and values like objectivity, fairness, social responsibility, and public service
continue to be important, but there is a new emphasis on the ideologies of transparency and
openness.7 Sites like Bellingcat are emblematic of this shift, providing readers with original data
as well as full details of the editorial process.
Hybrid foreign correspondence is about cross-pollination, combining the best of traditional
foreign correspondence with that of digitally native variants like the VFBs. Increasingly, content
defies existing categories, and partnerships and cooperation across outlets and platforms are
becoming more common.8 The culture of journalism is changing as reporters work closely with,
and alongside, NGOs, research institutions, corporate entities, and even governments. The
overlap of journalism and the technological field is particularly prominent: the distinctions
between journalists, programmers, and statisticians are blurring in the emergence of data and
computational journalism.9 Journalists are expected to possess a wide set of skills and abilities,
including familiarity with multimedia and social media. As a BBC reporter lamented, “basically
the job spec, the description of the job has become wider and wider and wider.”10
Of course, hybridity does not equal harmony. Even within the same newsroom, there is
“ongoing tension between professional control and open participation in the news process,”
which will not go away anytime soon.11 As my research on VFBs suggests, heated battles and
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contestation over different professional identities — as a writer, photographer, columnist, data
journalist, blogger, citizen journalist, and so on — will continue in the years ahead.
Going forward, there must be continued efforts to codify new standards, ethics, and traditions
befitting such hybridity. A very good example is the Online News Association’s DIY Ethics Kit,
which allows anyone to create a customized code of ethics from scratch.12 Another is the
European Journalism Center’s Verification Handbook, which offers advice on how to verify and use
crowdsourced information during crises or emergencies, when time is tight and pressure to
publish high.13

Journalism as businesses, public institutions
Kathleen E. McLaughlin is a successful freelance foreign correspondent based in China. For
more than a decade, she has contributed to outlets which include the Economist, GlobalPost, and
BuzzFeed. She produces journalism in multiple formats, from print to video, short blog posts to
long-form narrative. By combining her freelancer income with grants and fellowships,
McLaughlin has been able to earn a comfortable living. “There is a misconception that people
work as freelancers because they can’t do anything else,” she said, adding: “It’s exactly the
opposite. Once you figure out how to make a living at it, you can do anything.”14
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McLaughlin’s story illustrates that not all cards are stacked against foreign news as businesses.
Surely, the changed media landscape also brought new opportunities. For one, the cost of
producing and disseminating foreign news has dropped, as cheap laptops, digital cameras, and
fast and affordable Internet proliferate. The costs of transporting and transmitting film and text
— which took up a great chunk of foreign news budgets several decades ago — are nearing nil.
For just about any country in the world, user-generated content from NGOs, governments, and
citizens are widely available. From satellite images to public documents, there has been
exponential growth in the amount of free information available on the web, including data
previously accessible only to experts.
Robert Picard presents a sophisticated version of the “glass half full” perspective when it
comes to new journalism. He points to a historical shift in the mode and production structure of
news. Picard argues that whereas in the past, a “service mode” of large-scale, geographically
defined media institutions prevailed, a “craft mode” of news production is emerging, where news
is produced by small-scale outlets and individual journalism entrepreneurs, focusing on niche
topics and targeting small audiences.
“The new ecosystem is allowing for the emergence of new, more flexible means of providing
news. Large, inefficient, slow-moving news organizations are being transformed into smaller,
more agile forms and embracing new processes and approaches to news. They are becoming
more networked, cooperating with other information providers and producers, and engaging
with the public itself. This is producing competing and colliding logics of professional
journalism, commerce, and participation, and the tensions between these is forcing
negotiations of values, norms and practices.”15
But the challenges remain dire, even for some of the most successful VFBs I have profiled.
Many VFBs have internalized the “grow or perish” ethos of contemporary capitalism, working
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strenuously to diversify funding with foundation grants, subscriptions, partnerships with bigger
media outlets, and crowdfunding, just to name a few. But philanthropic support is riddled with
problems. Many foundations see grants as “investments” that must eventually be cut off like
umbilical cords, and are unwilling to extend help to outlets that are critical of their frames and
ideologies. Partnerships between VFBs and elite media rarely pays off financially, as the latter
entities often see the prestige from partnership as constituting adequate compensation.
Crowdfunding can bring temporary reprieve to some foreign news outlets with hot topics and
strong personal networks, but not to everyone.
When it comes to funding international reportage in the digital age, Anglo-American
journalism has found neither a consensus nor a savior. In all likelihood, certain types of
international news will thrive, while others will lag behind. For one, foreign news targeted at elites
focusing on issues like business and economics will continue to prosper, as will a handful of
outlets and freelancers that can win foundation grants through their unique selling points.
Certain NGOs — like Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International — will step in to do
some reporting themselves. Efforts to repurpose the labor of academics, interns and even the
“crowd” as journalism will continue apace.
But what about the public sector? Our imagination about innovation in journalism should
not stop at the government’s door. Among the developed countries of the world, America is an
outlier for lacking a robust public media, including in its foreign news.16 More importantly, there
is already a significant pool of funds used for similar purposes in public diplomacy, flowing
directly to Voice of America or indirectly via entities like the National Endowment for
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Democracy. Scholars have already shown that America has a long history of subsidizing media
activities, from the reduced postal rates for print publications to the free provision of federal
weather data.17 This dissertation extends this list by adding examples from foreign reporting in
an interconnected world, as with the State Department money that supported investigative
journalism of crime rings in Eastern Europe.
In addition to corporate public responsibility and policy interventions, there should be more
efforts to empower individual foreign correspondents through unions, collectives, cooperatives,
and employee-owned firms. In recent years, for example, the NGO Rory Peck Trust has been
negotiating to create affordable insurance options for freelance foreign correspondents.18 Such
“re-institutionalization” of journalism is needed not only for economic stability, but also for the
restoration of cultural powers journalists used to have in traditional labor arrangements with
guilds, unions and other professional organizations.
Here, universities and other higher education institutions also have a role to play. A number
of schools are already offering facilities and expertise to prop up public-interest journalism,
including foreign correspondence. Further, journalism schools could adjust their curricula to
include topics of increasing practical importance, such as political economy, media policy, and
comparative media systems.
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Covering all of the world
In this dissertation, I pay particular attention to journalism about two relatively isolated
countries with oppressive regimes and historic animosity towards the US: Iran and North Korea.
In these two countries, I found that the costs associated with physical access, the dangers to
individual reporters, and journalistic corner-cutting to be more prevalent than I had imagined.
The regimes in Tehran and Pyongyang were savvy in harassing media and preventing undesired
coverage. One could argue that this is quite different from many countries in the world, where
journalists benefit from more openness and freedom.
But by closing foreign bureaus and firing reporters, the majority of news organizations have
made themselves vulnerable to the influence of governments anywhere. If there is no Paris
bureau, journalism will be increasingly reliant on reports from the French government. I also
found Iran and North Korea to be rich sites for studying the complex phenomena of foreign
correspondence, as emergent behaviors are more visible in a starker contrast. Both countries have
among the world’s most sophisticated regimes of digital surveillance, combining it with
traditional means of control like minders to suppress journalistic activities. Researchers are only
beginning to understand media control and surveillance in the post-Cold War world and how it
impacts journalists.19
The manipulation of news is hardly confined to the Second or Third World. In May 2016, a
senior official for the Obama administration caused a stir by openly admitting that in order to
sway public opinion about the nuclear deal, he led journalists to create a narrative about Iran he
himself did not believe in. According to the official — Ben Rhodes, deputy national security
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adviser for strategic communication — his team created an “echo chamber” on Twitter and fed
journalists colorful details, to create an image of Iranian President Hassan Rouhani as a
moderate more favorable to American interests. Rhodes said the journalists reported and tweeted
this deception uncritically:
““All these newspapers used to have foreign bureaus,” he said. “Now they don’t. They call us
to explain to them what’s happening in Moscow and Cairo. Most of the outlets are reporting
on world events from Washington. The average reporter we talk to is 27 years old, and their
only reporting experience consists of being around political campaigns. That’s a sea change.
They literally know nothing.””20
Throughout this research, I have tried to remind myself that many people may not perceive
foreign news to be important. While some certainly draw their ideas about foreign countries and
cultures from news coverage, there are a lot of people in the world who simply do not have the
time, money, or cognitive abilities to consume and make sense of any news at all, let alone foreign
news. At the end of the day, foreign bureaus exist alongside other actors in the international
arena, where governments, the UN, and NGOs also perform roles similar to news media. While
our lofty ideals envision a well-informed citizenry capable of making reasoned decisions that
affect distant parts of the world, the reality may be that foreign news will remain a niche,
boutique item consumed primarily by elites in the government and diplomatic circles. But there
will always be stories that need to be told, whether about Syrian refugees or global warming. And
sometimes, the best stories are hidden in plain sight. Telling these stories well requires not only
passion and expertise, but also willingness to work with new tools, formats, and institutions.
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In 2015, the Associated Press ran a series of reports about the widespread use of slave labor
in the global fishing industry in Southeast Asia. The cheaply-produced fish made its way to
North American tables via Walmart and Safeway. The series was the work of four female
reporters: Robin McDowell, the Burma bureau chief, is a Southeast Asia specialist with more
than 20 years of experience in the region; Margie Mason, the Cambodian bureau chief, is also a
long-timer in Asia; Esther Htusan is a locally hired reporter who became the first Burmese to win
a Pulitzer; and Martha Mendoza is a US-based writer who specializes in in-depth reporting.21
The story they told was not a new one: in Southeast Asia, it was open knowledge that forced
labor was being used on fishing trawlers, and that the fish these trawlers caught probably made its
way to tables in North America. The problem was that no one had ever seen slaves in captivity,
nor traced the slave-produced shrimp route all the way to the US.22 Together, the AP team
worked on the story for more than a year despite death threats by international criminals,
traveling to remote islands in Southeast Asia, and interviewing more than 70 people in three
languages. They also used satellite technology to track routes of large fishing vessels that had
evaded authorities. For effective storytelling, the AP published in multiple formats: text,
photographs, video, and interactive graphics.23 In April 2016, the stories were awarded
journalism’s highest honor, the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service. The stories also led the release of
more than 2,000 slaves who had been rescued after a rare international crackdown. One of the
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freed men was Myint Naing, who was reunited with his mother and sister after 22 years in
captivity.24
I thought it fitting to end this dissertation with the AP story, because it contains many of the
important points about foreign reporting I have made throughout this dissertation. Despite
budget cuts and shutdowns of bureaus — the AP has also seen major budget cuts — foreign news
itself is evolving, becoming richer and more diverse than it used to be. Thanks to digital
technology, production is becoming more interactive, with a global network of producers finding
new ways to seek sources and verify them.
Foreign reporting has never been enough to create a borderless world or even a truly global
audience — "international affairs" are still conducted by elite bureaucrats or country leaders
without much accountability to the public. Still, foreign reporting has provided an important
window into other worlds and cultures. That window may be shattering, but the pieces are still
meaningful enough to offer stories from afar, and there are a thousand more peepholes for people
to peek at foreign countries.
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Appendix 1: Coding Instructions for Softness and Hardness of News
Topic dimension (political relevance):
(1) Presence of two or more societal actors (0 not present, 1 present)
(2) Presence of decision-making authorities (0 not present, 1 present)
(3) Presence of policy decision or program substance (0 not present, 1 present)
(4) Presence of persons or groups affected (0 not present, 1 present)
Focus dimension:
(1)   Focus on individual or societal relevance or consequences
(0 is dominant focus on individual relevance, 1 is mixed attention to individual and
societal relevance, 2 is predominant focus on societal relevance)
(2)   Episodic or thematic framing
(0 is dominant focus on episodic framing, 1 is mixed episodic and thematic framing, 2 is
predominant thematic framing)

Style dimension (personal viewpoints and presence of emotion):
(1)   Personal or impersonal reporting (0 is dominantly personal voice, 1 is mixed personal and
impersonal, 2 is predominantly impersonal)
(2)   Emotional or unemotional Reporting (0 is predominantly emotional, 1 is mix of emotionl
and unemotional elements, 2 is predominantly unemotional)
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Appendix 2: Coding Instructions for Themes of Stories
(1)   Accident: Stories dealing primarily with accidents and disasters, natural or manmade.
(2)   Arrest: Stories dealing primarily with arrest of foreigners by North Korean authorities.
(3)   Culture: Stories dealing primarily with civilian developments in fields like arts, music and
academia, with the exception of sports.
(4)   Diplomacy: Stories dealing primarily with North Korea’s diplomacy and external
relations with other countries.
(5)   Economy: Stories dealing primarily with economic issues, such including industrial and
agricultural production, trade and information technology.
(6)   Military: Stories dealing primarily with the technical and strategic aspects of North
Korean military.
(7)   Politics: Stories dealing primarily with internal policy dynamics in North Korea,
including senior party leadership and Kim Jong Un.
(8)   Sports: Stories dealing primarily with sporting events or individual athletes.
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